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Chapter I

CHAPTER 1- GENERAL INFORMATION

This chapter of the MDS Nordion F-294 Transport Package Safety Analysis Report (SAR) presents
a general introduction to and description of the MDS Nordion F-294 transport package. Terminology
used throughout the report is presented in Table 1.1. To better visualize the major components of the
MDS Nordion F-294 Transport Package, photographs of the full-size package are included as Figures
1.1 through 1.7.

1.1 INTRODUCTION

The MDS Nordion F-294 transport package has been developed by MDS Nordion Inc. as a safe means
of transporting MDS Nordion cobalt-60 C-188 sealed sources. The shielding design is conservative to
provide a Transport Index of less than 10 with the full licensed limit of radioactive contents in the package.
The F-294 package assembly is composed of a lead shielded cask which provides a shielded containment
boundary and acts as an environmental barrier and an inner carrier (F-313 or F-457 source carrier)
which houses the C-188 sealed sources. The package also consists of a cylindrical fireshield and a crush
shield (an impact limiter utilizing the fins as a method of energy absorption) to limit the consequences of
both normal and hypothetical accident events or design conditions. Two types of skid are provided:

1. a removable shipping skid and
2. a permanent skid to facilitate the handling of the package.

The F-294 is designed to transport, primarily by road, up to 360,000 curies of cobalt-60 per package.
It is expected that up to two F-294 packages can be transported per shipment (i.e., per freight-trailer).
Each F-294 packaging is assigned a serial number. Therefore a typical model/serial number on the
identification plate shall be "F-294-xx" meaning F-294 is the model and xx is the numeric serial
number of the packaging.

As the F-294 package is not intended to transport any fissile material, a discussion on the requirements
for the fissile packages is not applicable.

Authorization is sought for shipment of F-294 Transport Package by road as a Type B(U) package per
definitions delineated in 10 CFR 71.4 (Ref. [l]). In addition, MDS Nordion requests that the F-294
package be designated as "-96" (TS-R-1).

)N/TR 9301 F294. Reviikn 4 -1.l- July 2003
1(1/E 9301 1;294, Reio 4 - .1 - July2003



Chapter I

Table 1.1 - Terminology and Notation

MOdel: a - Nsdn F-29 Ta t Pcg

Package The Packaging with its radioactive contents, or Payload, as presented
for Transportation. Within this SAR, the Package is denoted as the
MDS Nordion F-294 Package.

Packaging The assembly of components necessary to ensure compliance with packaging
requirements. Within this SAR, the Packaging is the Package without its
radioactive contents.

Transport Package Shipping Cask consisting of the inner carrier, a lead shielded container,
energy absorbing impact limiters, skid, thernal protection devices.

Payload One (1) F-313 or one (1) F-457 source carrier.

Inner Carrier Receptacle or source carrier (F-3 13 or F457) containing C-188 sealed
sources.

Lead shielded Container The assembly (comprised of a lid or plug and body) providing shielded
containment for the Payload. The container surounds the source carrier
and provides gamma shielding capabilities. The flask.

Crush Shield The assembly of fins to provide energy absorption capability; synonymous
to impact limiter or a shock absorber

Fireshield An assembly which surrounds the container to provide thermal protection.
The assembly normally consists of high temperature thermal insulation
sandwiched between steel plates.

C-188 MDS Nordion cobalt-60 sealed source; licensed as Special Form.

)i I

I,

~'- I
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- Figure 1.1
Photograph #1: F-294 Package
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- 000 Figure 1.2
- Photograph #2: F294 Container
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Figure 1.3
Photograph #3: F-294 Crush Shield
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Figure 1.4
Photograph # 4: F-294 Fire Shield
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; Figure 1.6
Photograph #6: F-294 Container Closure
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Figure 1.7a
Photograph #7a. F-313 Source Carrier with Dummy C-188 Source

I

. . :: Figure 1.7b
Photograph #7b. F-457 Source Carrier with Dummy C-188 Source

IN/FR 9301 F294. Revision 4 -1.9- July 2003
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Figure 1.8
F-294 Radioactive Material Transport Package

Notes

1. Capadcy 13,320 TBq (30,000 Cl) of cobalt4O
2. Source carrIers for C-188 sealed sources
3. Shleldng: lead - staness steel encased - 28 mm (1125 hI.) lead tdoiess
4. Grss vvelght 9U45 kgJ (Z1,.OO b.) 
5. Closuw plug weight 490 kg (1.070 b.)
6. PIeced tor lw*dn 2,450 We (600 bAR')

23_
26 

4-2X emm (4825 WL dla-aF 1v 2 uA Par List
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8. Wire seal
IL Cosure plug went
10. Closure plug liing big
11. Ventcaps (2)
12. Cet closure pVl retaining bolts (16)
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14. Caevldosure P
1. Ventibe 
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19. Pressure gmetning
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Chapter 

1.2.1 PACKAGING

1.2.1.1 Gross Weight

The gross weight of the F-294 package is 21,000 pounds (9,545 kg).

1.2.1.2 Materials of Construction, Dimensions, and Fabrication Methods

The F-294 packaging consists of

1. a lead shielded container

2. a cylindrical fireshield

3. a crush shield

4. a permanent skid

5. a removable shipping skid

6. an F-313 or F-457 source carrier

The nominal key dimensions of the F-294 package are illustrated in Figure 1.8 and are as follows:
Length 78 in. (1981. mm)
Width 78 in. (1981. mm)
Height 81 in. (2045. mm)

1.2.1.2.1 Lead Shielded Container

The shell is primarily fabricated of Type 304L stainless steeL The fins, welded to the external surface
of the shell, are made of Type 304L stainless steel. Non-stainless steel members include the cast lead
shielding, "LJnbrako" closure bolts (socket head cap screws), "Hastelloy" bottom cavity end plate and drain
and vent lines and a "Neoprene" gasket Sixteen closure bolts secure the container plug (lid) to the container
body. The body of the container is constructed of inner and outer shells which contain the cast lead
shielding. A cavity 11.5 in. diameter x 19.75 in. high is provided in the center of the container. A stainless
steel crack shield is located on the external surface of the shield plug to reduce radiation from the F-294
cavity.

1.2.1.2.2 Cylindrical Fireshield

The fireshield is fabricated from mild carbon steel plate rolled into cylindrical shells. The space between the two
shells is filled with a ceramic fibre thermal insulation blanket.

1.2.1.2.3 Crush Shield

The crush shield (or fin impact limiter) assembly is made from mild carbon steel plates. The crush shield
also incorporates an integrated top fireshield, fabricated from mild carbon steel plates. The space between
the two plates is filled with a ceramic fibre thermal insulation blanket.

1.2.1.2.4 Permanent Skid

The skid is made from steel structural channels and steel plates.

IN/FR 930) F294. Revision 4 -1.12- July2003
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1.2.1.2.5 Removable Shipping Skid

The shipping skid is made from steel structural channels, I-beams and steel plates.

1.2.1.2.6 F-313 Source Carder

The source carrier is made from Type 304L stainless steel.

1.2.1.2.7 F457Source Carrer

The source carrier is made from Type 304L stainless steel.

1.2.13 Neutron Moderation and Absorption

There are no requirements for neutron absorbers or moderators in the F-294 package. Fissile material is not
transported in the package.

1.2.1.4 Receptacles, Valves, Testing and Sampling Ports

The container lid (plug) has two vent connections; the first connection joins the ventline from the bottom
of the plug to the top of the plug; the second connection joins an opening from bottom of the plug flange to
top of the plug. The container body has a double pipe drainline. The ventlines are made of ss3O4L and the
drainline is made of "Hastelloy". The ventline connections are sealed using pipe caps and nickel gaskets.
The drainline connection is sealed using a pipe cap and a "neoprene" gasket. A more detailed discussion of
these lines appears in Chapter 7.

There are no receptacles or valves in the F-294 packaging.

1.2.1.5 Heat Dissipation

There are no special devices for heat dissipation except passive devices such as integral fins welded to the
external surface of the container. The package maximum design capacity is 5,570 watts for 360 kilocuries
of cobalt-60. A more detailed discussion of the package thermal characteristics is provided in Chapter 3.

1.2.1.6 Coolants

There are no coolants utilized within the F-294 package.

1.2.1.7 Protrusions

At the top, there are two (2) ventline outlet connections and at the bottom there is one (1) drainline outlet
connection.

1.2.1.8 Lifting and Tie-down Devices

Four lifting fins are located on the top, exterior surface of the container. They serve a dual purpose. Two
diagonally opposite lift lug fins can be used for lifting the package while all four lift lug fins are required
for tie-down. A more detailed discussion of the package lifting and tie-down features is provided in Chapter
2, Section 2.5.

1.2.1.9 Pressure Relief System

There are no pressure relief valves or rupture discs on the F-294 package. The pressurization of the cavity
of F-294 in a hypothetical fire transient event, is discussed in Chapters 3 and 4.
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1.2.1.10 Shielding

The shielding for the F-294 consists of the lead cast within a stainless steel container and the lead cast
within a stainless steel closure plug. At the horizontal centerline of the F-294 container, the lead shielding
thickness is 11.25 in. At the vertical centerline of the F-294 plug, the lead shielding thickness is 11.00 in.
A stainless steel crack shield is welded to the external surface of the shield plug. Sufficient lead shielding
thickness is maintained between the radioactive sources and the external surface of the container for the
attenuation of radiation. The F-294 shielding aspects are discussed in detail in Chapter 5.

1.2.1.11 Containment

The inner shell and closure lid assembly of the F-294 lead-shielded cask is designated as the containment
system of the F-294 package. The MDS Nordion C-188 sealed source has been registered with USNRC
and meets the requirements for Special Form Radioactive Material. The function of the containment system
is to provide adequate containment for the Special Form material and to confine the radioactive material in
the shielded position. The containment system is fully described and discussed in Chapter 4.

1.2.2 OPERATIONAL FEATURES

The MDS Nordion F-294 package is not considered to be operationally complex. All operational features
are readily apparent from an inspection of the Engineering Information Drawing provided in Section 1.3.2.
Operational procedures are provided in Chapter 7.

1.2.3 CONTENTS OFPACKAGING

The F-294 package is designed to canty up to 360,000 curies of cobalt-60 in up to forty (40) MDS Nordion
C-188 sealed sources in an F-313 source carrier or up to eighty (80) MDS Nordion C-188 sealed sources
in an F-457 source carrier. The MDS Nordion C-188 is certified as Special Form Radioactive Material and
has a current USNRC Registration Number NR-220-S-103-S (Ref. [4]). The form of radioactive material
is SOLID.

The sealed sources are held in a ring configuration within the F-313 source carrier, and in a configuration
of two (2) concentric rings within the F457 source carrier.

The maximum amount of decay heat generated within a filly loaded package is 5,570 watts. The pressure
build-up in the F-294 cavity, due to decay heat, is discussed in Chapter 3.

The weight of the F-313 source holder and 40, C-188 sealed sources is 43 pounds. The weight of the F-457
source holder and 80, C-188 sealed sources is 63 pounds.

The radiation levels external to the package shall not exceed the requirements delineated in 10 CFR 71.47
(Ref. [1]) or 49 CFR 173.441 (Ref. [2]), i.e., 200 mrem/h at the surface of the package and the Transport
Index 10.

Surface contamination levels shall not exceed the requirements of 49 CFR 173.443 (Ref. [2]) and 10 CFR
71.87(i) (Ref. [1]).
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1.3 REFERENCES

[1] 10 CFR Part 71 - Packaging and Transportation of Radioactive Material.
(2] 49 CFR Part 173 - Shippers' General Requirements for Shipments and Packaging.
[3] ANSI N43.10; Safe Design and Use of Panoramic, Wet Source Storage Gamma Irradiators

(Category IV).
[4] USNRC Registration Number for MDS Nordion C-188 Sealed Source is NR-220-S-103-S.

1. APPENDICES

These appendices contain detailed information about the F-294 package and its construction.
Engineering information drawings are included. A data sheet on cobalt-60 and a 8.5 in. x 11 in. drawing
of the MDS Nordion C>188 sealed source are also included. This information has been organized into
the following sections:

Appendix 1.4.1
Appendix 1.4.2
Appendix 1.4.3
Appendix 1.4A

Technical Specification for the F-294 Package
F-294 Engineering Information Drawings
F-313 and F-457 Source Carrier Engeering Information Drawing
MDS Nordion 8.5 x 11 Illustration Sheets
C-188 Sealed Source
F-294(96) Transport Package
F-313 Source Carrier
F-457 Source Carrier

lN/17� 930) .F294. Revision 4 -1.15- Ja4v 2003
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APPENDIX 1.4.1
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION FOR THE F-294 TRANSPORT PACKAGE
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1. SCOPE

This specification establishes the technical requirements for the manufacture, assembly, inspection and
delivery of an F-294 transport packaging.

2. DESCRIPTION

The F-294 packaging is designed to safely transport up to 13,320 TBq (360 kCi ) of cobalt-60. The
packaging radiation shield consists of a lead flask and a closure plug, both encased in steel. The cavity thus
formed contains the radioactive material. The radiation shield is mounted to a shipping skid which consists
of a frame made from four reinforced channel sections. The outside of the packaging is equipped with
vertical cooling fins and a cylindrical fireshield and top crush shield. Four of the cooling fins are designed
as lifling lugs. The packaging is designed for underwater loading/unloading. For that purpose, it features a
drainline from the bottom of the cavity and a ventline through the closure plug.

The overall dimensions and weight of the packaging are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1

Overall Dimensions and Weight for F-294 Packaging

Height: 80.5 in. (2045 mm) with skid

Base: 78 x 78 in. (1980 x 1980 mm)

Weight: 21,000 lb. (9545 kg) max.

A cutaway view of the packaging and identification of major components are shown in Figure 1.

3. APPLICABLE DRAWINGS

Drawings for the F-294 are compiled as per Production List PL98017. This list is an integral part of this
specification. A list of applicable engineering drawings is included in Appendix A for reference only. The
applicable issues are those effective on the date of tendering documents. In the event that certain
requirements or data on the drawings conflict with the requirements of this specification, the governing
requirements shall be at the discretion of the Purchaser.

4. APPLICABLE STANDARDS

The documents listed in Appendix B form an integral part of this specification, where applicable. They do
not, however, override the requirements of this specification. If there is any conflict between this
specification and the listed documents, MDS Nordion must be contacted for a disposition on the overriding
requirement

5. MDS NORDION SPECIFICATIONS AND PROCEDURES

The MDS Nordion specifications and procedures listed in Appendix C are for reference only.
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6. REQUIREMENTS

All components as shown on the applicable drawings shall be fabricated, assembled, inspected, and
prepared for delivery by the Vendor as specified herein. Final acceptance of the packaging shall be
dependent upon passing all tests and checks specified in Section 7 of this specification. The Vendor shall
maintain a close liaison with the Purchaser, or his authorized representative, throughout all phases of the
work.

6.1 Code Requirements

This specification is subject to CSA Standard CAN3-Z299.2-85.

6.2 Manufacturing Drawings

The drawings listed in Appendix A are design and reference manufacturing drawings. The Vendor
may make his own workshop drawings. Such shop drawings shall be submitted for approval by the
Purchaser, three (3) weeks prior to the commencement of that part of the manufacture. Approval of
the Vendores drawings by the Purchaser shall not relieve the Vendor from responsibility for any
errors or omissions therein.

6.3 Storage and Handling of Materials and Components

Storage and handling of all materials and processed subassemblies shall be carried out in a manner
that ensures their positive identification during manufacture and assembly. The requirements of CSA
CAN3-Z299.2-85 shall apply.

The materials identification requirements are detailed in Section 7.3 of this specification.

6.4 Manufacturing Procedures

6.4.1 Workmanship

Workmanship shall be of high quality in accordance with practice pertinent to the
manufacture of steel structures. The packaging is subject to the Purchaser's quality
surveillance.

6.4.2 Manufacturing Control Plan and Special Process Procedures

A Manufaturing Control Plan and special process procedures shall be prepared by the
Vendor according to the requirements of CSA CAN3-Z299.2-85 and this specification. Two
copies of the Manufacturing Control Plan, and the special process procedures shall be
submitted for the Purchaser's review at least three weeks prior to manufacture. One reviewed
copy will be returned to the Vendor.

6.4.3 Welding

Welding shall be according to ASME BPV Code Section IX. Only welders qualified to
ASME BPV Code Section IX shall perform welding.

Welding electrodes, flux, and other materials to be used shall be certified to the applicable
specifications.
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Welding procedures, based on standards other than those specified above, must be submitted
for approval at the time of quotation.

Welders, who shall perform welding for this contract, and who are qualified to standards
other than those specified above, must submit their qualifications for approval.

Unless approved by the Purchaser, local heating shall not be used for any purpose
whatsoever. Excessive force shall not be used for fit-up or in closing the work.

6.4.4 Fitting and Machining

As a minimum requirement, the dimensions and tolerances called for on the Purchaser's
drawings and the approved shop drawings shall be met. All surface finishes shall be in
accordance with the finish noted on the drawings and shall be compatible with associated
dimensional tolerances and fits.

6.4.5 Surface Finish and Cleanliness

All welded surfaces shall be smooth and shall merge smoothly into the parent metal. All
gouges, scratches, or other marks shall be removed.

All scale, oxide, weld spatter, oil, chips, and other foreign material shall be completely
removed from all exposed parts. All surfaces that cannot be cleaned after complete
fabrication and assembly shall be free of all foreign material (including temporary rust
protective coatings) prior to assembly.

Stainless steel parts shall be processed and handled in such a way as to minimize
contamination by iron, grit, lead, halogens, and sulphur. Only clean stainless steel brushes
and iron-free grinding wheels shall be used on stainless steel. Only clean, sharp silica sand
(iron-free, halogen-free, sulphur-free) shall be used for grit blasting. Shot peening or blasting
is not permitted.

All stainless steel parts not identified for painting shall be cleaned to an approved
manufacturer's procedure. The manufacturer's cleaning procedure shall be submitted to the
Purchaser for approval for use. Cleaning materials shall not exceed the following level of
contaminants:

* total halogen to be less than 00 ppm

* total sulphur to be less than 1% by weight

* total iron to be less than IO ppm

For cleaned components, when subjected to the ASTM A380 Water Wetting and Drying
Test, surfaces will show no evidence of iron or other corrosion products.

All components shall be protected and covered to prevent damage, corrosion, and the ingress
of foreign material. The packaging assembly shall be supplied with all surfaces suitably
protected against corrosion during shipment and storage at an indoor, unheated site. The
methods of protection for all stages shall be subject to the Purchaser's approval. All
components shall be clearly marked with their part numbers, and the method of marking shall
be considered to be a special process.
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6.4.6 Lead Pouring and Bonding

The packaging radiation shield flask and closure plug shall be filled with poured lead. The
lead composition and properties shall be as defined by ASTM B29-1979.

The pour shall be continuous and shall meet the requirements of Sections 7.6 and 7.7 of this
specification.

The requirements for the steellead interfaces are as follows:

1. The lead-to-inner cavity interface must be at least 20% bonded.

2. The lead-to-outer shell (stainless steel) interface must be at least 20% bonded. This
percentage excludes areas obscured by the cooling fins and underneath the lead-filling
ports.

3. The lead-to-closure plug cylindrical stainless steel interface must be at least 20%
bonded, excluding the filling ports.

4. Bonding between the lead and the cavity drainline shall be, as far as practical,
minimized.

All surfaces in contact with lead shall be tinned or otherwise treated to facilitate maximum
bond area between these materials, with the exception of (4) above.

Surface preparation for lead bonding and lead pouring procedures shall be considered to be
special processes.

Failure to meet the requirements of Sections 7-6 and 7-7 shall be cause for rejection, and
Sections 7-1 and 7-7 of this specification shall apply.

6.4.7 Painting Mild Steel and Stainless Steel Surfaces

After complete assembly and fabrication, all dirt, salt, oil, grease, chemical deposits and other
surface contaminants shall be removed in accordance with the paint manufacturer's
instructions. The cleaning method shall be considered to be a special process.

The mild steel external surfaces of the packaging shall be painted with:

* two (2) coats of RUSTOLEUM water based Epoxy - 531 Gray Primer to provide
3 - 5 mils of Dry Film Thickness (DT) of primer paint, followed by.

* two (2) coats of RUSTOLEUM water based Epoxy - 5300 System Finish tinted to
match PANTONE #661 blue colour to provide 3 - 5 mils of Dry Film Thickness
(DFT) of finish paint.

The specified external stainless steel surfaces of the packaging shall be painted with:

* two (2) coats of RUSTOLEUM water based Epoxy - 531 Gray Primer to provide
3 - 5 mils of Dry Film Thickness (DFI) of primer paint, followed by:
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two (2) coats of RUSTOLEUM water based Epoxy - 5300 System Finish tinted to
match PANTONE #661 blue colour to provide 3 - 5 mils of Dry Film Thickness
(DFT) of finish paint.

The Vendor shall allow at least 12 hours of drying time prior to handling and 4 hours of
drying time prior to delivery. Allow at least 7 days before submerging in water.

7. INSPECTION, TESTS, AND DOCUMENTATION
The Vendor shall provide all the testing and inspection services and facilities except where otherwise
specified. The inspection work shall be under the control of a competent chief inspector, whose prime
responsibility is inspection and who is independent of production.

The Vendor shall prepare a detailed Inspection and Test Plan, including Inspection Check Sheets and
Inspection Procedures according to the requirements of CSA CAN3-Z299.2-85 and this specification.

Two copies of the Inspection and Test Plan including Inspection Check Sheets and Inspection Procedures
shall be submitted for the Purchaser's review at least three weeks prior to manufacture. One reviewed copy
of each will be returned to the Vendor.

Inspection by the Purchaser, or his authorized representative, shall not relieve the Vendor of any of the
inspection duties called for herein.

If deemed necessary, the Purchaser shall have the right to specify additional inspection or testing. Such
inspection and testing shall be at the expense of the Purchaser.

The Vendor shall maintain records of all inspections and tests that shall be available for review by the
Purchaser or his authorized representative.

7.1 Nonconformance and Corrective Action

If any part, component or assembly fails to meet an inspection or test requirement specified herein,
the Vendor shall notify the Purchaser according to the requirements of QAP AP-2: Contractor
Deviation Disposition Request, of the MDS Nordion Quality Assurance Manual.

The Vendor must obtain written permission from the Purchaser before any remedial action is taken.

If remedial action, including associated redesign, is likely to affect the results of tests or work
previously completed, appropriate reinspection and testing shall be carried out. The repair, rework,
and Quality Control procedures necessary to ensure a satisfactory repair shall be subject to the
Purchaser's approval.

Full documentation of any of the above shall be maintained so that nonconformance can be evaluated
and corrected.

7.2 Reinspection

At the request of the Purchaser, the Vendor shall reinspect any component or material. The defects
so revealed shall be cause for rejection of the component, or alternatively, for repair and subsequent
reinspection. All costs of reinspection shall be borne by the Vendor. If no unacceptable defects are
revealed, reinspection requested by the Purchaser shall be at the Purchasers expense.
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7.3 Materials and Component Inspection

7.3.1 Raw Materials

Materials and components used in the construction and assembly of the packaging and its
associated equipment shall be as specified on the applicable drawings. If materials or
components are to be substituted, then the substitution must be approved by the Purchaser.
Where proprietary parts or materials are specified, it is the Vendor's responsibility to ensure
that they conform to the standards given in the manufacturers specifications.

Certification of materials by the Vendor is required in the form of Certified Material Test
Reports (CMTR's), Mill Certificates, or Certificates of Compliance. This documentation
shall be included in the History File described in Section 7-8 of this specification.

7.3.2 Purchased Mechanical Components

All purchased components shall be as specified on the engineering drawings. Proof shall be in
the form of permanent markings, (such as model or part numbers) or statements of
compliance by the supplier.

7.3.3 Traceability

Traceability is required for all components of the lead shielded flask, as per
CAN3-Z299.2-85. The information required for each production batch of components is:

1. ASTM number / type of material.

2. Raw material year of purchase.

3. Raw material heat number.

7.4 Weld Tests

The root pass of the weld and the completed weld, indicated on the drawings by the symbol L.P.,
shall be inspected to, and meet the requirements of the methods of ASTM E165, Standard Methods
for Liquid Penetrant Inspection. The root pass shall be inspected on both sides where possible.

Mechanical discontinuities at the surface will be indicated by bleeding out of the penetrant
However, localized surface imperfections such as may occur from machining marks or surface
conditions may produce similar indications that are not relevant to the detection of unacceptable
discontinuities.

Any indication that is believed to be irrelevant shall be regarded as a defect and shall be reexamined
to verify whether or not actual defects are present. Surface conditioning may precede the
reexamination. Irrelevant indications and broad areas of pigmentation that mask indications of
defects are unacceptable.

Relevant indications are those that result from mechanical discontinuities. Linear indications are
those indications in which the length is more than three times the width. Rounded indications are
indications that are circular or elliptical with length less than three times the width.
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The acceptance criteria for liquid penetrant inspection of the welds shall be as follows:

1. no more than five (5) linear indications

2. maximum size of a linear indication to be 0.08 in. (2 mm) long.

3. adjacent linear indications to be a minimum of 1. in. (25.4 mm) apart

The Vendor shall submit a detailed liquid penetrant inspection procedure for the Purchaser's
approval.

The liquid penetrant inspection shall be carried out by an inspector certified to Standard
CGSB-48GP-9.

7.4.1 Radiographic Examination of Welds

• all complete and partial penetration welds as specified on the drawings by the symbol RT
shall be fily radiographed.

* the radiography test shall be as per Vendor's procedures. These procedures shall be
submitted to the Purchaser for approval prior to manufacturing.

* the interpretation of radiographs shall be as per ASTM E-99 Standard; level B of the
reference radiographs.

The acceptance criteria, for all radiographed welds, shall be as per CSA W59-1982,
Para 8.1.4

7.5 Mechanical Tests

7.5.1 Dimensions

The packagings and all attachments and associated equipment, shall be inspected by the
Vendor at all stages of manufacture and assembly to verify that the dimensions, fit,
alignment, and surface finish are in accordance with the requirements shown on the drawings.
The reference temperature for dimensions shall be 200C (68TF). The inspection shall also
verify that the workmanship and cleanliness are in accordance with the requirements of this
specification.

7.5.2 Operation

The Vendor shall test the closure plug and bolts for freedom of operation.

The vent tube in the closure plug, and drain tube at the bottom of the cavity, shall be tested
by passing 3/8 - in. and 9/16 - in diameter spheres, respectively, through them.

7.5.3 Leakage Test

The Vendor shall perform leakage tests of the assembled packaging according to the test
procedures included in Appendices D and E which are an integral part of this specification.
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7.5.4 Helium Leak Test

On the final assembly , the container cavity shall be helium leak tested by a method sensitive
to 1 x 104 std. cm3/sec.

The Vendor shall submit the leak testing procedure to the Purchaser for approval prior to
manufacturing.

Leakage must not exceed 1 x 104 std. cm3 /sec of helium.

7.6 Ultrasonic Testing

The bonding between the lead and its steel encasements shall be verified by ultrasonic inspection.
The ultrasonic test shall be considered to be a special process.

The maximum size of the grid chosen for the inspection shall not be larger than 1 inch by 1 inch.

The ultrasonic inspection test shall be carried out by an inspector certified to standard
CGSB-48-GP-7.

The acceptance standards for lead bonding are given in Section 6-4-6.

7.7 Radiation Shielding Test

The shielding test shall be performed by the Purchaser according to MDS Nordion Procedure
CO-QCrrP-000l. The Vendor shall have the option of attending the test

The radiation shielding requirements are as follows:

1. Maximum dose rate at any external accessible surface (i.e., fireshields, top crush shield, and
bottom under skid) shall not exceed 2 mSv/h (200 mrem/h) for a source strength of 13,320 TBq
(360 kCi) of cobalt-60.

2. Maximum dose rate at one (1) metre from any external surface shall not exceed 0.1 mSv/h
(10 mrem/h) for a source strength of 13,320 TBq (360 kCi) of cobalt-60.

Extrapolation of dose rates is permitted provided that the source strength used is not less than 8,140
TBq (220 kCi).

7.8 Documentation Records

The Vendor shall prepare and maintain records that shall be available to the Purchaser during the
period of manufacture. These shall be compiled as the work proceeds, into a bound 8 12 x 11 inch
(or the equivalent metric size) History File that shall be turned over to the Purchaser with the Quality
Assurance Release Form, for each batch run of items (if applicable). The run components shall be
kept segregated until the Quality Assurance Release Form is accepted by the Purchaser.
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The History File shall contain the following:

1. Table of Contents

2. History File release or transmittal.

3. Release Form No. QAP-SF06 as listed in QAP SF-i: Quality Assurance Release Procedure
(MDS Nordion Quality Assurance Manual) for product.

4. Copies of Purchase Orders and all amendments if applicable.

5. List of reviewed Manufacturing Control Plan, Special Process Procedures, Inspection
Procedures, and Inspection and Test Plan including Inspection Check Sheets.

6. Completed Inspection and Test Check Sheets and Reports.

7. List of Drawings and Specifications with current revisions in effect at the time of manufacture,
and the serial numbers of the packagings manufactured.

8. Copies of all original Contractor Deviation Disposition Requests (DDR's) signed by the
Purchaser and the Vendor, on MDS Nordion Form No. QAP AP-2F as listed in QAP AP-2:
Contractor Deviation Disposition Request Procedure of the MDS Nordion Quality Assurance
Manual.

9. Certified Material Test Reports (CMTR's), Mill Certificates, or Certificates of Compliance
certifying all materials used are as specified.

10. Certified NDE Reports, leak test reports, ultrasonic test reports, radiation shielding test reports,
etc., and personnel qualifications, where applicable.

11. Any other documents requested by the Purchaser in the contract documents.

8. DELIVERY

The Vendor shall obtain from the Purchaser, prior to delivery, the MDS Nordion Quality Assurance
Release Form (QAP-SF06) for the F-294 transport packaging assembly, and the History File release or
transmittal. The Vendor shall be responsible for the proper packing of components to ensure protection
during shipment and for arrangement of delivery to the Purchaser.
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i APPENDIX A
List of Drawing

Draving Number Title Drawing Number Title

F029401-001

F029402-001
F029402-002
F029402-003
F029402-004
F029402-005
F029402-006
F029402-007
F029402-008
F029402-009
F029402-010
F029402-011
F029402-012
F029402-013
F029402-014
F029402-024
F029402-025
F029402-026
F029402-027
F029402-028
F029402-029

F029402-030
F029402-031
F029402-032
F029402-033
F029402-034
F029402-035
F029402-036
F029402-037
F029402-038

F029402-039

F029402-040

F029402-041
F029402-042
F029402-043
F029402-044
F029402-045
F029402-046

F-294 Shipping Container General F029402-048
Arrangement
Plug - Plating F029402-049
Plug - Machining F029402-050
Plug - Main Assembly F029402-054
Plug - Filler Hole Plug F129402-055
Plug - Assembly F029402-056
Plug - Top Plate F029402-057
Plug - Cylinder F029402-058
Plug - Bottom Plate F029402-059
Plug - Vent Boss F029402-060
Plug - Lifting Boss F029403-001
Plug - Vent Tube Assembly F029403-002
Vent - Adaptor F029403-003
Vent - Tube F029403-004
Vent - shield F029405-001
Body - Machining F029405-002
Body - Welding Assembly F029405-003
Body - Flange Ring F029405-004
Body - Cavity Base Plate - F029405-005
Body - Cylinder F029405-006
Body - Crush Shield Mounting Pad F029405-007

Body - Cone Reinforcing Pad F029405-008
Body - Fin #1 F029405-009
Body - Fin #2 F029405-010
Body - Fin #3 F029405-411
Body - Fin #4 F029405-012
Body - Fin #5 F029405-013
Body - Fin #6 F029405-014
Body - Fin #7 F029405-015
Body - Bottom Dished Head - F029405-016
Machined
Body - bottom closure Plate F029405-017

Body - Base assembly F029405-018

Base - Plate F029405-019
Base - Transite F029405-020
Base - Spacer F029405-021
Base - Channel F029405-022
Body - Drainline Assembly F029405-023
Drainline - Cavity Adaptor F629401-001

Drainline - External Adaptor

Drainline - Cap
Drainline - Gasket
Channel Gusset
Plug Gasket
Conical Dished Head
Torispherical Dished Head
Cavity
Top Plate
Crack Shield (Stainless Steel)
F-294 shipping Skid
Skid - Cross Beam
Skid - Gusset
Skid - Channel
F-294 Fireshield Assembly
Fireshield - Top Sector
Fireshield - Cut-out Lining
Fireshield - Inner Cylinder
Fireshield - Outer Cylinder
Fireshield - Bottom Plate
Fireshield - Retaining Bracket
Assembly
Bracket - Side Plate
Bracket - Base Plate
F-294 Crush Shield Assembly
Crush Shield - Fin #1
Crush Shield - Fin #2
Crush Shield - Fin #3
Crush Shield - Stiffener Plate
Crush Shield - Load spreader
Crush Shield - Fireshield -
Top Plate
Crush Shield - Fireshield -
Spacer
Crush Shield - Fireshield -
Bottom Plate
Crush Shield - Stiffener Band
Fireshield/base - Mount
Crush shield - Mesh
Crush Shield - Spacer
Name Plate Plaque
F-294 Transport Package -
Engineering Information Dwg

F029402-047 Drainline - Sleeve
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APPENDIX B
Applicable Standards

Page No: 12 of 15

ASTM Volumes 01.01, 01.03,01.04,01.05,02.04,
03.01 03.02, 03.03, 03.05 (As
applicable)

ANSI B18.2 Square Hexagonal Bolts and Nuts

ANSI B18.3 Socket Cap, Shoulder and Set Screws

CSABl.1 Unified Screw Threads

CSA B95 Surface Texture, Waviness and Lay

ASME BPV Code Section II American Society of Mechanical
Engineers BPV code Section II: Material
Specifications

ASME BPV Code Section American Society of Mechanical
IX Engineers BPV code Section IX:

Welding and Brazing Qualifications

CGSB 48-GP-7M,9M Certification of Nondestructive Testing
Personnel

CAN3-Z299.2-85 Canadian Standards Association Quality
Assurance Program Category 2

CSA W 59-1982 Canadian Standards Association Welded
Steel Construction (Metal Arc Welding)

APPENDIX C
MDS Nordlon Specifications and Procedures

CO-QCTP-0001 Radiation Integrity of New Transport Packages Procedure

Quality Assurance Manual MDS Nordion (Industrial Irradiation Division)

QAP AP-2 Contractor Deviation Disposition Request Procedure

QAP AP-1 Quality Assurance Release Procedure
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APPENDIX D
Leakage Test of Radiation Shield Cavity

1. The ventline in the plug and the drainline must be blown dry with oil-free dry air.

2. Close off the drainline by installing the drainline cap. Use sealant tape on the threads and tighten to 50
± 5 f-lb (68 ± N-m).

3. Pour 2000 mL of clean distilled water into the cavity of the container carefully, so as not to spill any of
the water on the plug shoulder in the cavity.

4. With a new gasket in place, lower the closure plug slowly into the plug cavity, and secure all plug
bolts. Torque each of the bolts to 100 ± 10 ft-lb (136 ± 13 N-m).

5. Attach the testing apparatus pressure gauge with a dial (to read within 0.5 psig) by turning the threaded
end of the nipple on the pressure gauge into the top vent hole in the plug.

NOTE: All threaded components should be taped with pipe-thread sealant tape #48.

6. Attach the air pressure hose to the testing equipment Apply clean air to the container cavity until the
pressure gauge reads 45 psig. Close the shutoff valve on the testing apparatus.

7. Allow to hold for 15 minutes. Check for any noticeable drop of air pressure from the pressure gauge
(e.g., 0.5 psig or more), during this time. If there is no noticeable leak (hissing or draft), proceed to
Step (9).

8. If loss of air is evident from a fitting or gasket area, replace and retape the fitting or replace the gasket.
Check bolt torques and tighten if necessary.

WARNING: Release air pressure from caviy before removing any components.

9. Apply LEAKTEC to all fittings, joints (gasket), pressure gauge apparatus connections, drainline
fittings, plug bolt heads, and circumference of plug flange gasket.

10. Look closely for the appearance of bubbles in the LEAKTEC fluid. This is an indication of a small
leak. If a leak is discovered, repeat steps (8) to (10) again, to try and seal the leaking area. If the leak
cannot be sealed, the packaging must be held aside for repair or corrective action.

11. If no leak is apparent, allow the packaging to rest for 2 hours, with the 45 psig air pressure in the
cavity. Record the ambient air temperature, and the exact air pressure from the gauge.

12. Record any drop in cavity pressure, from the pressure gauge, at the end of the 2-hour test. Record the
ambient air temperature again. If a pressure drop of 2 psig or greater is observed, the packaging is
assumed to have a leak and must be sent for repair.

13. Release the air pressure from the cavity by opening the shutoff valve on the testing apparatus. Remove
the test apparatus from the vent hole in the plug.

14. Remove the plug bolts and lift the plug out of the cavity.
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15. Remove the drainline cap and allow the water to drain out of the cavity into a beaker. Let the water run
until it stops dripping from the drainline. With the beaker still in place, apply low air pressure to the
drain hole at the bottom of the inside of the cavity and catch any remaining water which may come out
of the drainline into the beaker.

16. Measure the total amount of distilled water recovered in the beaker. If all but 30 mL (or less) of water
is recovered, the cavity and drainline are considered to be in good condition with no leaks.

If between 1950 and 1970 mL of water is recovered, repeat the test. If the second test recovers less than
1970 mL, the packaging is considered to require repair.

17. If a leak in the packaging is suspected, by the LEAKTEC test, by a drop in the cavity pressure, and/or
by recovering less than the specified amount of distilled water, then it must be identified and returned
for repairs.

APPENDIX E
Leakage Test of Fireshield

1. Install a pressure line and a gauge in the tapped hole provided in the top of the fireshield.

2. Apply 10 psig air pressure to the fireshield cavity. When the air pressure reading is steady, valve off
the supply of air and monitor the gauge reading for 15 minutes.

3. Apply LEAKTEC to all welds and monitor for leaks.

4. If there is a LEAKTEC indication, or a noticeable drop of air pressure (e.g. 0.5 psig or more), the leak
must be located and the fireshield repaired.

5. After repairs, the test shall be repeated.
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Figure 1
F-294 Transport Package

Notes

1. Cspaly: 360,000 Cl (13,320 TBq) of cobalt-60
2. Source Carriers: (F-313) - capacity 40 C-188 sealed sources

(F.457) -capacity 80 C-188 sealed sources
3. ShlIelding: bad - stlainless steel encased -11.25 (286 nun) lead thickness
4. Gross Welgt 21.000 lb (9545 kg)
5. Closure Plug Welght 1070 lb (490 kg)
6. Proected Floor Loading: 500 hMt (2450 kglm*) 48

2 

Parts List

1. Warnng plate CAUTION-HEAT EMrTER
4 .25 h db. (1225 M)_ 2. MDS Nordion Identification Plate (2)

3. Radiation Caution Plate (2)
8 0 10 1`1 24 VA 4A. Crush Shield Retaining Bolts (8) -Top

48. Crush Shield Retaining Bots (8) - Side
6. Crush Shield

____\_\lI_/_ '_ 6. Container Llt Lugs & Shaddes (4)I _ ,. Cylindrical Fireshleld
oSER\__ t l 12 8. Wire Seal

S. Closure Plug Vent
10. Closure Plug Lilfting Lug
11. Vent Caps (2)
12. Cavity Closure Plug Retaining Bolts (16)

115 15.Vent Tube
16. Cavlty 11.5 In. da. x 19.75 in. tigh

la ~(292 mm die x 502 mm)
24 17. Dln Line

_ 1i ffi rJ X -~~~~1 18. Drin he Cap
L t.4 E _ ~~~~~~~~25 119. Pressure Line Ftting,

20. Translte I In. (25 mm) Steel Encased
_______________21 SW~ Retaining Bolts (B)

19 22. Removable Shipping Sid
_ h ~~20 23. Cateoy abel 2)

21 ^. 24. Kaowool I In. (25 nun) Steel Encased
25. Keawool 0.38 (10 mnn) Steel Encased
26. Freshleld to Skid. Fasteners ()
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APPENDIX 1.4.2
F-294 ENGINEERING INFORMATION DRAWINGS

Drawing F629401-001, F-294 Transport Package (Sheets 1 to 5)

IN/TA 930) F294, Revii�ion 4 -Appendix 1.4.2 Page 1- ..h4y 2003
RVITR 9301 F294, Revision 4 -Apedx 1.4.2 Page - .hiuy2003
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Chapter I

APPENDIX 1.4.3
F-313 AND F457 SOURCE CARRIER INFORMATiON DRAWINGS

Engineering Information Drawing F-631301-001, F-313 Source Carrier (Sheet 1 of 1)
Engineering Information Drawing F-645701-01, F-457 Source Carrier (Sheet 1 of 1)

0 F294, Revision 4 Appendix 1.4.3 Page I -

I

INVER 93C Jly 2003
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Chapter I

APPENDIX 1.4.4 1
MDS NORDION 8.5 x 11 SPECICATION DRAWINGS

C-188 Sealed Source, INISS 1381 C188(U) (3)
F-294(96) Transport Package, INISS 1951 F294(96) (1) I
F-313 Source Carrier, IN/SS 1403 F313 (3)
F-457 Source Carrier, IN/SS 1815 F457 (1) I

JNiTA 9301 F294. Revision 4 .Appendis 14.4 Page) -J4y 2003
bVFR 9301 F294, Rewswn 4 -Appeb 1.4.4 Page - July2003



A IN DIAMETRICAL
CLEARANCE -0.001I

A MVI 

A I .,A II

.L
I

-I

2

I I

M LENGTH
EARANCE 0.06

SECTION A-A

A ~~~~~~~~~~~y ~~~~~~~~~~~y '~~~~~~~~01
ITEM I

0.371o.0 O.D. x 0.02310.027 WALL
TYPE 316L STAINLESS STEELTUBIN( 3

I I
DEAIL-W

SCALE 16:1

llEM 2
C-188 I4NER CAPSULE $OF CAPSULE RAOACVE
TYPE MODEL NO. INNER CONTS

CAPSULES__
I C-17710-177 2 S 316L PELLETS OR SLUGS

2 AC191/AC-191 2 SS 316L PELLETS OR SUGS
3 A¢1951AC-195 2 ZIRCALOY2 PELLETS OR SLUGS

4 C-246 2 SS 316L PELLETS OR SLUGS
a AC-339/AC339 2 ZIRGALOY214 PELLETS OR SLUGS

6 AC345/0-48 2 ZIRcALOY2f4 I SS 316L SLUGS
7 C-1771AC-191 2 SS316LIS S316L PELLETS OR SLUGS

* C-177/AC-195 2 S S316LZIRCALOY 2 PELLETS OR SLUGS
9 C-1771AW39 2 S3161LIRCALOY2N4 PELLETS OR SLUGS

10 AC-1911AC-195 2 SS 316LIZIRCALOY 2 PELLETS OR SLUGS
11 AC-191AC-39 2 SSS316LJZRCALOY2X4 PELLETS OR SLUGS

12 AC-1951AC-339 2 RCAL 2ZRCALOY 214 PELLETS OR SLUGS

13 OTHER NNERCS) er2 SS S16L OR ZIRCALOY 2/4 SLUGS, PELLETS OR WAFERt

NOTE: ALL DIMENSIONS IN INCHES

TITLE

L--OM-7i Nordion C-188 Sealed Source
MDSaich Pmc; PO. Box 1&n USNRC Registration
447 March R~oa O. o 30

Kanata, Ontao, Cnada, I2K 1X8
ref: (613) 92-2790 Fax. (613) 692-637 R. INISS 13810188 REVISED FEB 00 IDCN -168*0

THIS wANGSHEF PRoPERry oF uDsNoRDloN mAND is vBlATTED DATE Feb 98 No.
FOR CONSERWON N THE UNDRSTANDINGTHATIHERE SHALL E NO _-188IU 
E = rM10OFANfYWF4OMONCONTAND HEaRI EXCUTFwH CHN EWISR4E 3
THE SPECIFIC WRrENABREEMENr OFlIDS NORDIONINQ : | C S8(W~1.OII~flC. .V W =OM TO OTIE HRI X ETW



Notes

1. Capadty 13,320 TBq (360,000 CI) of cobalt-60
2. Source carrier for C-188 sealed sources
3. Shielding: lead - stainless steel encased - 286 mm (1125 in.) lead thickness
4. Gross weight 9.545 kg (21,000 lb.)
5. Closure plug weight 490 kg (1,070 b.)
6. Projected floor loading: Z450 kght? (500 ibIlt.)

26

Parts Ust

1.225 mm (48.25 In.) dia._4.

8 9 10 11 24

1. WanIng plate CAUION-liEAT EMii1TERW
2. MDS Nordion Identification plate (2)
3. Radiation caution plate (2)
4A Cnash shield retaining bolts () -lop
4B. Crush shield retaining bolts (8) - side
6. Crush shield
6. Container It lugs & shackles (4)
7. Cylindrical ireshleld
8. Wire seal
9. Closure plug vent
10. Closure plug Efting kog
11. Vntcaps(2)
12. Cavity closure plug retalnig botts (16)
13. Neoprene gasket
14. CavIty closure plug
15. Venttube
16. Cavltr 292 mm dla. x 602 mm high (11.5 hI. dib. x 19.75 in.)
17. Drain ne
18. Drain ine cap
19. Pressure Ke fitting
20. Fibre cement Insulation: 25 mm (1 in.) steel encased
21. Sdd retaining bolts (8)
22. Removable shipping dd
23. Category label (2): on two opposite sides
24. Ceramic fibre thermal Isulation: 25 mm (I n.) steel encased
25. Ceramic bre termal Insulation: 10 mm (0.38 In.) steel encased
26. Fireshleld lo sdd fasteners (8)
27. UN Number label (2) one next to each of the radIoactive

category labels

6S0S Nordion
447 March Road, PO. BOX 135O

Kenata, Ontario, Canada, X2K 1IX
Tel:(613) 592-2790 Fax. (613) 692-6937

F-294 Transport Package
(To IAEA 1996 Transport Regulations)

I REMM J M 03DM 1699-4>12A

ThB rDAM ITHE PROPERIYOF lDS NORDION INMAND 1 SU8MIT
FCO S A N ON THE UNDERSANDING1n ATHERE sHALLSE NO
EXPLOrrWAONOFAm NFORMAMONCONrAINED HEREIN EXCEPTWITH
THE SPECIFIC WRnTENAGREEMENT OF LDS NORDION DC

.F)
OF I

lwalcourt
New Stamp



I a

I Notes
1. Material -Stailess Steel AiSI SS316
2. Welded Construction
3. Capacit-. 40 C-188 Seated Sources
4. Used wth the F-294 Transport Packaging
6. Total Weight - 23 bs (10.6 k)

Parts
1. Top Plate: 40 Locating Holes
2. Swhvel Type LUfting Handle
3. Centre post
4. C-188 Seated Source
6. Spacer Plates (3)
&. Support Rof (20)
7. Support Plate
S. Bottom Plate

S-MD Nordion
447 MaroC Road, PO. Box 13500

Kaneta, Onftao, Canada, K2K 1X8
Tel: (613) 592-2790 Fax. 613) 592-6937

F-313 Source Carrier

--, . -- , .-DPe C49494 |

KRE. r la OS P5I
MAU 10 FIA

REVISED JUN08 IDCN A1232-D-

THIS DRAPWING IS THE PROPERTY OF UDS NOADION PM AND IS SUBMITTED IDATE OCT81 NO. ISSUE
fOR CNSIDERATION ON HE UNDEMANWDNG THATTHERE ALL IIE NO DRAMX F313
*IXPLOllANOFANYINFORMATIONCONTA44D HEREIN EXCPTIT APPRy 3
TH PCIL WRITE AGREMEN F =NOD Mt SHEET- I OF 1 



Notes

1. Material: Stainless Seel AISI SS 316
2. Welded Constucton
3. Capadt. 80 C-188 Sealed Sources
4. Used wiU the F-294 Transport Packaging
5. Total Weight 26 lbs (11.8 kg)

.. ..F ..

-

I

C W 11 11

]IL
nII 25h m )

- ... r67
,

Parts

1. Top Plate: 80 Locating Holes
2. Swhrel Type Lifting Handle
3. Ceme post
4. C-188 Sealed Source
5. Spacer Plates 3)
6. Support Rods (20)
7. Support Plate
8. Sotorn Plate

CMDS Nordion F-457 Source Carrier
447 March Road, PO. Box 130

Kenala, Ontfaf Canada, 12K 1X8
Tef (613)692-2790 -Fax. (613) 592-6937 4REF. PF457 REVISED Nov01 DCN A1699-408A

1)S DRAWIN ISTHE PROPERTYOFS NORDICN CAND; SUBMITTED DATE N ovem2001 No. ISSUE
FONbE M ONT7HE UNDERSMUANG THGHERE SHALL BE NO F-457
EXPL0ATONOF ANY IORCAUONTAINED HERON EOWTH APP
11 E PCFIc wRrlTEN ZENT OF IIDS NOROION NC SHEET I OF I



Chapter 2

CHAPTER 2-STRUcTuRAL EVALUATION

This chapter presents structural evaluation demonstrating that the MDS Nordion F-294 package design

meets all applicable structural criteria. The energy absorbing crush shield, the container and the fireshield

are evaluated and shown to provide adequate protection for the cask payload (C-1 88 sealed sources in
F-313 or F-457 source carrier). Normal and hypothetical accident condition evaluations, using analytic

techniques and tests, are performed in accordance with 10 CFR 71 requirements. Analytical demonstration

techniques are similar to guidelines presented in Regulatory Guide 7.6 (Ref. [20]). Experimental

verification and evaluation are of the following two forms:

* Drop test data using full-scale F-294 packaging.

* Steady state, non-destructive tests using full-scale F-294 packaging.

The test data are presented in the Appendices of the Chapter in this Safety Analysis Report (SAR).

Analytically determined Factors of Safety (FS) and Margins of Safety (MS) obtained for the container are
summarized in Tables 2-TI and 2-T2. Table 2-TI presents Factors of Safety (FS) and Margins of Safety
(MS) associated with Normal Conditions of Transport (NCOT) and Table 2-T2 presents Factors of Safety
(FS) and Margins of Safety (MS) for Hypothetical Accident Conditions of Transport (HACOT). As the
Factors of Safety (FS) > 1 and Margins of Safety (MS) > 0, it is demonstrated that the components/the
design features of the F-294 cask shall be structurally sound.

Table 2T1
Safety Factors and Margin of Safety of F-294 Components In NCOT

-1 Fired Aid S x WF29 4 2.5.1.1 1.3 0.3

2 ShippigSid 5xW1-2% 2.5.1.2 1.3 0.3
3 Outer CYlinderof = 5 x WF-% Vertical 2.5.1.3 8.8 7.8

Container 0r0 ;
4 Outer Cylinder of 5 x WF;.Honzontal 2.5.1.4 22.1 21.1

Container _ _ __

5 External Cooling fms 5 xW12 2.5.1.5 8.5 7.5
6 C-188 source 25 psig ext ssure2.5.2 406 405
7 C-188 source Build-up of Internal 2.6.1.3 70 69

8 Main closurepu Build-upofIntemal 2.6.1.3 162 161
Bolts Cavit Pressure

9 Cavity Wall Build-up of nternal 2.6.1.3 69.4 68.4
Cavit Pres

10 Cavity endcap. Build-upoflnternal 2.6.1.3 32.8 31.8
Cavity Pressure _

11 Container Assembly External Pressure 2.6.3 88 87
12 C-188 source External Pressure 2.6.3 1380 1379
13 Lift Lugregion Lifting Appendix 3.3 2.3

2.10.2
14 Lift Lug. region Tiedown Appendix 2.2 2.2

2.103

INTR 930) F294, RevL¶ion 4 -2.)- Ju!y 2003
llfIM 9301 F294, RAvbon 4 -2.1- Ad 2 u&003
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Chapter 2

Table 2-T2
Safety Factors and Margin of Safety of F-294 Components in HACOT

' StrsR Saety Margin 7

TopsEnd Dr no
Closure Plug

- bolts: average bolt stress 17,420 10.3 9.3
- male flange shear stress 11,820 3.5 2.5
- Female flange - WCC7 weld 9,150 7.6 6.6
- stripping bolt hold, shear 6,670 6.2 5.2
- welds WPC1 10,440 6.7 5.7

Container
- Weld group WCCl, WCC2, WCC7, WCC3 and WF1 5,240 8.0 7.0
- lower cavity tube (buckling) 3,130.0 3,129.0
- lower cavity tube end cap 28,680 3.4 2.4
- upper cavity tibe (buckling) 232,000.0 231,999.0
- upper cavity tube ring flange 8,350 8.3 7.3
- container top flange 5,280 13.2 12.2
- ext. reinforced secondary conical shefl, local region 12,180 5.7 4.7
under lift lug

C188 (special Fom source)
- outer tube wall (end), comp. 3,160 19.0 18.0
- outer tube assembly, critical load 246 3.6 2.6

tm E n ro A i e j ( si) Fa t mu of S.afety

Container
-weld WCC4, WCC5 and WF1 4,960 8.4 7.4

Fixed skid assembly 4 _83

-top plate(ss304) 4,830 15.5 14.5
-bottom plate (A-36) 22,700 2.5 1.5
-chanmel (botom flange) 107,000 0.54 -0.46

INffR 930) F294, Revision 4 -2.2- Jt4y 2003
INITR 9301 F294, Revision 4 -2.2 - July2003



Chapter 2

Table 2-T2 (Cont'd.)

Closure Plug
- Bolts, shear - 7,720 14.0 - 13.0
- Cyldrical body, bearing 501 139.7 138.7
- Weld: WPCI I 10,320 4.0 3.0

Cotainer - --
- Weld group WCC1J WCC2, WCC3, WCC4, WCC5, , 1
WCC7, andWFI 4,105 10.2 9.2
- Lower cavity Wbe (biing) -37A - 36A4
- Ext. e __, under cooling fin 5 5,170 13.5 12.5

Othercomponents
;- Mlftsdd to fxed sId - >150,000 | <1* 1 *°* 
C-188 (Special Form Source) - __-_:

- Outer tbe assembly, bending 47,800 1.25 0.25
- Outer tube assembl, shear 5,930 6.0 - 5.0

I

* This is not considered critical as the removeable (shipping) skid is considered a non-containment and n-ielding
structural component of the F-294 package. - I.

Table 2-T2 (Cont'd.)

Plug _____. _

- bolts avg. bolt stress 20,200 8.9 7.9
- male flange shear stress 10,250 4.0 3.0
- female flange-tsion, weld (WCC7) 7,930 8.8 7.8
- female fiange-e, weld (WCC7) 5,290 7.9 6.9
- stripping bolt hole, shear 5,780 7.2 6.2

Container _ _ _-

weld group WCC1, WCC2, WCC7, WCC3 and WF 8,855 7.9 6.9
- lower cavity tube (buckling) _ 7,890 8.8 7.8
- lower cavity tube end cap _- __ 24,734 4.0 ______

_cont top .Le -92 _82

- ext. secondary conical shell, local area under lift lug 24,680 3.0 2.0
- weld, cavity end caV'hbe (WCC6) Sl lO8.2 7.2

C-188(Special Form source) __

- outer tube wall(end), comp. | 3,620 16.6 | 15.6
-outertubeassemb , criticalload 2451b. 4.2 3.2
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Table 2-T2 (Cont'd.)

Plug
- bolts avg. bolt stress 23,660 7.6 6.6
- male flange shear stress 7,400 5.6 4.6
- female flange-tension, weld (WCC7) 5,750 12.2 11.2
- female flange-shear, weld (WCC7) 7,630 5.4 4.4
- stripping bolt hole, shear 4,200 10.0 9.0

Container

- weld group WCC1, WCC2, WCC7, WCC3 and WF 9,240 7.5 6.5
- lower cavity tube (buckling) 5,600 12.5 11.5
- lower cavity tube end cap 17,540 5.7 4.7
- container top flange 5,400 12.9 11.9
- ext secondary conical shell, local area under lift lug 24,680 3.0 2.0
- weld, cavity end captube (WCC6) 3,630 11.5 10.5

C-188(Special Form source)
- outer tube wall(end), comp. 3,770 j 15.4 14.4
-outertube assembly, crtical load 245 lb.j 5.9 4.9

2.1 STRUCTURAL DESIGN

2.1.1 DISCUSSION

The principal structural members and components of the F-294 package are illustrated in Figure 2.1-F1.
The F-294 packaging consists of 4 basic components. They are:

1. The crush shield, an assembly of energy absorbing fins which protects the top of the F-294
container.

2. The F-294 container, a lead shielded cask which provides the shielding for the radioactive sealed
sources.

3. A cylindrical fireshield, which provides thermal protection to the F-294 container.
4. A removable skid, which facilitates the handling of the F-294 packaging.

These are NON-CONTAINMENT structures.

The crush shield serves a dual purpose of limiting the G-forces acting on the container during the drop test
conditions and providing the thermal insulation at the top during the hypothetical thermal test By selecting
the fin parameters (thickness, height, width), G-forces acting upon the F-294 cask are limited to acceptable
levels.

The basic structure of the F-294 container consists of type 304L stainless steel outer and inner shell within
which the lead shielding is cast. The outer stainless steel shell is provided with fins which augment heat
transfer and also act as impact limiters. The outer shell (0.5 inch thick, 36.0 inch OD) consists of:

1. A bottom tori-spherical primary dished head.
2. A middle cylindrical shell.
3. A top conical primary dished head.
4. A top closure plate.

iN/FR 930) F294. Revision 4 -2.4- Jz4y 2003
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The inner shell (0.5 inch thick, 11.5 inch ID for lower cavity, 14.784 inch ID for upper cavity) consists of:

1. a cylindrical stainless steel forging
2. a bottom "Hastelloy" plate.

These components are welded to an assembly with an annular void region. In addition, there is a double
pipe bastelloy drain line which connects the bottom of the inner lower cavity end plate to the bottom tori-
spherical dished head.

The annular region between the two stainless steel shells is filled with lead shielding, cast in place. (Lead
specification to ASTM B-29, Common Lead purity 99.94%)

There are 36 side fins double fillet welded to the outer shell. The fin material is type 304L stainless steel,
0.375 in. thick, 4 in. wide. Thirty-six (36) bottom fins are double fillet welded to the bottom part of the
outer shell and 32 top fins of various thickness (0.375 and 0.5 inch) are double fillet welded to the
container top flange and the conical dished head.

There are 4 fins at the top of the container which serve as liflitiedown lug fins (thickness varies from 1.25
in. to 2.0 in.). Any two diametrically opposite fins can be used to lift the container. AU 4 fins are used for
tiedown. The lift lug region has been revised. A secondary conical shell (ss304, 0.5 in. thick wall) is welded
to the primary conical shell; the space between the primary and secondary conical shell is filled with 0.375
in. thick thermal insulation.

The secondary conical shell, at the base of the lift/tiedown fin, is reinforced using 1.0 inch thick x 8 inch
(average) wide x 7 inch high stainless steel plate fillet welded to the secondary conical shell. The base of
the lift lug fin is welded to the reinforcement plate on the secondary conical shell.

The structure of the container shield plug consists of lead shielding encased within type 304L stainless steel
materials. The stainless steel materials consist of:

1. The top closure plate.
2. The cylindrical shell.
3. The bottom plate.

The top closure plate is stainless steel ASTM A-240, 2.5 inch thick, 21.5 OD. The outer shell is 0.5 inch
thick, 14.716 OD. The bottom plate is stainless steel ASTM A-240, 0.5 inch thick, 14.716 inch OD. The
void created by assembly of these components is filled by lead shielding cast in place. The top closure plate
provides recessed holes for the 16 closure bolts on 19.5 in. pitch circle diameter (PCD).

The container shield closure plug and the container body together provide the shielding for the
radioactive contents. The closure between the plug and the body of the container is provided by 16 bolts
("UNBRAKO" socket head cap screws 1 inch dia., UNQ and a 'Neoprene" gasket bolted joint. The
information on the 11UNBRAKO" fasteners and "Neoprene" gasket is provided in Appendix 2.10.10.

The fireshield is made of high temperature insulation material sandwiched between carbon steel shells. The
inner shell is 0.25 inch thick, 44.875 ID; the outer shell is 0.25 inch thick 47.375 OD. The top and bottom
rings are 3/4 inch thick, 44.875 ID and 46.875 OD.

The removable shipping skid is made of standard structural steel channel and I-beam sections, using
material ASTM A-36.

The cavity of the F-294 container is 11.5 in. ID x 19.5 in. high. It provides space for the F-313 or
F-457 source carrier. C-188 sealed sources are loaded into the source carrier. The C-188s are double
encapsulated sealed sources containing radioactive cobalt-60. The outer assembly of the C-188 sealed
source is made from stainless steel type 3.16L. The outer assembly of the C-1 88 sealed source is defined
as the CONTAINMENT.

IN/TA 9301 F294. Revision 4 -2.5- July 2003
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The bottom comer of the lead-shielded cask has been re-designed. A secondary shell is welded to the
bottom primary dished head. The space between the primary and secondary shells is filled with 0.375 in.
thick thermal insulation.

The F-294 lead-shielded container (cask) is surrounded by a thermal protection envelope with a total area of
11,167 in2 (top = 707 in2, side= 6786 in2 , bottom = 1764 in2, top corner = 940 in2 bottom comer = 970 i 2).

Figure 2.1-F1
Identification of Basic Structural Components of F-294 Packaging
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2.1.2 DESIGN CRITERIA

2.1.2.1 Basic Design Criteria

This section describes the design criteria used to assess the package performance when subjected to the
various conditions specified in 10 CFR Part 71 SS 71.71 and 71.73. The load combinations and factors
used in the assessment of the package design are as specified in the applicable section of 10 CFR Part 71,
or when not specified, are established based on standard engineering practice.

2.1.2.1.1 Containment Structures

For Normal Conditions of Transport (NCOT), the assessment criteria used ensure that the stresses
in general do not exceed lesser of 2/3 of yield stress at temperature or 1/3 ultimate tensile strength at
temperature as per ASME Em. A summary of allowable stresses used specifically for the analysis of the
containment structures is presented in Table 2.1-TI. These data are consistent with Appendix F of ASME
Section E (Ref. 16]).

For Hypothetical Accident Conditions of Transport (HACOT, the failure of any component is not
permitted to affect the ability of the package to meet the requirements of 10 CFR Part 71 SS 71.41 through
71.51. The failure of any component which could potentially affect the ability of the package to meet these
requirements is analyzed and in general the stresses are shown to be less than the static ultimate strength of
the material at the temperature. A summary of allowable stresses used specifically for the analysis of the
containment structures is presented in Table 2.1-Tl. These data are consistent with Appendix F of ASME
Section M (Ref. [161).

Most structural analyses use the static models and values of static yield and ultimate tensile strengths of
the materials to represent dynamically loaded components. This results in conservative conclusions as the
dynamic strength of a material is typically greater than the static strength (Ref. [ 1]).

2.1.2.1.2 Non-Containment Structures

For Normal Conditions of Transport (NCOT), the assessment criteria used ensure that the stresses
in general do not exceed lesser of 2/3 of yield stress at temperature or 1/3 ultimate tensile strength at
temperature as per ASME m. A summary of allowable stresses used specifically for the analysis of the
containment structures is presented in Table 2.1-T2. These data are consistent with Appendix F of ASME
Section I (Ref. [16]).

For Hypothetical Accident Conditions of Transport (HACOT), the failure of any component is not
permitted to affect the ability of the package to meet the requirements of 10 CFR Part 71 SS 71.41 through
71.51. The failure of any component which could potentially affect the ability of the package to meet these
requirements is analyzed and in general the stresses are shown to be less than the static ultimate strength of
the material at the temperature. A summary of allowable stresses used specifically for the analysis of the
containment structures is presented in Table 2.1-T2. These data are consistent with Appendix F of ASME
Section HI (Ref. [16]).

Structural evaluations of non-containment boundaries, such as the F-294 container cask and the plug, the
lifting and tiedown fins, the skid, use allowable stresses for normal and accident conditions as presented in
Table 2.-T2. However the impact limiters (i.e., the crush shield, fins, structural channel members of the
removable [shipping] skid etc.) arc permitted to exceed yield stress for accident conditions. The acceptance
criterion for all impact related loads within the container proper is that the stainless-steel envelope
surrounding the lead shielding does not breach in normal and accident conditions. For lifting and handling
loads, the non-containment normal condition allowables of Table 2.1-T2 are utilized in conjunction with a
load factor of three (3), per OCFR 71.45.

JNffR 9301 F294, Revision 4 -2.7- July 2003
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Most structural analyses use the static models and values of static yield and ultimate tensile strengths
of the materials to represent dynamically loaded components. This results in conservative conclusions
as the dynamic strength of a material is typically greater than the static strength (Ref. [11]).

Table 2.1-T1
Allowable Stress Limits: Containment Structures

C tan nt Structre All" : bleSi

StressCategory IomlCniin ccdn oiiin

Primaty membrane S. Lesser of: 2.4S. or 0.7 S5

Primary membrane + Bending 1.5Sm Lesser of 3.6S. or S.

Range of Primary + Secondary .IOSM

Bearing SY S.

Pure Shear Stress 0.66Sy 0.66S

Buckding ____

w~Cntanin Fatnr Alowie Stresse.,

[Membrane]' lesser of: 2.OS,. or Sy SY

[Membrane + Bending]* lesser of: 3.0S,. or Sy __SY

Not considering stress concentration factors.
S. - Stress Intensity, psi
so = Utimate Tensile Stress (UTS), psi
SY = Yield Stress (YS), psi

Table 2.1-T2
Allowable Stress Limits: Non-Containment Structures

Non-Containment Strcueloa eSr~XWK

Stres$ Category Normal Con~~~dition Aciet odlin,to - < iS. ? X+?I X < < 4 C~o d

Primary membrane SS

Primary membrane + Bending SY S.

Range of Primary + Secondary Sy Not applicable

Bearing Sy Su

Pure Shear Stress 0.66Sy 0.66S.

Buckling

- Non-Containent FastenerAllowableSrse

[Membrane] * Greater of: 2.0S. or Sy S.

Membrane + Bending] *Greater of: 3.OS. or Sy S.

* Not considering stresses concentration factors.
Sm = Stress Intensity, psi
S. = Ultimate Tensile Stress (UTS), psi
SY = Yield Stress (YS), psi
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2.1.2.2 Miscellaneous Structural Failure Modes

2.1.2.2.1 Brittle Fracture

For the F-294 container, with the exception of the closure bolts, the lead shielding, the F-294 cavity end
cap and the drainline, all components are fabricated of Type 304L or 304 austenitic stainless steel.

The containment system is defined as the envelope surrounding the inner shell assembly and the closure
plug. Special Form C-188 cobalt-60 sealed sources are housed within the containment system. The
materials of the inner shell assembly are 1) ss304 or ss3O4L 2) Hastelloy C-276. The material for the
C-188 outer encapsulation is ss316L. Since austenitic stainless steel does not exhibit ductile-to-brittle
transition in the temperature range of interest (down to -400 F), it is safe from brittle fiature.

AU non-containment structural components (i.e., container external shell, external cooling fins, etc.) are
fabricated of Type 304 or 304L austenitic stainless steel. Since austenitic stainless steel does not exhibit
ductile-to-brittle transition in the temperature range of interest (down to -400F), it is safe fron brittle
fracture.

The closure bolts "UNBRAKO" are manufactured of low alloy steel. As per section 5 of NUREG/CR-
1815 (Ref [19]), bolts are not generally considered as fiacture-critical components because multiple load
paths exist and because bolted systems are designed to be redundant.

The drainline and the F-294 cavity end cap is made from "Hastelloy" C-276, which is a nickel-chromium
alloy and which does not exhibit brittle fracture in the temperature range of interest.

The ventline is made from ss304, a material which is considered safe from brittle fiacture in the
temperature range of interest.

2.1.2.2.2 Fatigue

2.1.2.2.2.1 Normal Operating Cycles
Normal operating cycles do not present a fatigue concern for the MDS Nordion F-294 package components
which have no stress concentrations. This is because the allowable stress for the normal conditions (3.OSm)
will not exceed the allowable fatigue stress limit for the expected number of operating cycles. From Figure
2.1-F2, Table I-1.2 of ASME Section m (Ref. 16]), Appendix I, the maximum value of the stress intensity
(S.) at the highest normal operating temperature at the external surface of the F-294 container of 2730 F is
20,000 psi for the type 304 stainless steel used in F-294 container. The expected number of operating
cycles (defined as the process of going from an empty cask, to one with maximum heat load, at the
maximum normal operating temperature, and back again.) for the F-294 container is below 1,000. From
ASME Section III, Appendix I, Figure 1-9.2.1, the fatigue allowable stress intensity amplitude, S., of the
alternating stress component (one-half of the alternating stress range) for 1,000 cycles is 110,000 psi. This
value, when multiplied by the ratio of elastic modulus, 27.6(10)6/28.3(10)6, gives a fatigue allowable
alternating stress intensity amplitude of 107,280 psi. The non-fatigue allowable stress intensity range, from
ASME Section III, division, Section NB-3222.2, however, is 60,000 psi (3 Sm). Since one-half of this range
is less than the fatigue allowable alternating stress intensity, the non-fatigue allowable stress criterion will
govern.

Areas of stress concentrations for the package occur at the cask closure bolts. The maximum cyclic stress
in the cask closure bolts is due to the pre-load. From equation 5.4 of Ref. [22], the pre-load, P, is given by:

P TEND
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where:
T = torque, in.-lb.
K = tonue coefficient
D = nominal bolt diameter, in

Cask closure Bolts:

For these bolts, the pre-load is 1,200 in.-lb. the nominal diameter is 1 inch, hence D = 1.0 in. The torque
coefficient is generally taken as K = 0.20. Therefore, maximum bolt load is:

P = 1,200/(0.20X1.0)
= 6,000 lb.

From Appendix H of Ref. [22], the root area of the thread of the bolt is 0.551 in2. Stress in the bolts is:
S = 6,000/0.551

= 10,900 psi.
From ASME NB-3232, 3(c), the fatigue strength reduction factor is assumed to be 4.0. In addition, the
modulus of elasticity at 2730F is 26.9(10)6 psi (ASME Section 111, Table 1-6.0). Since Figure 2.1.2-F2
(ASME Section III, Figure 1-9.4) is based upon a modulus of elasticity of 30(10)6 psi, the equivalent stress
range is given by:

SELF = (l0,900X4)[30(l0)6 /26.9(l0)'I
= 48,600 psi

The alternating component is one-half of the stress range, or 24,300 psi (48,600/2). From Figure 2.1.2-1,
using the 3.0Sm curve, the allowable number of operating cycles is 8,500. Assuming a maximum of 50
load/unload cycles per year for the bolts, a 1,700-year life is projected. Inspection and maintenance
procedures will specify replacement of these bolts every year or shorter period if warranted otherwise,
thus assuring a fatigue safety factor of 1,700 and margin of safety of 1,699.

2.1.2.2.2 Normal Vibration Over the Road
Fatigue concerns associated with normal vibrations over the road are addressed in section 2.6.4.

2.1.2.2.3 Buckling

Failure of components due to buckling is considered according to either the J. B. Johnson formula or the
Euler formula depending on the slenderness ratio.
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2.2 WEIGHTS AND CENTERS OF GRAVITY

The total design weight of the MDS Nordion F-294 package is 21,000 lb., including a typical payload
of 43 lb. for the F-3 13 source carrier or 66 lb. for the F457 source carrier. The container is nearly
symmetrical, therefore, the center of gravity (cog.) is very near the geometric center of the container.
The center of gravity (cog.) of F-294 package is 43.9 in. from the reference datum, which is the base
of the removable (shipping) skid. A more detailed weight breakdown is presented in Table 2.2-TI. Refer
to Figure 2.2-Fl for a component numbering schematic.

I

Table 2.2-T1
Weights and Centres of Gravity

1.0 Removable (Shipping) Skid 970. 970 4.00

2.0 Container 17,970 17,970 44.50

2.1 Fixed skid assembly etc. 920 14.80

2.8 Closure Plug 1,070 63.90

3.0 Cylindrical Fireshield 1,125 1,125 44.25

4.0 Crush shield 730 730 77.38

5.0 Payload 44.75

5.1a F-313 23 44.00

5.1b F457 26 44.00

5.2a C-188s (40) 20 44.00

5.2b C-188s (80) 40 44.00

F-294 Package (with F-313) 20,838 43.9

F-294 Package (with F457) 20,861 43.9

Total PackageNominal Weight =20,861. lb.
Total Package Design Weight = 21,000 lb. max.

Refamce datun is the base of tie removable shipping skid.

'-
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IFigure 2.2-F -
MDS Nordion F-294 Package Schematic for Component Weight Breakdown

See Table 2.2-TI for identification of components.
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2.3 MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF MATERIALS

The MDS Nordion F-294 package is fabricated primarily from Type 304, austenitic stainless steel, carbon
steel, high strength bolts, "Hastelloy", lead and ceramic fibre thermal insulation. The general arrangement
drawings presented in Section 1.3, define the specific material used for each item of the MDS Nordion
F-294 package. Table 2.3-Ti presents material properties for type 304, stainless steel, ASTM A-36 and
lead used in the F-294 package. Material properties are linearly interpolated between or, if necessary,
linearly extrapolated beyond the temperature values shown. For instance, when temperatures outside the
tabulated ranges are of interest (e.g., low temperature properties to -400 F), the data are extrapolated.
When a particular analysis requires data extrapolation, it is addressed within the applicable section of the SAR.

The stress strain curve for Type 304 stainless steel at 2120 F, is presented as Figure 2.3-Fl.

The mechanical properties of the bolting material, low alloy steel (UNBRAKO) are given in Appendix
2.10.10 and tabulated in Table 2.3-T2. The properties of other fasteners to SAE GR.2, 5, 8 are tabulated
in Table 2.3-T2.

The carbon steel material is ASTM A-36; these materials are not ASME Code materials, but are
acceptable for use as these components are used as fireshields, crush shields and skid structural channel
material. Other materials used in the package which are non-structural in nature, include gasket
("Neoprene') and high temperature ceramic fibre thermal insulation. The properties of the gasket are
given in Appendix 2.10.10; the properties of the thermal insulation material are presented in Chapter 3.

The mechanical properties of material for dynamic conditions is presented herein.

1. Crush shield (fin impact limiter).
• The general properties of energy absorption by the fins, as impact limiter, are given in Figure 2.3-F2

and Figure 2.3-F3. The data is extracted from Ref. [38].
* Detailed properties of energy absorption by fins, as impact limiters are extracted from Ref. [18].

This data is used for detailed fin energy absorption analysis in the SAR
2. The dynamic properties of Type 304 stainless steel are given in Figure 2.3-F4, extracted from Ref.

[11]
3. The dynamic properties of lead are given in Figure 2.3.-F5, extracted from Ref. [12]
4. The dynamic properties of mild steel (AISI 1020 Hot Rolled Steel) are given in Figure 2.3-F6,

extracted from Ref. [11].

JNTR 930) F294, Revision 4 -2.14- July2003
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-Table 23-Ti
Mechanical Properties of Materials Used in the MDS Nordion F-294 Package

1 ss304 Forging A-182 75,000 30,000 [16]

2 ss304 plate A-240 75,000 | 30,000 [16]

3 ss304LplateA-240 70,000 25,000 [16]

4 ss3l6L tubing 70,000 25,000 [16], [15]

5 Structural steel A-36 58,000 36,000 (AST

6 Steel AISI 1018/1020 65,000 48,000 _7_

7 Hastelloy C-276, B-274 100,000 41,000

8 Bolts A-35, Gr. B8 125,000 105,000 [16]

9 Bolts
SAE Gr. 8 150,000 120,000
SAE Gr. 5 120,000 85,000 [SAE J429]
SAE Gr. 2 74,000 5S,000

10 "NBRAKO" Screws 180,000 155,000 See Appendix 2.10.10

1- Lead, Common, Cast, B-29 n/2**

* Properties at 700F
** Average at 70°F

Not Applicable
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Figure 23-F2
Energy Absorption Capability of Fins Perpendicular to the Plane of Impact
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Figure 23-F3
Energy Absorption Capability of Four-inch High Fins at Various Angles

from the Plane of Impact
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Figure 2.3-F4
Dynamic Compressive Stress-Strain Data for 304L Hot Rolled

and Annealed Stainless Steel
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Figure 2.3-F5
Dynamic Compressive Stress-Strain Data for Lead
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Figure-2.3-F6 X

Dynamic Compressive Stress-Strain Data for AISC 1020 Hot Rolled Steel
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2.4 GENERAL STANDARDS FOR ALL PACKAGES

This section demonstrates that the general standards for all packaging as specified in 10 CFR 71 SS 71.43
are complied with.

a) Minimum Package Size

The minimum transverse dimension of the package (without the removable shipping skid) is
47.5 in. and the minimum longitudinal dimension (without the removable shipping skid and the
crush shield) is 54.75 in. Both these dimensions are greater than the minimum required dimension
of 10 cm (4 in.) as specified in 10 CFR 71.43(a).

b) Tamper-Indicating Feature

A "lock wire" or equivalent, will be used between two tie points on the closure-end of the package
during a loaded shipment. Specifically, the first (st) tie point will be affixed to the crush shield
and the second (2nd) tie point will be affixed to the closure end of the container, as illustrated in
the Engineering Information Drawings in Chapter 1, Appendix 1.4.2. Failure of the said device
will indicate intentional tampering in accordance with 10 CFR 71.43(b).

c) Positive Closure

See section 2.4.2 for discussion of the positive fastening devices for the containment system.

d) Chemical and Galvanic Reactions
See section 2.4.1 for discussion on chemical and galvanic reactions.

e) Valves
There are no valves or pressure relief devices on the F-294 package.

I) Package Performance under Normal Conditions of Transport

See section 2.6 for demonstration of the package performance under normal conditions of transport
to address the following requirements:
* There would be no loss or dispersal of radioactive contents.
* There would be no significant increase in external radiation levels.
* There would be no substantial reduction in the effectiveness of the packaging.

g) Temperature of Accessible Surface of the Package

A prototype, fill-scale F-294 container was loaded with 375 kCi of cobalt-60 and steady state
temperature measurements of F-294 were taken. See details as per Chapter 3, Appendix 3.6.2.
For 374,428 Ci of cobalt-60 (5.766 kW), Table 2.4-TI, column 3 lists the maximum temperatures
of the external surface of the F-294 container in the shade inclusive of:
1. ambient temperature correction factor (380C - 200C)
2. total measurement enor of ± 30C.
The temperature credit, as a result of using a higher test source (at start of thermal test prior to the
F-294 drop test program 375,510 kCi of cobalt-60 [Jan 06 1998] and at end of thermal test prior
to the F-294 drop test program 374,428 kCi of cobalt-60 [Jan 14 1998]) versus the license
capacity of 360 kCi of cobalt-60, has been ignored.
As per para 10 CFR 71.43(g), the regulatory allowable temperature of the accessible surface of the
package, with the package in still air at 380C (1000 F) and in the shade, is
50'C (1220 F) maximum temperature, for non-exclusive use shipment of the package
OR
850C (85 0F) maximum temperature, for exclusive use shipment of the package.
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As the maximum temperature of the accessible surface ofthe F-294 package is 740C, in order for
the F-294 to comply with para 10 CFR 71.43 (g), the F-294 shall be transported "exclusive use".
As per operating procedures, listed in Chapter 7, the F-294 package shall be transported as
"exclusive use".

h) Feature for Continuous Venting during Transport

There are no features on the F-294 package to allow for continuous venting during transport.

Table 2.4-Ti
Temperature of Accessible Surface of the F-294 Package (374,428 Ci: 5.766 kW)

Ln Ci -o ' n 

Bottom of ext. cyL fireshield 21 42

Middle of ext cyl. fireshield 26 47

Top of ext. cy fireshield 36 57

Bottom offin (air) 23 44
Entamnoe to chimeyw

Top of crush shield (air) 43 64
Exit fiom the chimney _ _:_-

Top ofthe lift lug 53 74

Top crush shield/fire shield
upper surface, centre 40 61
upper surfioe, midway centre/edge 40 61
upper surface, edge 43 64

Crush shield, fin bottom 48 69

Aniient - ; -20 38

'Actual Themal Test Data: See Chapter 3, Appendix 3.62
2 Thermal test data corrected for 1) Ambient 2) Total Measurement Errors

2.4.1 CHEMICAL AND GALVANICRECTIONS

The materials from which this package is fabricated (i.e., stainless steel, carbon steel, lead, hastelloy,
thermal insulation material ceramic fibre (aluminum oxide) will not cause significant chemical, galvanic,
or other reactions in air, argon or water environments. It is further noted that the lead is encased and sealed
within stainless steel plate or shell; thus reactions with lead are not a concern. Also the ceramic fibre
(aluminum oxide) material is enveloped within carbon steel plate or shell; thus reactions with ceramic fibre
are not a concern. The external stainless steel surfaces are painted, however, mild carbon steel external
surfaces of the F-294 package are painted using water based epoxy paint, primarily to prevent the
corrosion of mild carbon steel surfaces and tarnishing of stainless steel.
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2A.1.1 C-188 Encapsulation Material

In view of the regulatory notice (Ref. [60]), the assessment of the potential for corrosion or sensitization of
the stainless steel special form capsules under normal conditions of transport, is presented in this section.

C-188 is a Special Form sealed source with USNRC Registration Number NR-220-S-103-S.

The encapsulation material for the C-1 88 is stainless steel 316L. The tubing material of encapsulation of
C-1 88 is procured under Nordion Specification M0033 COO (Ref. [62]); this specification calls up
Specification ASTM A-5 11: "Seamless Stainless Steel Mechanical Tubing". The bar stock material of the
encapsulation of the C-188 is procured under Nordion specification M0165 (Ref. [63]); this specification
calls up Specification ASTM A-276: "Stainless and Heat-resisting Steel Bars and Shapes".

As per MDS-Nordion technical specification (Ref. [61]), recommendation stated below is followed:
"C-1 88 sources must be arranged in the transport package so that their maximum surface temperature
does not exceed 4820 C (900TF)".

For the F-294 during normal conditions of transport, with 360 kCi of cobalt-60 loading of forty (40)
C-188 sources in a single ring of forty (40) positions in F-313 source carrier, the measured maximum
C-188 temperature is 440° C (8240 F), already corrected for an ambient temperature of 380C (1000 F)
and temperature measurement errors of ± 40C. The environment in the F-294 cavity is purged with argon
gas. See Chapter 3 for details of the thermal tests. As the C-188 temperature of 4400 C (8240 F) in F-294
transport package configuration as defined above is less than the recommended C-188 temperature of
4820C (9000F), F-294 complies with MDS-Nordion internal recommendations. A thermal test for the
F-294 during normal conditions of transport, with 376 Kci of cobalt-60 loading of eighty (80) C-188
sources in two (2) rings of forty (40) positions in an F-457 source carrier was conducted and the details can
be found in Chapter 3. This thermal test was used to validate an FEA model. This model was in turn used
to generate an equation for the loading of the F-294/F-457 configuration so that source temperature will not
exceed 4820C (900'F). A copy of this report, IN/TR 1801 F294. Loading Finite Element Analysis, can be
found in Chapter 3.

MDS Nordion has undertaken work to further investigate the suitability of stainless steel 316L material
as encapsulation material for radioisotope sources. This work is reported under (Ref. [59]). The key
information, relevant to corrosion or sensitization of stainless steel 316L, is recaptured here:

"Type 316L Stainless Steel, commonly used for radioisotope encapsulation, has been tested for the
formation of chromium carbide precipitation. The precipitation, referred to as sensitization, is of primary
concern when formed in the grain boundaries. The grain boundary carbide is an indication that the stainless
steel has lost some of its resistance to corrosion. The low carbon grade of stainless steel (316L) is selected
for use largely because of its lower probability of sensitization. This brief study is focused on the amount
of grain boundary sensitization. The tests performed in this study included selected temperature soaks
(9000F, 1,0000F, 1,200'F) for various lengths of time.

"Samples of C-188 encapsulation material, which have been subjected to exposure times of up to 1,000
hours at 9000F, have resulted in no formation of sensitized material. There is, however, some sensitized
material formed after 10 hours' exposure at 1,0000 F. There is sensitized material formed after one (1) hour
at 1,2000F.

"While sensitization can occur within the temperature range of 8000F and 1,5000F, it appears as though the
low carbon grade will resist sensitization at 9000 F for an indefinite time and above 9000F for shorter times.
Even the low carbon grade, however, will suffer sensitization quite rapidly at 1,2000F." (Ref. [59]).
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In addition to above considerations, whenever the C-1 88s are transported in the F-294 package, the cavity
of the F-294 is purged with argon gas. The argon gas provides inert environment within the F-294 cavity.
The beneficial effect provided by the argon gas in the F-294 cavity is that the corrosion of C-I 88s is not
accelerated.

2.4.2 POSITIVE CLOSURE

The containment system of the F-294 package is designated as the inner shell and the closure plug of
the F-294 lead-shielded cask. Note that the function of the containment system is to provide adequate
containment for the Special Form material (MDS Nordion's C-188 sealed source) and to confine the
radioactive material (cobalt-60) in the shielded position.

Following installation of the C-188 sealed sources in F-313 or F-457 source carrier and then in the cavity
of F-294 container, the container closure plug (lid) is secured via sixteen (16) I-inch nom. diameter socket
head bolts. The crush shield is then installed on the top end and fastened to the container using sixteen (16),
I in. nom. dia. bolts. When installed, the crush shield eliminates access to the container closure plug (lid)
and therefore inadvertent opening of the container cannot occur.

Henc, the contai system cannot be opened unintentionally.

-2.4.3 LIFTINGDEVICES

The F-294 package is equipped with four (4) lift lug fins. Any two diametrically opposite lift lug fins may
be used to lift the package; this lifting arrangement is depicted in Figure 2.4.3-Fl. In Chapter 2, Appendix
2.10.2, it is demonstrated how this lifting arrangement complies with the requirement of 10 CFR 71.45(a).
Also, Appendix 2.10.2 provides stress analysis of the shackle. From Appendix 2.10.2, the findings are:

i> 1. Table 2.10.2-T2 summarizes the stresses in the 3 sub-components:
* the lif lug,
* the weldment #WLUG-L2 between the lift lug and the secondary conical shell and
* the secondary conical reinforced shell of the container.

Il

2. The mminimum yield stress for the lift lug material ss304 is 30,000 psi at 100F.

3. Stresses in the lift lug:
3.1 At location J (i.e., the foot of the lift lug) the highest principal stress in the lift lug is

5,060 psi. The safety factor (SF) against yield stress is 5.9 which exceeds the allowable
safety factor of three (3) as per 10 CFR 71.45(a).

3.2 At the eye of the lift lug, the magnitude of the bearing stress is 9,700 psi. The safety factor is
5.4 against yield stress. The SF of 5.4 exceeds the allowable FS of 3 against yielding as per
10 CFR 71.45 (a).

4. Stresses in the weldment WLUG-L2 are: the highest principal stress in the weld #WLUG-L2 is
+9,070 psi; the safety factor (SF) for weldment #1 is = 3.3; the factor of safety of 3.1 complies
with the regulations 10 CFR 71.45(a).

5. Stresses in the secondary conical reinforced shell of the container.
* The highest shess in the reinforced conical secondary shell of the container is 2,400 psi.
* The safety factor of 12.5 exceeds the required safety factor of three (3) as per 10 CFR

71.45(a).
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6. In the lifting of F-294 container, it appears that out of the three sub-components listed in 1. above,
the weldment between the lift lug/conical secondary shell has the lowest safety factor, followed
by the eye of the lift lug, followed by the reinforced conical secondary shell of the container.
Therefore, in a failure scenario, the weldment WLUG-L2 of the lift lug/conical secondary shell
is going to fail before other sub-components.

7. The stress analysis of the shackle is presented in Appendix 2.10.2. The combined vertical and
lateral lifting forces will not produce stresses that exceed yield in the shackle pin or bow.

Table 2A.3-TI
Summary of Stresses in the Lift Lug, the Weldment #WLUG-L2,

and the Container Secondary Conical Shell

tres C tI rs$Sfey orc argap>

1.1 Avg. normal, section "mm" eye region 3,534 8.4 2.2.2

1.2 Avg. shear, section "nn" eye region 2,580 11.6 2.2.2

1.3 Highest principal stress at J 5,061 5.9 2.2.6

1.4 Bearing stress in the eye region 9,700 5.4 2.2.6

1.5 Bending stress at location H 4,413 6.7

In the If t@.aea fo s :_ 
1.6 Bending stress at base edge HJ 2,782 [ 10.7 2.3.1

2. l ntheweldniuitW -l

2.1 Avg. normal stress 1,783 16.8 2.4.1

2.2 Avg. shear stress 1,783 16.8 2.4.1

2.3 In-plane bending stress at location H 9,070 3.3 2.4.2

2.4 In-plane bending stress at location J -9,070 3.3 2.4.2

2.5 lateral bending stress, edge HJ 1,444 20.7 2.4.3

2.6 Lateral shear stress, edge HI 321 93.4 2.4.3

3. X the reinforced secondar H- iciil e of the coi6,e A '_ _

3.1 Hoop stress 2,400 12.5 2.5.2

3.2 Longitudinal stress 1,856 16.1 2.5.2
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Figure 2A.3-Fl
F-294 Container Under Normal Lifting Arrangement
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2.4.4 TIE-DOWNDEVICES

The four lift lugs on the container serve as tie-down lugs.

The F-294 container tie-down arngement is shown in Figure 2.4.4-Fl.

The tie-down components are shown in Figure 2.4.4-F2. The F-294 tie-down arrangement is analyzed with
respect to the requirements of 10 CFR 71.45(b). The strength of the tie-down components is evaluated to the
loading due to accelerations of the transport vehicle. The requirements are listed in Table 2.4.-Ti.

Table 2.4.4-T1
Acceleration Values of the Vehicle: Number of G's

Vertical 2G
Horizontal along Direction of Motion OG
Horizontal in Transverse Direction 5G

2.4.4.1 Shipment Description

A standard, open top semi-trailer with side racks is used for the shipment of two (2) F-294 packages. The
rated capacity (pay load) of the trailer is 52,000 pounds. The two (2) F-294 packages comprise a total pay
load of 42,000 pounds (21,000 pounds each).

There are four tie-downs for each of the F-294 packages (see Figure 2.4.4-Fl).The lower ends of the tie-
down assembly are attached to the main frame of the trailer, the upper ends of the tie-down assembly are
attached to the lifting lugs on the container.

A typical single tie-down consists of the following components:

1. one (1) bracket welded to the frame of the trailer
2. turnbuckle.
3. locknut
4. chain link
5. shackle
6. container lift-hlg fin

The container skid rests within a steel locating frame which acts as a chock. This is to prevent the sliding
of the container along the wooden floor of the trailer.

2.4.4.2 Stress Analysis of Tie-down Arrangement

As the lift lug (tie-down) region of the container has been re-designed, a tie-down calculations have been
revised. In Chapter 2, Appendix 2.10.3, detailed calculations of the tie-down analysis are presented. From
Appendix 2.10.3, the findings are as follows:

1. Under a tie-down load due to lOg, 5g, 2g acting concurrently on the F-294 package, the calculated
stress of the tie-down lug which is the structural part of the package are listed in Table 2.4.4-T2.
The calculated stress in the tie-down lug are below the respective yield stress of the material of the
tie-down lug.

2. The stresses in the tie down devices which are structural parts of the F-294 package do not exceed
yield stress. Tie-down devices which are structural parts of a package shall be in accordance with
10 CFR 71.45(bXl).
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3. The tie down devices (shackle, turnbuckle, chain, bracket etc.) which are not the structural parts of
the F-294 package have sufficient breaking strength to meet the recommendations of the Ref (44]
ORNLITM-TDDFT23.RCG, Rev. 1: Guide for wire rope tiedowns on legal weight trucks for
packages containing radioactive materials and weighing greater than 5000 pounds.

4. The blocking and bracing shall be in accordance with 49 CFR 177.842(d).

5. The package is typically secured to the transporting vehicle using good transport practice of
blocking, bracing and chaining to the package. The general requirements are given in
MDS Nordion Procedure IN/GI0006 ZOO, Guidelines for Securing ofRadioactive Packages
Shipped by Road, which is based on the applicable regulations of the Province of Ontario, Canada.

6. The carrier is responsible for the tie-down system. The shipper has demonstrated that, with the tie-
down system assumed herein and the G-forces as per 10 CFR 71.45(bXl), the stresses generated in
the structural parts of the F-294 container will not exceed the yield strength.

Table 2.4A-T2
Stress In the Tie-down Lug, which are Structural Part of the Package

1. Container -

1.1 c onical 13,839 30,000 2.2 Section 4.3
reinforced shell
(ss304, A-240)

1.2 Te'rdown-lug* (ss304, 30,000
1.2___ A-240) SE W

Base 10,464 30,000 2.9 Section 4.1.2.1

Eye (teision) 11,650 30,000 2.6 Section 4.1.1
Eye sleeve (ss304, A- 24,961 55,000 2.2 Section4.1.1.1
666) (bearing)

1.3 Welds WLUG-L2 and Section 4.2.1
WLUG-L3: tie-down-
lug/secondary shell 13,014

Weld rod ss308 53,000

Parent metal ss304 30,000 2.3

* also doubles as ER-lug fin

I
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Figure 2.4.4-Fl
Tie-down Arrangement of F-294 Package on a Truck-Trailer

y
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Figure 2A.4-F2 -
Tle-down Components
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2.5 ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS FOR TYPE B PACKAGES
STANDARDS FOR TYPE B AND LARGE QUANTITY PACKAGING

This section describes how the standards for type B and Large Quantity Packaging as specified in 10 CFR
71 SS 71.51 are complied with.
1) When subjected to the tests (Normal Conditions of Transport) specified in 10 CFR 71 SS 71.71,

as described in section 2.6 of this analysis,
* the loss or dispersal of any radioactive material is less than A2 x 106 per hour,
* there is no significant increase in external radiation levels and
* there is no substantial reduction in the effectiveness of the packaging.

2) When subjected to the tests (Hypothetical Accident Conditions) specified in 10 CFR 71 SS 71.73,
as described in section 2.7 of this analysis,
* the loss or dispersal of any radioactive material is less than A2 per week and
* the external radiation dose rate is less than one rem per hour at one (1) meter from the

external surface of the package.

3) The containment of the radioactive material after the tests for the Normal and Hypothetical
Accident Conditions of Transport is due to the maintained integrity of the source capsules,
and not upon any filters or mechanical cooling systems.

2.5.1 LOAD RESISTANCE

The base of the F-294 package consists of 2 steel skids:
* the fixed skid is welded to the base of the F-294 container,
* the removable skid is bolted to the fixed skid.

The following analysis will show that these two skids, independently will support a uniformly distributed
load equal to five (5) times the weight of the package. In addition, the F-294 container, in horizontal or
vertical orientation, shall support a distributed load equal to five (5) times the weight of the package.

2.5.1.1 Fixed Skid with the Container in Vertical Orientation

Weight of the package, Wo = 21,000 lb.

Therefore, The regulatory weight, WR

WR = 5 x weight of the package,
= 5 x 21,000
= 105,000 lb.

Figure 2.5. 1-Fl depicts the loading arrangement of the beams.

The fixed channel is supported on the channel of the removable shipping skid. Therefore the fixed channel
is supported rigidly for its entire length of 44 in. To simplify the stress analysis, the fixed channel is
assumed to be simply supported at its two ends; this type of loading arrangement gives stresses which
are conservative.

Since there are two channels and since the length of the channel is 1=44 in., the per unit load is calculated
as follows:

o-- WR/2/1 = 105000/2/44 = 1193.2 lb./in
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The maximum bending moment occurs at mid-point of the span and is equal to

MMax = fd2/8
= (1 93.2)*(44)Y/8

288754.4 in-lb.
For a channel, 8 x 3.5 SC8 22.8 Ib/ft, ASTM A-36

lXX = 64.4in4

c =4.0
The maximum stress in the unreinforced channel is given by

bmax = * C/IXX

= 288754.4 * 4/64A
= 17,935 psi.

(From Ref. [24] pg 5-82)

(From Ref. [40] pg 1-40)

Safety Factor (SF) = Allowable stress/Applied stress

= 0.667 x 36,000/17,935
= 1.33

Margin of Safety (MS) = SF - I = 1.33 - 1 = 0.33

crb,. is considerably below the 36,000 psi, the yield stress of ASTM A-36 steel used for the channel and
therefore the package is shown to be capable of supporting the fully loaded weight along its major axis
when the factored weight is treated as uniformly distributed load on a simply supported channel. The.
channel is braced by five (5) gusset plates, which reduce the bending stress firther; however. The credit
due to reinforcement of the channel has been ignored.

Figure 2.5.1-F1
Loading Arrangement of Channel of the Fixed Sid :

Ps 477oS k t0G6.0 16s)
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2.5.1.2 Removable Shipping Sldd with Container in the Vertical Orientation

Figure 2.5.1-F2 depicts the loading arrangement of the channels.

The fixed channel is supported on the channel of the removable shipping skid. Therefore the fixed channel
rests its entire length of 44 in. on the inner channel of the removable shipping skid. Also the fixed skid
channel is bolted to the inner channel of the removable shipping skid.

The removable shipping skid rests on the concrete floor, which is considered for all practical purposes a
rigid foundation. The overhang of the inner channel is treated as a cantilever beam with end B as rigid,
built in. Figure 2.5.1-F3

1) The reaction forces RI and R2 are estimated as follows.
2R + 2R 2= 5 * W ............... Equation 

Moment about 0

R1* 20.25 = %* 37.25
R = 1.8395 * R2 ............... Equation 2

Substitute for RI in Equation 1.
2* 1.8395 * R2 + 2R 2 = 5 * 21,000
5.679*R 2 =105,000
R2 =18,489 lb.
R. =1.8395 * 18,489

= 34,011 lb.

2) The maximum bending stress in the inner channel of the shipping skid is estimated as follows.
MmAx = R1/2 * 17 = 34,011/2 * 17 = 289,102 inA-lb.
abx = MMAX * CL

= 289,102 * 4/64.4
= 17,957 inA-lb.

Safety Factor (SF) = Allowable stress/Applied stress
= 0.667 x 36,000/17,957
= 1.33

Margin of Safety (MS) = SF - 1 = 1.33 - 1 = 0.33

ab, is considerably below 36,000 psi, the Yield Stress of ASTM A-36 steel used for the channel and
therefore the package is shown to be capable of supporting the fully loaded weight along its major axis
when the factored weight is treated as a load on a cantilevered channel. The channel is braced by a 4 x 4
I-beam which reduces the bending stress further. The credit due to I-beam reinforcement of the channel
has been ignored.
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Figure 2.5.1-F2
Loading Arrangement of the Removable Shipping SId
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2.5.1.3 Outer Cylinder of the F-294 Container (vertical orientation)

The weight of the F-294 package, wF-2% = 21,000 lb.

The compression load WR = 5 * 21,000 lb. = 105,000 lb.

This load is applied uniformly to the top projected area of the F-294 package (Figures 2.5.1-F4 and
2.5.1-F5). The buckling assessment can be simplified by making a conservative assumption that all the
load is borne by the 0.5 inch thick stainless steel outerjacket of the F-294 container only, without any support
from the external cooling fins and the lead shielding, as illustrated below.

The steel jacket is then treated as a thin-walled circular tube of length 28 in., under longitudinal
compression. The formula for critical unit compressive stress %, given by Ref [41, for ends unrestrained is,

as = 0.3 E tr
=0.328* 106 *0.5/18
= 233,333 psi.

The load capability P, is then
P. = CTc * A
P, =233,333*n*36*0.5

= 13.19 * 106 psi
The critical buckling load Pc of 13.19 * 106 lb. is well above the actual applied load of 105,000 lb. It is therefore
concluded that the F-294 container will easily sustain loads up to five times its own weight.

In addition the standard compressive stress borne by the outer cylinder is ac

AYC = WR/section area of outer cylinder
= 105,000/n* 36 * 0.5
= 1883 psi

which is less than yield stress of 25,000 psi for stainless steel 304L.

Safety Factor (SF) = Allowable stress/Applied stress

= 0.667 x 25,000/1,883
=8.84

Margin of Safety (MS) = SF - 1 = 8.84 - 1 = 7.84

2.5.1.4 Outer Cylinder of F-294 Container (horizontal orientation)

The F-294 container is simply supported horizontally. See Figure 2.5.I.-F6.

The container is uniformly loaded with five times the weight of the container. To simplify analysis,
the outer cylinder shall be treated as a beam supported at two ends and uniformly loaded along its length.
The credit of the external cooling fins and the lead shielding shall not be brought into consideration,.
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The maximum bending stress at the extreme fibre is:

(\b~ML Mo *C/Ixi

where
maximum bending moment ia-lb.

C - unit load lbm
= WRII
= 105,000/28
= 3750 bmln

I = length of the span
=28 in.

c = distance of the extreme fibre from the neutral axis.
= 8 ii

I. ,, = 2nd moment of area
W7 -[Do D4164 

= * [36.0' - 35.04]/64
= 8787.3 in'
= 3750 * 282 * 18/8787.3
= 752 psi.

which is less than the yield stress of 25,000 psi for stainless steel 304L, material for the outer cylinder.
Safety Factor (SF) = allowable stress/applied stress

= 0.667 x 25,000n52
= 22.1

Margin of Safety (MS)= SF - 22.1 - 21.1

2.5.1.5 External Cooling Fins

Number of fins = 36
Size of fins = 0.375 * 4 cross sectional area
Stress at top of the fins = R/Afi-

= 105,000436 * 0.375 *4]
=1944psi

which is within the yield stress 25,000 psi for stainless steel 304L.
Safety Factor (SF) = allowable stress/applied stress

= 0.667 x 25,000/1,944
=8.56

Mmg of Safety (MS) =SF-1 = 8.56-1 = 7.56
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Figure 2.5.1-F4
F-294 Package under Compression
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Figure 2.5.1-F5
Container Shell under Compressive Load (vertical orientation)
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Figure 2.S.1-F6
Container Shell under Compressive Load (horizontal orientation)
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2.5.2 EXTER NA L PRESSURE

The outer assembly of the C-188 sealed source is the containment system for the F-294 package and it
exceeds the requirements for performance under an external pressure of 25 psig as specified in this section.
Due to the intended use of these capsules in wet storage gamma irradiator, they have been tested and
certified to meet the requirements of ANSI Standard N542 for sealed radioactive sources to a classification
of E65646. Specifically, this requires an external pressure test of 10150 psia, which is greater than 25 psig.
See Chapter 4, Appendix 4.4.2 for ANSI certificate of sealed source classification designation and
performance.

Safety Factor = Tested pressure/required pressure
= ANSI N452, Class 5 level, External Pressure/25 psig
= 10150/25
= 406.

Margin of Safety (MS)= SF - 1 = 406 - = 405
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2.6 NORMAL CONDITIONS OF TRANSPORT

Tests which demonstrate normal conditions of transport are specified in 10 CFR, Ch. 1 Section 71.71.
One critical component of the F-294 package is the C-188 sealed source capsule, which is part of the containment
system of F-294. This capsule is illustrated in Chapter 4, Appendix 4.4.2. It is designed, tested and certified to
meet the requirements of both the IAEA SS 6 - Special Form Requirements (Ref. [9]) and the ANSI Standard
N542 (Ref. [10D. Certification of performance to these standards is also included in Chapter 4, Appendix 4.42.

2.6.1 HEAT

A detailed thermal evaluation of the normal conditions of transport as they apply to the F-294 Package is
reported in Chapter 3, Section 3.4. For 360 kCi of cobalt-60 in the cavity of F-294, the maximum steady
state temperature within the cavity is determined to be 8240F (4400C) (C-188 source temperature). This
temperature will be the same for both the F-294/F-313 and F-294/F-457 configurations.

2.6.1.1 Summary of Pressure and Temperatures

2. 6.1.1 Summary of temperatures in the F-294 package

For 374,428 Ci of cobalt-60 loading (5.766 kW), the temperature distribution of the F-294 package is
given in Table 2.6-TI and Figure 2.6-Fl. The temperatures stated in the Table 2.6-TI, column 2, include the
following three (3) temperature correction factors:

I. Ambient temperature factor. (380C - 200C) = 180C
2. Total measurement errors: ± 30C for temperature range up to 3000C and ± 4 OC for temperature

range up to 4500 C.
3. Solar heat factor impact on the cask temperatures: (1)

2.6.1.1.2 Summary ofpressures in the F-294 package

The determination of the pressure build-up inside the cavity of the F-294 container and the C- 188 sealed
source is presented as follows:

Maximum Internal Pressure

#1. Cavity of F-294
The calculations for the pressure build-up in F-294 cavity are presented in Chapter 3, section 3.4.4. We
shall recapture the results here. Given that the maximum activity within the cavity is the same regardless
of the source carier used, temperatures of the F-294 container will be the same for both the F-313 and
F-457 source carriers.
The cavity of F-294 in normal conditions of transport is at 16 psig and average environment
temperature of 6060F.

#2. C-188 Assembly.

The calculations for the pressure build up in C-188 assembly are presented in Chapter 3, section 3.4.4.
We shall recapture the results here:
During normal conditions of transport of C-188's in F-294, the C-188 has internal pressure of
22 psig and temperature of 8240F (440'C).

IN/TR 9301 F294. Revision 4 -2.40- July 2003
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. Table 2.6T1
F-294 Steady State Temperature Distribution Prior to Drop Test of the F-294

(F-313 Source Carrier Configuration)
I

Coatodinjf H4~t /el E 3 INd
External surface of package: ___:_

Ambient -3C 20°C 380C 400

Bottom ofcxt cyl. fireshield 430C 210C 45°C 373

Middle of ext cyl fireshield 48°C 260 C 440C 251

Top of ect cyl. fireshield 580C 36°C 49°C 315

Bottom offin (e),ntance to himney 450C 230C N/A -

Top of crush shield(ar), exit fm chinmney 66°C 44°C N/A

Top oflhe lit lug 75°C 53°C 70°C 709

Top crush shield/fireshield, upper sufe, Centre 620C 40°C 51C 85

Top cush shield/fireshield, pe surfae midway centre/edge 62C 40C 51C 88

Top crsh shieldtfireshield, pper surfice edge 65°C 430C 52°C 295

Cnsh shield, fin bottom 49PC 48°C N/A

Main hield plug (top surface) 134C 112°C 149°C 40

Container fin (Mot) 129PC 1070C 1170C 185

Container fin (tip) N/A N/A 100°C 702

Container wall, conical surface (primay shell), N/A N/A 810C 717

Containerwall, conical sufice (econda shell) N/A N/A 1310C 118
Container wall, mid-level 129°C IOPC I1IPC 185
Container wall, bottom (primary shell) -/A NIA 96C 215

Container wall, bottom (secondary shell) N/A N/A 83-C 732

Section through the shielding of the container. mid-evel .__

Outer wall (exteal -mid level) 129lC |07C 1170C 185

Outerwall(internal-midlevel) NIA N/A 118C 173
Lead shielding (side radius) N/A N/A |152C 673
Lead shielding, average N/A N/A N/A -

Lead shielding (inside radius) N/A N/A 181°C 141

Cavity wall (outside radius) N/A N/A 181°C 141

Cavity wall (inside radius) l97C 1750C 181°C 146

Cavity bottom N/A N/A 172C 136

C-188: One ring Only SN 59532 4400C 417C N/A -

C-188: One ring OnT. SN 59475 4380C 4150C N/A -

Bottom ofthe main shield plug 2220C 200(C 2150C 17

Notes: ' Covected for arnbient, measurment errors and solar heat, see Chapter 3, Appendix 3.6.2 for details.
2 Measured test data,, see Chapter 3, Appendix 3.6.2 for details (374,428 Ci; 5.766 kW)
3 Finite Element Model (FEM) heat tansfer model, see Chapter 3, Appendix 3.6A for detals.
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Figure 2.6-Fl
Measured Steady State Temperature for F-294 Container (374,428 Ci load: 5.766 kW)

Before the F-294 Drop Test (with F-313 Source Carrier)
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2.6.1.2 Differential Thermal Expansion

The temperatures to determine the thermal expansions are taken from Chapter 3, Appendix 3.6.4. Given that
the maximum activity within the cavity is the same regardless of the source carier used tmperaturs of the
F-294 container will be the same for both the F-313 and F457 source carners.

Axial - Stainless Steel Expansion

1. Container external stainless steel wall of primary shell: 253.40 F (I230C) at top (Node 105),
280.40 F (1380(C) at bottom (Node 600).
AL = to*s * AT

= 43 in. " [10 * le 6 ]in//oF* [2804 - 253.4] F
= 0.012 in.

2. Container internal stainless steel lower cavity wall:
3450F (1740(2) at top (Node 93), 3362F (1690C) at bottom (Node 138).
AL = Lo * ft *AT

= 19.75 in. * [10 10-6) inrm/OF* [345.2 - 336.2] `F
= 0.002 in.

3. Container internal stainless steel upper cavity wall:
285.80F (1410C) at top (Node 98),332.60F (1670(C) at bottom (Node ?).
AL =o*ft*T

= I in * 1 * 10-6]inin/F* [332.6 - 285.8} °F
= 0.006 in.

4. Plug Cylinder.
3200F (1600C) at top (Node 16),3870F (197C) at bottom (Noq 4).
AL =Lo*CaesAT

= 11 iL * [10 * 10-6] ininPF *[387 -320] F

= 0.008 in.
The plug has clear, free room to expand axially up to 0.040 in.

Diametrical - Stainless Steel Expansion

1. Cavity wall
AD = D,, * a* AT

= 12.0 * 10* I0' [358.9 (Node 146) - 357.8 (Node 141)] -F
= 0.0001 in.

2. External wall
AD =D,=* c*AT

= 35.5 * 10 * 10 * [244.4 (Node (173) - 242.6 Node 185)] OF
= 0.0006 in.

The container has clear free room to expand; therefore thermal stresses shall not arise.

)N/rR 9301 F294. Revision 4 -2.43- July 2003
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2.6.1.3 Stress Calculations

1. C-188 Sealedsource:
C-188 Sealed Source: Due to build up of internal pressure, C-188 encapsulation stresses are
calculated and presented in Chapter 4, Appendix 4.4.4.
Due to internal pressure of 22 psig in the C-188 during Normal Conditions of Transport of the
F-294,
* the hoop stress in the tube away from joint = 157 psi
* thehoopstressminthetubeatthejoint=235psi
* the bending stress in the end cap = 4 psi.

Based on yield stress of 16,500 psi for ss3l6L at 8240F, C-188 has a Factor of Safety of 70.2
and Margin of Safety of 69.2 Therefore the containment, i.e., the outer assembly of C-188 sealed
source, shall maintain its structural integrity.

2. Main Closure Plug Bolted Joint:
Due to build-up of internal pressure, the main closure plug bolted joint is examined in detail in
Chapter 2, Appendix 2.10.4 and Chapter 4, Appendix 4.4.3. The internal pressure in the cavity is
16 psig; see Figure 2.6.1-F2. The bolted joint shall be maintained during the normal conditions of
transport.

The internal pressure load, Wop is calculated as follows:
Wop = AP* Area

= ASP * [7 * G2/4]
= 16. *7c * 15.912/4 [psi * in2]
= 3,200 lb.

where
Wop = internal pressure load in pounds
AP = 16 psi (internal pressure - outside the F-294 container at atmospheric pressure)
G = gasket reaction diameter = 15.91 in.

The gasket seating load, Fs0, is calculated as follows:

FSG b*G*y
where

Fs = gasket seating load in pounds
b = effective gasket seating width
G = gasket diameter
y = gasket seating stress = 200 psi

(Ref. [17] i.e., ASME VIII Div. 1: Table UA-49-1)
Basic gasket seating width, bD = actual width of gasket/2

= (16.38 - 15.44) x 0.5/2
= 0.235 in.

When bo < 1/4 in., the effective gasket seating width, b = bo = 0.235 in.
When bo < 1/4 in., diameter at location of gasket reaction, G

G = Mean diameter of gasket contact face
= (16.38+ 15.44)x 0.5
= 15.91 in.

INITR 9301 F294, Revision 4 -2.44- July2003
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Gasket seating load, Fs:
FsG =Ib G*y

= .J* 0.235* 15.91 *200
-2,400 lb.

Therefore, gasket seating and internal pressure load acting on the plug,
Wbo&Ioad~d =FSG+WOP

= 2,400 + 3,200
= 5,600

Design check: what is the total bolt load available on basis of 2/3 * yield stress of the bolt
material?
16 cap screws (1-8-UNC: UNBRAKO 1960) 1-in. are specified as closure plug bolts.
For UNBRAKO 1960 cap screw material, UTS 180,000 psi; YS = 155,000 psi.

Bolt data - -in. nominal diameter
stress area per bolt = 0.551 i 2 :
root diameter = 0.838 in
UNC = coarse thread
8 threads per inch (8 tpi).

WotIoidiib. = no. of bolts x bolt area x allowable stress

= 16 x 0.551 x (2/3 x YS]
= 16 x 0.551 x 0.667 x 155,000
= 91 1,000 lb.

As Wbdt~ Wd I.W (911,000 lb.) > W b.itofd (5600 -lb.), the closure plug bolting design is more
than adequate to resist the forces on the closure plug due to internal pressure.

Safety factor (SF) = u pW MM

=911,000 lb5,600
=162

Margin of Safety = SF - I = 162 - 1 = 161

As the margin of safety (MS) is greater than zero, the bolted joint as specified shall be maintained
during normal conditions of transport of the F-294 package.
Consequently, the bolted joint shall be maintained during the normal conditions of transport

3. Cavity wall due to build -up of internal pressure:

The hoop stress in the lower cavity tube, without taking lead restraint into account, is as follows:
ap =pd/2t

where
p = 16psig internalpressure
d =mean diameteroflowercavity tube = 12.0 in.
t = 0500 in.
ap = 16 x 12t2 x 0.5= 192 psi.

For ss3O4L at 4007F, yield stress =20,000 psi.
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Safety Factor (SF) = allowable stress/applied stress
= 0.667 x YS/a,,p
= 0.667 x 20,000/192
= 69.4

Margin of Safety (MS) = SF - 1 = 69.4 - 1 = 68.4

4. Lower Cavity End Cap:

The bending stress in the lower cavity end cap, without taking restraint of lead into account,
is as follows:

Cyb = Cp/[t/d]2

where
c = constant based on joint geometry

= 0.2 based on ASME VIII, Division 1, Figure UG =34 (i)
p = internal pressure = 16 psig
t = thickness of end cap = 0.75 i.
d = internal diameter ofthe tube = 11.5 in.
COb = 0.2 x 16/[0.75/11.5]2 = 752 psi.

For Hastelloy C-276, YS, yield stress at 400 'F = 37,000 psi
Safety Factor (SF) = allowable stress/applied stress

= 0.667 x YS / ab

= 0.667 x 37,000n52
= 32.8

Margin of Safety (MS) = SF - 1 = 32.8 - 1 = 31.8
Therefore, the lower cavity assembly under build-up of pressure of 16 psig has sufficient margin
of safety such that the structural integrity of the cavity assembly shall not be compromised.

5. Thermal stresses
Based on the estimates of thermal expansions given in section 2.6.1.2, there are no significant
thermal stresses as the components have sufficient room to expand freely.
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Figure 2.6.1-F2
Internal Cavity Pressure on the Closure Plug
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2.6.2 COLD

A steady-state ambient temperature of -400 F (-401C) would not adversely affect the ability of the package
to contain its radioactive contents or shield the environment. There are no liquids present within the
package to freeze under these conditions nor are the materials used in the construction of the package
(see Table 2.3-TI) subject to brittle fracture as discussed in section 2.1.2 of this report.

Because of the high thermal conductivity of the lead, stainless steel and carbon steel, the primary materials
used in the construction of the container of this package, no steep thermal gradients exist in the container to
cause significant thermal stresses.

2.6.3 PRESSURE

An external pressure equal to 3.5 psia would have no effect on the package. In Chapter 2, Appendix 2.10.5,
it is presented that the container shall withstand 44 atmospheres (650 psi) without taking credit of lead
shielding and fin restraint. Therefore the F-294 container shall have no difficulty withstanding the external
pressure equal to 3.5 psia.

Safety Factor (SF) = 650 / (3.5 + 14) = 37

Margin of Safety (MS) = SF - 1 = 37 - 1 = 36

The package is designed to transport radioactive C-188 sealed sources. These sealed source have been
designed, tested and certified to meet the Class 5 external pressure test requirements of the ANSI N542
Standard (see Chapter 4, Appendix 4.4.2). This test requires that the capsule be subjected to external
pressure ranging from 3.5 psia to 10150 psia without any loss of integrity. Hence, the source capsule is
designed to withstand external pressures ranging from 0.25 atmospheres (3.5 psia) to 690 atmospheres
(10,150 psia).

Safety Factor = 690/0.5 = 1,380.

Hence, in summary, the F-294 package would be unaffected by an external pressure equal to 0.5 standard
atmospheric pressure.

2.6.4 VIBRATION

2.6.4.1 C-188 Sealed Source

The C-188 sealed source is designed, tested and certified to meet the Class 4 vibration test requirements
of ANSI N542 Standard. This test requires the capsules to be subjected to vibrations ranging from 25 to
80 Hz at 1.5 mm peak to peak amplitude and 80 to 2000 Hz at 20 g for 90 minutes. According to RDT
Standard No. F-8-9T (Ref [23]), the highest frequency of vibration encountered during normal transport
by road is 500 Hz. As the 2000 Hz level of the ANSI N542 vibration test is higher than the vibration
frequency of 500 Hz encountered in road transport, this test, along with clean track operational record,
provides a reasonable assurance that the C-188 sealed source is unaffected by the vibrations due to normal
conditions of transport.

2.6.4.2 Packaging

The fasteners used on the F-294 package are listed as per Table 2.6-T2; the applied nominal torque on
each of the fasteners is also given in Table 2.6-T2. The variation on the nominal torque is ± 10%. The
assessment of the effect of vibrations due to normal conditions of transport is carried out analytically and
on the basis of the field experience of the similar F-231 package. The areas that are considered susceptible
to the effects of the vibrations are as follows.

1. closure plug screw
2. fasteners for fireshield, crush shield and skid
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2.6.4.2.1 Demonstration by Analsis

a) It is assumed that the closure plug screws would loosen only if the plug "NEOPRENE" gasket
assembly attained resonance, meaning the applied frequency is equal to the natural frequency

Wi= /rn] 5 rad/sec
where

k = spring constant of the "NEOPRENE" gasket
= Total applied bolt load, FtwMdeformation of gasket, 8
= 396,000 lb} 0.010 in.
= 9.6 106 lbfi.

The applied bolting torque, T = 100 ft.-lb. = 1,200 in.-lb.

NowT=C*D,*Fb*

where
C =constant =0.2
Do. Nominal diameter ofthe screw =1 inch.
Fb*o Force per screw, lb.

Therefore
Fbdt -T/[C *DE.. =

-1,200/0.2 * 1]
: 6,000 lb. per fastener

For 16 fasteners,
Total force,F,= 16 *Fb- 16 *6,000 =96,000 lb.
Assume that the "NEOPRENE" gasket is deformed (compressed) by 8 = 0.0 10 in.

In emass of the closure plug
-1165 lb.

Therefore
= [(9.6 * 106(1,070 lbJ385 in/secr)]f X

= 1,858 rad/sec
1,858da Hz

=295.7 Hz.

According to the "DRAFT' RDT Standard No. F-8-9T (Ref. 123]), the highest frequency of
vibration encountered ding normal transport by road (on bed of truck) is 500 Hz. Based on
range of 3c; distribution, 500 Hz represents the highest, Hz represents the lowest in the range of
vibration distribution. For the F-294, the closure plug bolted joint is estimated to be of frequency
295 Hz. This is considered adequate to maintain the joint tight to withstand the vibrations based
on experience of similar packages to F-294 (see section 2.6.4.2.2 below)..

b) The main fireshield, the crush shield and the skid are fastened with bolts plus standard spring
lockwashers. The applied torque on the 1 in. nom. diameter fasteners is 200 ft.-lb. This
method is considered adequate to prevent the bolts from loosening.
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2.6.4.2.2 Demonstration by Field experience of Similar F-231 Package

In the last 5-year period, MDS Nordion's F-231 package has been shipped from the Ontario Hydro Nuclear
Power Reactors, Bruce NGS or Pickering NGS sites to MDS Nordion, Ottawa site, by road transport only.
The following data provides the history. There has been no recorded evidence of loose bolts or screws on
arrival at destination. The F-231 closure uses 10 fasteners (eight [8] 3/4 socket head and two [2] 3/4 hex
head) and 1,800 in.-lb. of torque per fastener to seat the neoprene gasket. Table 2.6-T3 compares the F-294
plug/container closure bolted joint to the F-231 plug/container closure bolted joint. The natural frequency
of F-294 closure bolted joint, oS.pF-= 295 Hz is similar to the natural frequency of F-231 closure bolted
joint of 0).-231 = 395 Hz.

Therefore, F-294 fasteners on the closure plug are not expected to loosen when subjected to the vibrations
in the normal conditions of transport by road.

Table 2.6-T2
Fasteners on the F-294 Package

I -, Applied Toq

Item 12 1-8-2.0 UNC, Soc. HD. Screw, Main Closure Plug To Container 100
Qty = 16 Unbrako 1960, Low Alloy Steel Inner Shell Assembly
Item 4 1-8x2.25, hex. HD., bolt, A-354, Crush Shield Retaining Bolts 200
Qty = 8 Gr. BD (Or SAE Gr. 8)
Item 4 1-8x3.25, HEX. HD., bolt, A-354, Crush Shield Retaining Bolts 200
Qty = 8 Gr. BD (Or SAE Gr. 8)
Item 21 1-8x2.25, Hex. HD., Bolt, A-354, Fixed Skid To Shipping Skid 200
Qty = 8 Gr. BD (Or SAE Gr. 8)
Item 28 1-8x1.75, Hex. HD., Bolt, A354, Cylindrical Fireshield To Fixed Skid 200
Qtly = 16 Gr. BD (Or SAE Gr. 8)
Item 11, I2 In. Cajon Pipe Cap Ventline Blind Cap 20

t = 2 (With Nickel Gasket) II
Item 18, Cap, 5s3041, A-276 Drainline Blind Cap 50
QL = (With Neoprene Gasket) I

* Item Numbera as per Engineering Information Drawing inserted in Chapter 1, Appendix 1.4.2.

Table 2.6-T3
Comparison between F-294 and F-231 Plug/Container Closure

Item escrip-tt Oi' Ff94.; -7 F2 
I Plug Weight 1,070 lb. 750 lb.
2 Fasteners 1- 8 3/4-10
3 Fasteners, Qty. 16 10
4 Applied Torque 100 ft.-lb. 150 fL-lb.
5 Applied Load per Bolt 6,000 lb. 12,000 lb.
6 Gasket "Neoprene" "Neoprene"
7 Gasket Compression 0.010 in. 0.010 in.
8 Stiffness of Bolted Joint 9.6 x 106lbfim. 12. xl 6 bfm.
9 Natural frequency of Bolted Joint 295 Hz. 395 Hz.
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2.6.5 WATER SPRA Y

The water spray test would not adversely affect the package integrity as the F-294 package is designed for
underwater loading and unloading.

If the water spray produces temperatures lower than the temperature at which the container was sealed, a
negative pressure will be produced in the cavity of the F-294 container. The container closure plug and the
container body are quite capable of withstanding full vacuum i.e., 14.7 psi external pressure. See Chapter
2, Appendix 2.10.5. The container, without credit of lead and-the fins,'is capable of withstanding external
pressure of 650 psi (44 atmospheres.)

Therefore the F-294 can withstand the water spray test during normal transport without any loss of
integrity.

2.6.6 FREE DROP

2.6.6.1 Method of Compliance

A full scale F-294 test packaging (with an F-313 source carrier) has been used to demonstrate compliance
with the Normal conditions of transport tests. The test was managed by the test plan document (Ref. 48D
and the Quality plan document (Ref. (49]). At Chalk River Laboratory (CRL) of Atomic Energy of Canada
Limited (AECL), Chalk River, Ontario, Canada, on February 25th 1998, a full-scale F-294 test packaging
was subjected to a drop test program consisting of eight (8) drop tests. The eight (8) drop tests comprised
the combination of normal and accident conditions of transport tests. Eight (8) drop tests were carried out
on a single full-scale F-294 test packaging in the specified sequence:

Test #1: Normal Free Drop Test: top end drop orientation
Test #2: 30-ft Free Drop Test: side oblique drop orientation
Test #3C: Puncture Test: impact on the zone near lift lug fin #4
Test #4: Puncture Test: impact on the cylindrical fireshield
Test #5: Puncture Test: impact on the fixed skid lower plate
Test #6: 30-ft Free Drop Test: top end drop orientation
Test #7: Puncture Test: impact on the crush shield upper plate
Test #8: Puncture test: impact on the cylindrical fireshield (nameplate zone)

A single, full-scale F-294 test packaging was subjected to the normal 3-f ree drop test in one top end drop
orientation (i.e., inverted). The weight of the F-294 test packaging of 21,482 lb. is marginally greater than
the design maximum weight of the F-294 transport package of 21,000 lb. The cask or the closure plug or
the crush shield or the fireshield or the removable shipping skid components and the F-294 fasteners were
not replaced in between the drop tests; they were untouched throughout the drop testing program. This
over-testing and extra test weight ensured a significant degree of cumulative damage and gave an added
measure of conservatism to the test results.

The radioactive contents were simulated using eight (8) dummy, inactive, full-scale C-188 capsules evenly
spaced around a full-scale F-313 source carier. Te eight (8) dummy C-188s and the F-313 source carrier
were in the cavity of the F-294 test packaging throughout the drop testing. The F-457 source carrier loaded
with 80 C-188 capsules weighs only 23 lb. more than the flly loaded F-313 source carrier. It is expected
that the F-294 with the F-457 source carrier will behave similarly to the F-294 with the F-313 source
carrier since the weight of the F-297/F-457 configuration is still less than the test packaging. The
differences between F-294 test packaging and F-294 transport package are addressed in Chapter 2,
Appendix 2.10.13.
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2.6.6.2 Test Objectives

The purpose of the test, in addition to conditioning the package for the Hypothetical Accident conditions
tests, was to generate the maximum load on the key structural components and the design features. These
(components and the design features) are:

1. Retention of the closure plug (i.e., bolted joint).
2. Retention of the crush shield (i.e., fasteners attaching the crush shield to the container).
3. Retention of the cylindrical fireshield (i.e., fasteners attaching the cylindrical fireshield to the

container).
4. The lead shielding in the closure plug and the container (i.e., lead slump).

2.6.6.3 Test Method

The mechanical test program, normal and accident conditions, was carried out in single integrated drop test
program. Within the single integrated drop test program, the breakdown of the order of normal and/or
accident transport tests was as follows:

1) Normal drop test in top end orientation, followed by
2) Combination of:

* 30-ft free drop test in side oblique orientation, followed by
* puncture test to detach the crush shield, followed by
* additional puncture tests in other zones (side of cylindrical fireshield, bottom of fixed skid),

followed by
3) Combination of:

* 30-ft drop test in top end orientation, followed by
* puncture test on upper plate of crush shield, followed by

4) Any unplanned tests.

As a result of the above logic, the following drop testing program emerged:
Test #1: Normal Free Drop Test: top end drop orientation
Test #2: 30-ft free Drop Test: side oblique drop orientation
Test #3C: Puncture Test: impact on the zone near lift lug fin #4
Test #4: Puncture Test: impact on the cylindrical fireshield
Test #5: Puncture Test: impact on the fixed skid lower plate
Test #6: 30-ft Free Drop Test: top end drop orientation
Test #7: Puncture test: impact on the crush shield upper plate
Test #8: Puncture test: impact on the cylindrical fireshield (nameplate zone)

At the conclusion of each test, the test packaging fasteners were not replaced. The cask was left untouched
throughout the program, with the exception of accelerometer instrumentation, which meant that the damage
was cumulative to give the results an added degree of conservatism.

2.6.6.4 Test Temperature

All free drop testing, performed on February 25, 1998 at Chalk River, Ontario, Canada, was conducted
at ambient temperature between 50C and 10-C. The stainless steel material, which surrounds the lead
shielding of the F-294 container, suffers no loss of ductility at low temperatures.
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2.6.6.5 Target

The drop test facility is located at AECL-Research Co., Chalk River, Ontario, Canada. It consists of an
impact pad and a hoisting tower (Ref. CRL Drawing E -4511-2001). The base pad is fabricated from
reinforced concrete (of size approximately 10 ft. x 10 . x 10 ft.) resting on a solid bedrock. The upper
surface of the pad is covered with a 8-ft. x 6-ft x 4-inch thick alloy steel plate (Specification ASTM A-203
Grade E: YS = 56.7 ksi) and secured with the reinforced concrete (CRL drawing E-4511-2002). The top
steel plate has a provision for mounting a target pin for puncture tests. The overall view of the drop test
facility is shown in Figure 2.6.6-Fl.

2.6.6.6 Package Contents

The radioactive contents were simulated using eight (8) dummy, in-active full-scale C-188 capsules evenly
spaced around a full-scale F-313 source carrier. The eight (8) dummy C-188s and the F-313 source carrier
were in the cavity of the F-294 test packaging all throughout the drop testing. The C-188 dummy capsules
have a radial clearance of 0.015-inch and longitudinal clearance of 0.9-inch to ensure free movement of the
capsules within the F-313 carrier. The F-313 source carrier was restrained longitudinally but was free to
move radially. See Appendix 2.10.13.

2.6.6.7 Internal Heating

The assessment of the performance of F-294 under Normal and Hypothetical Accident condition tests
is based on the response on a full-scale model. In service F-294 will operate at a range of temperatures
imposed by the radioactive contents and the ambient conditions. Steady state temperature tests of the
F-294, before and after the drop test program, have been conducted (see Appendix 2.10.12 for details).

For the purpose of the structural assessment of the cask, temperature has been taken as the temperature at
the female flange top of the closure plug bolted joint, which is the key component as it holds the closure
plug and provides the retention of the radioactive contents within the cavity of the F-294 container. The
temperature at this point, under extremes of contents and ambient temperature, is shown below in Table
2.6.6-TI. The yield stress at the specified temperature for the material of the component is shown in
Table 2.6.6-T2.

For the Normal conditions test, the temperature of the test packaging was ambient. However, the
tempera range is such that in high heat content/high ambient conditions the material strength is
marginally reduced. This is addressed in Chapter 4, Appendix 4.4.3 and sufficient margin of safety exists
to demonstrate that the issue of higher temperature and reduced strength of the material is addressed.

Table 2.6.6-Tl
Top Closure Plug Temperatures

I

. |
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Table 2.6.6-T2
Component Material Yield Stress at Specified Temperature

V :"'~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ k i m ili m afi k i~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~ ~~~~ ,~~ ' .;>l Cofmponent Feal FlAnge- \< d-
Material pec aSS304L, ASTM A-240

Yield Stress at 2730F 19,300 psi
| Yield Stress at 153-F 23,100 psi

2.6.6.8 Pressure Buildup

The pressures and stresses generated by the internal heat load are calculated in section 2.6.1.

2.6.6.9 Normal Free Drop Test Orientations and Justification

2.6&9.1 Drop test height

Since the F-294 package weight of 21,000 lb. is between the range of 11,000 lb. (lowerbound) and
22,000 lb. (upperbound), 10 CFR Part 71 ss 71.71 (c)-(7) requires a free drop test through a distance
of three (3) feet (0.9 metres). Therefore, the drop test distance is three feet.

2.6.6.9.2 Top end drop orientation

In this orientation, maximum loads shall act on the fasteners of the closure plug and the crush shield. The
package center of gravity over the point of impact ensures that no energy is dissipated by being converted
into rotational movement.

2.6.6.10 Pass/fail Criteria and Justification

1) Pass/fail criteria: closure plug and crush shield remain attached.
Justification: essentially for ability to withstand accident condition tests and also shielding function.

2) Package surface dose rates increase by no more than 20%.
Justification: regulatory requirement.

2.6.6.11 Test Results

In this section the key test results are recaptured from Appendix 2.10.12. See Appendix 2.10.12 for details
of the test results.
1) 3-ft. free drop Test #1: top end drop orientation (i.e., inverted). See Figures 2.6.6-F2 (Dwg.

F629401-005) and Figure 2.6.6-F3 (photo 9802-23308-5) as record of F-294 test packaging
before the drop tests and Figures 2.6.6-F4 (photo 9802-23308-7) and Figure 2.6.6-F5 (photo
9802-23308-10) as record of the F-294 test packaging after the drop test. The closure plug, the
crush shield and the cylindrical fireshield were all retained and remained securely attached. The
principal damaged zones were centered around the crush shield. However, there was no breach
of the primary container shell. The test observations are:
1. Slight "ripple" on load spreader plate of crush shield.
2. Mesh slightly bent inwards between two fins on crush shield.
3. Up to 0.5 in. of deformation on the crush shield.
4. No other visible change.
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2.6.6.12 Shielding

There was no shielding test (radiation survey) conducted right after the Normal 3-ft. free drop test on the
test packaging as this would have interrupted the balance of the accident drop testing program. However,
radiation surveys were done before and after the eight drop test program. These results are given in Table
2.7.1-Ti.

After the normal 3-ft free drop test, as the crush shield moved by about 0.5 inch and the radioactive
sources can move up to 1.0 in. the cavity of F-294, the source-to-dose distance has been reduced by 1.5 in.
compared to the source-to-dose distance before the drop test The effect of this reduction in source-to-dose
distance is presented in Chapter S. The results are recaptured here.

Before the drop test: Top of the crush shield (beyond top of the plug): contact reading = 2.2 mrem/h
(375,360 Ci as of 1998-Jan-07)

On contact Top of the crush shield (beyond top of the plug): calculated dose = 1.7 mrem/h

After the NCOT test assessment: Top of the plug: contact calculated dose rate: 1.9 mrerii/h

Therefore, the increase in radiation dose after the normal drop test compared to the radiation dose before
the normal free drop test = (1.9 mrem/h)/(l.7 mremAh) - 1.12 = 12%.

This complies with 1OCFR 71, Para 71.43 (f).

2.6.7 Penetration

There was no penetration test perfonned on the F-294. Calculations are presented in Appendix 2.10.7.
As both top and bottom carbon steel plates are 0.5 in. thick, they will resist puncture when the F-294
package is subject to the penetration test. As the cylindrical fireshield shell is 0.25 in. thick, it will resist
puncture when the F-294 package is subject to the penetration test. Therefore the F-294 can withstand the
penetration test during normal transport without any loss of integrity.

2.6.8 Conclusions

Full-scale F-294 test packaging, due to inherent conservatism and its performance, has demonstrated the
ability of the F-294 transport package to maintain its structural integrity and shielding effectiveness under
the regulatory Normal condition of transport test requirements.
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Figure 2.6.6-Fl
Overview of CRL Drop Test Facility
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Figure 2.6.6-F3
Photograph 9802-23308-5
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-Figure 2.6.6-F4
Photograph 9802-23308-7
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Figure 2.6.6-F5
Photograph 9802-23308-10
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2.7 HYPOTHETICAL ACCIDENT CONDITIONS

The performance of the F-294 Transport Package, when subjected to the hypothetical accident conditions
as specified in Section 71.73 of 10 CFR Part 71, is presented in this section by analysis and full scale
prototype testing and is shown to meet the standards specified.

2.7.1 FREE DROP

There are several drop orientations of the F-294 to be considered in determining the one most likely to
result in the greatest cumulative damage when the package is subjected to the subsequnt Puncture,
Thermal and Water Immersion tests.

The F-294 package can be dropped in any of the six designated free drop orientations shown in Figure
2.7.1-Fl. The drop orientations are identified as

Orientation #1.1 - End Drop - Top
Orientation #1.2 - End Drop - Bottom
Orientation #2 - Side Drop
Orientation #3.1 - Corner Drop - Top
Orientation #3.2 - Corner Drop - Bottom
Orientation #4 - Oblique Drop

To cushion the impact during the 30-ft drop test, the F-294 package has a top crush shield. The crush
shield assembly sits flush on the container top fins and is bolted at sixteen (16) locations to the container
top fins. In addition to the above energy absorbing elements, the F-294 container has:

* the external cooling fins on the container
* hefixedskid
* the shipping skid

all of which serve as energy absorbing devices during the 30-fl drop test Depending on the drop
orientation, not all of the energy absorbing devices come into play.

Using Davis (Ref [18) data of fin impact limiters, the analytical assessment of the F-294 package subject
to the 30-ft drop test is given in detail in Appendix 2.10.9. Based on the output of the Appendix 2.10.9, an
assessment is presented in Appendix 2.10.11 to determine the most damaging 30-ft drop test orientation(s)
for the F-294 transport package.

In Appendix 2.10.12, the details of eight (8) drop tests carried out on a full-scale F-294 test packaging are
presented, inclusive of pre-drop and post-drop tests. The eight (8) drop tests that were carried out, in the
specified sequence, are listed below:

Test #1: Normal Free Drop Test: top end drop orientation
Test #2: 30-ft Free Drop Test: side oblique drop orientation
Text #3: Puncture Test: impact on the zone near lift lug fin #4
Test #4: Puncture Test: impactonthe cylindrical reshield
Test #5: Puncture Test: impact on the fixed idd lowerplate
Test #6: 30-f Free Drop Test: top end drop orientation
Text #7: Puncture Test impact on the crush shield per plate
Test #8: Puncture Test: impact on the cylindrical firesbield (nameplate zone)

In Appendix 2.10.13, the differences between the F-294 test packaging and the F-294 transport package
are identified. The impact of these differences is also assessed.

In Appendix 2.10.14, the stress analysis of the components of the F-294 transport package, subjected to
the deceleration loads measured and expected in a 30-ft. free drop, is presented.
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2.7.1.1 Test Temperature

All free drop testing was conducted between 5YC and 100C. The stainless steel, which surrounds the lead
shielding of the F-294 container, suffers no loss of ductility at low temperatures.

2.7.1.2 Test Method

Based on the maximum damaging drop orientation assessment (presented in Appendix 2.10.11) and
other considerations, the following test program emerged: two (2) distinct sets of Hypothetical Accident
Conditions of Transport (HACOT) drop tests in the side oblique and top end orientations, preceded by a
single NORMAL drop test in the top end drop orientation. The sequence of drop testing on a single F-294
test packaging shall be as follows:

1) Normal drop test in top end orientation.
2) Combination of:

* 30-ft free drop test in side oblique orientation, followed by
* puncture test to detach the crush shield, followed by
* additional puncture tests in other zones (side of cylindrical firesbield, bottom of

fixed skid)
3) Combination of

* 30-ft drop test in top end orientation, followed by
* puncture test on upper plate of crush shield

4) Any unplanned tests.

The F-294 tests were carried out as per Test Plan document (Ref [48]) and Quality Plan document) Ref.
[49]). Eight (8) drop tests were carried out on a single full-scale F-294 test packaging in the specified
sequence:

Test #1: Normal Free Drop Test top end drop orientation
Test #2: 30-ft Free Drop Test: side oblique drop orientation
Text #3: Puncture Test: impact on the zone near lift lug fin #4
Test #4: Puncture Test impact on the cylindrical fireshield
Test #5: Puncture Test: impact on the fixed skid lower plate
Test #6: 30-ft Free Drop Test: top end drop orientation
Text #7: Puncture Test impact on the crush shield upper plate
Test #8: Puncture Test impact on the cylindrical fireshield (nameplate zne)

A single, full-scale F-294 test packaging was subjected to the 30-ft free drop test in two different
orientations. The 21,482-lb. weight of the F-294 test packaging is marginally greater than the design
maximum weight of the F-294 transport package of 21,000 lb. Neither the cask, the closure plug, the crush
shield, the fireshield, the removable shipping slid components nor the F-294 fasteners were replaced in
between the drop tests; they were untouched throughout the drop testing program. This over-testing and
extra test weight ensured a significant degree of cumulative damage and gave an added measure of
conservatism to the test results.

The radioactive contents were simulated using eight (8) dummy, inactive full-scale C-188 capsules evenly
spaced around a fill-scale F-313 source carrier. The eight (8) dummy C-188s and the F-313 source carrier
were in the F-294 test packaging throughout the drop testing. The F457 source carrier, loaded with 80
C-1 88 capsules, weighs only 23 lb. more than the fully loaded F-3 13 source carrier. It is expected that
the F-294 with the F-457 source carrier will behave similarly to the F-294 with F-313 source carrier since
the F-294/F-457 configuration still weighs less than the test packaging.
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2.7.13 Objectives

The purpose of the tests was to generate the maximum loads on the key structural components and design
features. These are:

* the closure plug
* the retention of crush shield (with top integral fireshield)
* the retention of the cylindrical fireshield
* the integrity of stainless steel shell surrounding the lead shielding
* the lead shielding in the closure plug or the container assembly (lead slump)

2.7.1.4 - Package Orientations and Justification

2. 7.1.4.1 30-ft Free Drop: side-oblique drop orientation (Le., side corner)

In this drop orientation, large deformation and low deceleration (g's) are expected. Ii this drop orientation,
the lift lug fin of the container shall be impacted and the high loads shall be transmitted to the primary shell
of the container, which has the potential to breach the container shell. In addition, the fasteners of the crush
shield shall be highly loaded such that they may fail; consequently, the crush shield may be detached
sufficiently to cause the reduction in thermal protection. Also, the closure plug fasteners shall be subjected
to shear loads and therefore cause its failure and subsequently the detachment or displacement of the
closure plug.

2. 7.L4.2 30ft Free Drop: top end drop orientation (ile., vertical inverted)

In this drop orientation, small deformation and large deceleration (g's) are expected. In this drop
orientation, the closure plug fasteners shall be subjected to maximum loads and therefore cause its failure
and subsequently the detachment of the closure plug.

2.7.1.5 Acceptance/rejection Criteria and Justification

1. The test packaging shall be radiation surveyed prior to drop tests and after the drop tests. The
Design Acceptance Criteria (DAC) shall be 80% of the regulatory allowable 1,000 mrem/h
radiation at 1.0 m. from the surface of the drop tested packaging, based on maximum radioactive
contents in the package (Para 71.51 (a) (2) of Ref. [1]).

2. There shall be no weld fractures or fractures in the primary stainless steel shell that envelopes
the lead shielding in the plug and in the container assembly. Fractures in the fillet weld between
the fin and container shell or fractures in the fin shall not be a cause of rejection.

3. There shall be no loss of thermal protection (i.e.,- no loss of the crush shield or the fireshield or the
fixed skid) such that the container wall is directly exposed to the flame of fire in the hypothetical
thermal test. Minor openings in the thermal protection due to puncture pin damage shall not be a
cause for rejection, provided the area of opening is less than 1% of the total area of the thermal
protection.

4. The damage and displacement of the thermal protection is to be less than l0o% of the total insulated
area.

5. After the drop tests, the dummy capsules C-1 88s to meet the leakfightness of 1 x 0 std. cc/sec
of air.
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2.7.1.6 Target

The drop test facility is located at AECL-Research Co., Chalk River, Ontario, Canada. It consists of
an impact pad and a hoisting tower (Ref. CRL Drawing E-4511-2001). The base pad is fabricated from
reinforced concrete (of size approximately 10 ft. x 10 ft. x 10 ft.) resting on a solid bedrock. The upper
surface of the pad is covered with an 8-ft x 6-ft x 4-inch thick alloy steel plate (Specification ASTM A-203
Grade E: YS = 56.7 ksi) and secured with the reinforced concrete (CRL drawing E-4511-2002). The top
steel plate has a provision for mounting a target pin for puncture tests. The overall view of the drop test
facility is shown in Figure 2.7.1-F2.

2.7.1.7 Test Results

In this section, the key test results are recaptured from Appendix 2.10.12. See Appendix 2.10.12 for details
of the test results.

2. 7.1. 7.1 30-ft Free Drop Test #2: side-oblique drop orientaion (ie., side corner)

See Figures 2.7.1-F3, 2.7.1-F4 and 2.7.1-F5 respectively. The closure plug, the crush shield, the cylindrical
fireshield were all retained and remained securely attached. The principal damaged zones were centered
around the container lift lug #4. However, there was no breach of the primary container shell. The test
observations are:

1. Dummny weight transferred, so both dummy weights are on same side of the fireshield.
2. Measured angle = 36.50 from horizontal. Could not attain 400 drop angle,

due to C.O.G. of F-294 packaging.
3. Crush shield deformed on impact face.
4. Shipping skid deformed on impact face.
5. Fixed skid mostly intact, horizontal crack (on skid) located below nameplate.

Horizontal crack (on skid) also at location of lead weights.
6. Nine broken welds on inner fin attachment of the crush shield.
7. Three side-crush-shield-to-container fasteners are loose.
8. Some welds intact on shipping skid.
9. Fireshield deformed on impact face.
10. Balance of fireshield intact
11. Upper fireshield intact No damage.
12. Shipping skid landed just outside the steel pad, but on the reinforced concrete pad.
13. Side/top of the container sift lug fin #4) zone impacted on the steel pad.

2. 7.1. 7.2 30-ft Free Drop Test #6: top end drop orientation (Le, verical inverted)

See Figures 2.7.1-F6, 2.7.1-F7 and 2.7.1-F8 respectively. The closure plug, the crush shield, and the
cylindrical fireshield were all retained and remained securely attached. The principal damaged zones were
centered around the crush shield fins. However, there was no breach of the primary container shell nor the
closure plug. The test observations are:

I Crush shield as per photographs.
2. Crush shield top retaining bolts still in place. Crush shield retained (jammed) on

top of the container.
3. Part of crush shield top ring missing.
4. Most severe deformation on half of circumference.
5. Most crush shield fins attached. Some crush shield fins with broken pieces.

Some fins flattened.
6. Fireshield intact Slight outward bowing along top circumference.
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2.7.1. 7.3 Leakdightness of the Cavity of F-294

Before the eight (8) drop tests, the F-294 cavity was air pressure tested and helium leak tested. The cavity
was leaktight.

After eight (8) drop tests, the F-294 cavity was air pressure tested and helium leak tested. The cavity was
leaktight.

The details of the air pressure test and the helium leak test are presented in Chapter 2, Appendix 2.10.12.

2.7.1.7.4 Shielding Tests

Before the eight (8) drop tests, the F-294 was radiation surveyed using 375,360 cunes of cobalt-60 as of Jan 7
1998. See Table 2.7.1-Ti and Figure 2.7.1-F9.

After eight (8) drop tests, the F-294 was radiation surveyed using 365,221 curies of cobalt-60 as of Mar.
24 1998. See Table 2.7.1 -TI and Figure 2.7.I-F9.

The details of the F-294 radiation surveys (shielding tests) before and after the eight (8) drop tests are
presented in Chapter 2, Appendix 2.10.12 and in Chapter 5. The radiation survey tests demonstrate that
the cask shielding meets the regulatory requirements.

2.7.1.8 Overall 30-ft. Free Drop Test Summary

1. The F-294 tests were carried out as per Test Plan document (Ref. [48]) and Quality Plan
document) Ref. 491). On February 25 1998, at Chalk River Laboratory (CRL) of Atomic Energy
Of Canada Limited (AECL), Chalk River, Ontario, Canada eight (8) drop tests were carried out on
a single full-scale F-294 test packaging in the specified sequence:

Test #1: Normal Free Drop Test: top end drop orientation
Test #2: 30-ft Free Drop Test: side oblique drop orientation
Text #3: Puncture Test impact on the zone near lift lug fin #4
Test #4: Puncture Test impact on the cylindrical fireshield
Test #5: Puncture Test impact on the fixed skid lower plate
Test #6: 30-fL Free Drop Test: top end drop orientation
Text #7: Puncture Test impact on the crush shield upper plate
Test #8: Puncture Test impact on the cylindrical fireshield (nameplate zone)

2. Two (2) 30-ft. fee drop tests of the F-294 test packaging were carried out in the orientation
specified below:

1. side oblique comer drop (36.50 from the horizontal) (Test #2)
2. top end (inverted) drop (rest #6).

3. After the drop tests, the damage to the F-294 test packaging is as follows:
1. There were no cracks in the F-294 cavity wall or the external primary shell of the

container (flask). there were no cracks in the closure plug.
2. Some container fin-to-fin welds were fractured. Some container-to-fin welds were

fractured. Some container fins had deformed significantly.
3. The closure plug was in place and had not come loose. The "neoprene" gasket of the

closure plug bolted joint was not damaged. The lift lug of the closure plug was
compressed by 0.66 in., primarily due to puncture pin impact.

4. The fins of the crush shield and the container buckled in the standard J-shape or S-
shape.

5. The cylindrical fireshield and the crush shield were retained.
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4. Integrity of Thermal Protection:
On the F-294 test packaging, there is 9,257 in2 area of the thermal protection surrounding the
F-294 flask. After the drop, there was an opening of 21 in2 (due to Puncture Pin Test # 4) and 6 in2

(due to Puncture Pin test #8). The 27 in2 opening area out of 9,257 in2 total thermal protection area
represent a loss of 0.3 % of thermal protection area.
The damage to the thermal protection was approximately 800 in2 out of total thermal protection of
9,257 in2. This represents 8.6 % of total thermal protection area was damaged.

5. F-294 Cavity Leaktightness:
Before the eight (8) drop tests, the F-294 cavity was air pressure tested and helium leak tested.
The cavity was leaktight.
After eight (8) drop tests, the F-294 cavity was air pressure tested and helium leak tested. The
cavity was leaktight.

6. C-188 Dummy Capsules Leaktightness:
Before the eight (8) drop tests, the C-188 dummy capsules were helium leak tested. They were
leaktight.
After eight (8) drop tests, the C-188 dummy capsules were helium leak tested. They were also
leaktight.

7. Deformation Profile:
The deformation profile of the F-294 test packaging as a result of eight (8) drop tests is depicted in
Dwg. F629401-022. see Figure 2.7.1-F 10.

8. Shielding Test:
Before the eight (8) drop tests, the F-294 was radiation surveyed using 375,360 curies of cobalt-60 as of
Jan 7 1998. The test radiation source was similar to the radioactive source for shipping
configuration. See Table 2.7.1-TI and Figure 2.7.1-F9.
After eight (8) drop tests, the F-294 was radiation surveyed using 365,221 curies of cobalt-60 as
of Mar. 24 1998. See Table 2.7.1-TI and Figure 2.7.1-F9.
The details of the F-294 radiation surveys (shielding tests) before and after the eight (8) drop tests
are presented in Chapter 2, Appendix 2.10.12 and in Chapter 5. The radiation survey tests
demonstrate that the cask shielding meets the regulatory requirements.

9. Measured Decelerations and Duration of Impact:
In the 30-ft. free drop test, in the side oblique drop orientation, the measured maximum
deceleration was 136 g's on top of the closure plug of F-294 and the duration of impact was
30 milli-seconds.
In the 30-ft. free drop test, in the top end (inverted) drop orientation, the measured maximum
deceleration was 132 g's on top of the closure plug of F-294 and the duration of impact was
24 milli-seconds.
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2.7.1.9 Conclusions

The F-294 transport package will maintain its structural, containment system and shielding integrity under
the hypothetical accident conditions free drop tests. These results will be the same whether an F-313 or an
F-457 source carrier is used.

Table 2.7.1-T1
F-294 Radiation Surveys: Before and After the Drop Test

U

jS~~~V~
Before the Drop After the flrop

mreni/h , mreni/h

1.0 m from Surface Location

1 0.4 0.8

2 0.4 0.8

3 0.35 0.8

4 0.95 1A

5 1.8 1.8

6 1.2 1.6

7 0.8 1.0

8 1 1.8

Contact wifth Surface

1 2.2 4.0

2 2.0 2.6

3 1.0 1.6

4 2.8 5.0

5 12.0 16.0

6 6.5 5.5

7 0.3 0.6

8 14.0 30.0
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Figure 2.7.1-Fl
Drop Test Orientations
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Figure 2.7.}-F2
CRL Drop Test Facility
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Chapter 2

Flgure 2.7.1-F4
30-ft Free Drop Test #2: F-294 Before the Drop Test

(Photo MDSN-F294-0032)
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Figure 2.7.1-FS
30-ft Free Drop Test #2: F-294 After the Drop Test(Photo 9802-23308-23)
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Figure 2.1.7-F7
30-ft Free Drop Test #6: F-294 Before the Drop Test

(Photo 9802-23308-77)
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Figure 2.7.1-FS
30-ft Free Drop Test #6: F-294 After the Drop Test

(Photo 9802-23308-78)
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Figure 2.7.1-F9
Identification of the Locations of the F-294 During Radiation Survey

(Shielding Test)

4

5

6

7

8

Figure 2.7.1-F10
F-294 Test Packaging Approximate Deformation Profile (After 8 Drop Tests)

(Dwg. F629401-022)
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Chapter 2

2.7.2 PUNCTURE

The F-294 package can be dropped in any of the six designated free drop orientations shown in Figure
2.7.2-Fl. The drop orientations are identified as

Orientation #1.1 - End Drop - Top

Orientation #1.2 - End Drop - Bottom

Orientation #2 - Side Drop

Orientation #3.1 - Comer Drop - Top

Orientation #3.2 - Comer Drop - Bottom

Orientation #4 - Oblique Drop

In Chapter 2, Appendix 2.10.12, the details of eight (8) drop tests carried out on a full -scale F-294 test
packaging are presented, inclusive of pre-drop tests and post-drop tests. The eight (8) drop tests that were
carried out, in the specified sequence, are listed below:

Test #1: Normal Free Drop Test:'top end drop orientation

Test #2: 30-ft Free Drop Test: side oblique drop orientation
Test #3C: Puncture Test: impact on the zone near lift lug fin #4

Test #4: Puncture Test: impact on the cylindrical fireshield

Test #5: Puncture Test: impact on the fixed skid lower plate

Test #6: 30-ft Free Drop Test: top end drop orientation.

Test #7: Puncture Test: impact on the crush shield upper plate

Test #8: Puncture Test: impact on the cylindrical fireshield (nameplate zone)

2.7.2.1 Test Temperature

All puncture testing was conducted betweem 50C and 100C. The stainless steel, which surrounds the lead
shielding of the F-294 container, suffers no loss of ductility at low temperatures.

2.7.2.2 Test Method

The F-294 puncture tests were carried out as per Test Plan document (Ref. 48]) and Quality Plan
document (Ref. 49]). Eight (8) drop tests were carried out on a single, full -scale F-294 test packaging
in the specified sequence:

Test #1: Normal Free Drop Test: top end drop orientation

Test #2: 30-ft Free Drop Test: side oblique drop orientation

Test #3C: Puncture Test: impact on the zone near lift lug fm #4

Test #4: Puncture Test: impact on the cylindrical fireshield

Test #5: Puncture Test: impact on the fixed skid lower plate

Test #6: 30-ft Free Drop Test: top end drop orientation.

Test #7: Puncture Test: impact on the crush shield upper plate

Test #8: Puncture test: impact on the cylindrical fireshield (nameplate zone)

A single, full-scale F-294 test packaging was subjected to five (5) puncture tests in different drop
orientations. The puncture tests are listed above. The 21,482 lb. weight of the F-294 test packaging is
marginally greater than the design maximum weight of the F-294 transport package of 21,000 lb. Neither
the cask, the closure plug, the crush shield, the fireshield, the removable shipping skid components nor the
F-294 fasteners were replaced in between the drop tests; they were untouched throughout the drop testing
program. This over-testing and extra test weight ensured a significant degree of cumulative damage and
gave an added measure of conservatism to the test results.

INI27� 930) F294�. RevLkm 4 -2.77- -
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The radioactive contents were simulated using eight (8) dummy, inactive, ful-scale C-188 capsules evenly
spaced around a full-scale F-313 source carrier. The eight (8) dummy C-188s and the F-313 source carrier
were in the cavity of the F-294 test packaging throughout the drop testing. The F-457 source carrier loaded
with 80 C-188 capsules weighs only 23 lb. more than the fillly loaded F-313 source carrier. It is expected
that the F-294 with the F-457 source carrier will behave similarly to the F-294 with the F-313 source
carrier since the F-294/F-457 configuration still weighs less than the test packaging.

2.7.2.3 Objectives

The purpose of the puncture tests was to generate maximum loads on the key structural components and
design features. These are:

1. the closure plug
2. the retention of crush shield (with top integral fireshield)
3. the retention of the cylindrical fireshield
4. the integrity of stainless steel shell surrounding the lead shielding
5. the lead shielding in the closure plug or the container assembly (lead slump)

2.7.2A Package Orientations and Justification

a) Puncture Test #3C Impact on the zone near lift lug fin #4 (i.e., side comer)

Planned puncture Test #3A (Dwg. F629401-007) or puncture Test #3B (Dwg. F629401-008) were not
carried out because after the 30-ft. free drop test in the side oblique drop orientation (i.e. Test #2), the
crush shield was jammed solid against the top /side comer of the F-294 thus making it difficult to detach
the crush shield as originally planned for Test #3A & Test #3B. Therefore an alternative puncture Test
#3C was proposed and discussed.

In Puncture Test # 3C drop orientation, the lift lug fin #4 of the container shall be impacted and the high
loads shall be transmitted to the primary shell of the container, which has the potential to breach the
container shell. In addition the impact load may affect the closure plug fasteners and cause its failure
and subsequently the detachment or displacement of the closure plug.

b) Puncture Test #4 Impact on the cylindrical fireshield
In this drop orientation, the cylindrical fireshield sandwich shells shall be subjected to maximum loads and
cause its failure. This shall cause a full through hole in the thermal protection and consequent exposure of
the side container wall to flames of fire. In addition, this test shall indicate if the container (cask) wall is
damaged due to the continuation of the puncture pin impact progression beyond the fireshield sandwich
shell.

c) Puncture Test #5 Impact on the fixed skid lower plate
In this drop orientation the fixed skid sandwich plates shall be subjected to maximum loads and cause its
failure. This shall cause a full through hole in the thermal protection and consequent exposure of the
bottom container wail to flames of fire.

d) Puncture Test #7 Impact on the crush shield upper plate
In this drop orientation, the crush shield sandwich plates shall be subjected to maximum loads and cause
its failure. This shall cause a full through hole in the thermal protection and consequently exposing the top
closure plug to flames of fire. In addition, the closure plug may be severely impacted as a result of the
puncture pin impact progression being arrested by the lift lug of the closure plug.

e) Puncture Test #8 Impact cylindrical fireshield (nameplate zone)
This test is similar to puncture Test #4, as specified above. The purpose of this test is to examine the
influence of the reinforced shell of the fireshield on the puncture pin progression during the impact.

IN/fR 9301 F294. Revision 4 -2.78- Jz4y 2003
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2.7.2.5 Acceptance/Rejection Criteria and Justification:

1. The test packaging shall be radiation surveyed both prior to and after the drop tests. The Design
Acceptance Criteria (DAC) shall be 80%h of the regulatory allowable 1,000 mrem/h radiation at 1.0 m.
from the surface of the drop tested packaging, based on maximum radioactive contents in the
package (Para 71.51 (a) (2) of Ref. [1]).

2. There shall be no weld fiactures or fractures in the primary stainless steel shell that envelopes the
lead shielding in the plug and in the container assembly. Fractures in the fillet weld between the fin
and container shell or fractures in the fin shall not be a cause of rejection.

3. There shall be no loss of thermal protection (i.e., no loss of the crush shield or the fireshield or the fixed
skid) such that the container wall is directly exposed to the flame of fire in the hypothetical thermal
test. Minor openings in the thermal protection due to puncture pin damage shall not be a cause for
rejection, provided the area of opening is less than 1% of the total area of the thermal protection.

4. The damage and displacement of the thermal protection is to be less than 10°ih of the total insulated
area.

5. After the drop tests, the dummy C-188s to meet the leaktightess of I x l0 std. cc/sec of air.

2.7.2.6 Target

The drop test facility is located at AECL-Research Co., Chalk River, Ontario, Canada. It consists of an
impact pad and a hoisting tower (Ref. CRL Drawing E -4511-2001). The base pad is fabricated from
reinforced concrete (of size approximately 10 ft. x 10 ft x 10 ft.) resting on solid bedrock. The upper
surface of the pad is covered with an alloy steel plate (8 ft. x 6 ft x 4 in. thick). (Specification ASTM
A-203 Grade E: YS = 56.7 ksi) and secured with the reinforced concrete (CRL drawing E-4511-2002).
The top steel plate has a provision for mounting a target pin for puncture tests. The overall view of the
drop test facility is shown in Figure 2.7.1-F2.

2.7.2.7 Target Pin

A full-scale target puncture pin (Material AISI C-1045) was used. It is depicted in Figure 2.7.2-F2 (Ref. Dwg.
F629401-004). It is constructed of a 6-inch diameterx 26-inch high steel bar welded vertically to a 1-inch
thick steel plate. The puncture pin plate (1 inch thick) was secured (bolted) at each of four (4) corner
locations to the drop test pad plate (4 in. thick). If the puncture pin head was damaged, a backup identical
puncture pin was used.

2.7.2.8 Test Results

In this section, the key test results are recaptured from Chapter 2, Appendix 2.10.12. See Appendix
2.10.12 for details of the test results.
a) Puncture Test #3C: impact on the zone near lift lug fin #4 (ie., side corner). See Figures 2.7.2-F3,

2.7.2-F4, and 2.7.2-F5 respectively. The test observations are:
* Severe local deformation of crush shield.
* Crack on fireshield at impact point.
* Upper fireshield intact.
* All bolting intact.
* One (strip) piece of metal broke free (approx. 1/2-inch wide by 8 in. long).
* Lift lug severely deformed.
* Puncture pin damaged (to be switched for next test).
* 26-inch high puncture pin used.
* The puncture pi fastening to the steel pad was checked before and after the test. The puncture

pin did not move during the test.
* The puncture pin top face was damaged during the test.
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b) Puncture Test #4: Impact cylindrical fireshield. See Figures 2.7.2-F6, 2.7.2-F7, and 2.7.2-F8
respectively. The test observations are:
* Severe local deformation and shearing in a circular pattern.
* Both layers (walls) of fireshield penetrated.
* Dished head through puncture. Area cut is 2/3 of circumference of puncture pin.
* Approximately 2-inch displacement of entire shell (deformed zone).
* 6-inch diameter puncture.
* Approximately 101/2-to-I 1-inch diameter deformed zone.
* The shipping skid did not bottom out first
* 26-inch high puncture pin (second pin) was used.
* The puncture pin fastening to the steel pad was checked before and after the test. The puncture

pin did not move during the test.
* The pin face was not damaged after the test.

c) Puncture Test #5: Impact on fixed skid lower plate. See Figures 2.7.2-F9, 2.7.2-F 10, and 2.7.2-
F 1 respectively. The test observations are:
* Local deformation, no penetration.
* Deformation indentation zone simila to pin diameter.
* Deformation zone 10 in. diameter.
* 26-inch high puncture pin (second pin) used.
* The puncture pin fastening to the steel pad was checked before and after the test. The puncture

pin did not move during the test.
* The pin face was not damaged after the test

d) Puncture Test #7: Impact on the crush shield upper plate. See Figure 2.7.2-F12, 2.7.2-F13, and 2.7.2-
F14 respectively. The test observations are:
* 6-inch diameter main deformation, 16-inch diameter gradual deformation.
* No penetration. However, footprint of the pin on the upper plate of the crush shield.
* Approximately 2 in. vertical deformation.
* 26-inch high puncture pin (second pin) was used.
* The puncture pin fastening to the steel pad was checked before and after the test. The puncture

pin did not move during the test.
* The puncture pin face was not damaged after the test.

e) Puncture Test #8: Impact cylindrical fireshield (nameplate zone). See Figures 2.7.2-F15, 2.7.2-
F16, and 2.7.2-F 17 respectively. The test observations are:
* Shipping skid cleared the steel pad (impact plate).
* Packaging remained balanced on pin (pin penetrated fireshield).
* 1-foot diameter deformation by 1-1/2 inch deep.
* 2/3 circumference (of 6-inch diameter indent) penetrated.
* 26-inch high puncture pin (second pin) used.
* The puncture pin fastening to the steel pad was checked before and after the test The puncture

pin did not move during the test.
* The puncture pin top face was not damaged after the drop test.
* The shipping skid landed on the reinforced concrete pad just outside the steel pad. The

shipping skid did not bottom out first.
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f) Leaktightness of the cavity of F-294:

K...' -Before the eight (8) drop tests, the F-294 cavity was air pressure tested and helium leak tested.
The cavity was leaktight.
After the eight (8) drop tests, the F-294 cavity was air pressure tested and helium leak tested.

* The cavity was leaktight.
g) Shielding tests

Before the eight (8) drop tests, the F-294 was radiation surveyed using 375,360 curies of cobalt-60
as of January 7, 1998 (see Table 2.7.1-TI and Figure 2.7.1-F9).
After the eight (8) drop tests, the F-294 was radiation surveyed using 365,221 curies of cobalt-60
as of March 24, 1998 (see Table 2.7.1-Ti and Figure 2.7.1-F9).
The test demonstrates that the cask shielding meets the regulatory requirements.

2.7.2.9 Overall Summary of Puncture Tests on F-294

1. The F-294 was subjected to five (5) puncture pin tests.
2. Test #3C: The puncture pin, impacting the zone near lift lug #4, left a foot print and gouged the

fins in the impact zone.
3. Test #4: The puncture pin, impacting the cylindrical fireshield, resulted in a small tear and opening

of area 21 in2.
4. Test # 5: the puncture pin, impacting the fixed skid, left a foot print only and did not tear the plate.

5. Test # 7: The puncture pin, impacting the crush shield, left a foot print only and did not tear the
plate. The lift lug of the closure plug was compressed 0.66 in. as a result of pin progression until
arrested.

6. Test #8: The puncture pin, impacting the cylindrical fireshield at the nameplate zone, resulted in a
small tear and opening of area 6 in2.

7. The deformation profile of the F-294 test packaging as a result of eight (8) drop tests is depicted in
Dwg. F629401-022 (see Figure 2.7.1-F10).-

2.7.2.10 Conclusions

The F-294 transport package shall maintain its structural, containment system and shielding integrity under
the hypothetical accident conditions puncture tests. These results will remain the same whether an F-313 or
an F-457 source carnier is used.
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Figure 2.7.2-Fl
Drop Test Orientations for F-294 Puncture Pin Test
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Figure 2.7.2-F4
Puncture Test #3C: Before the Drop

(Photo MDSN-F294-0063)
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Figure 2.7.2-FS
Puncture Test #3C: After the Drop

(Photo 9802-23308-53)
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Figure 2.7.2-F7
Puncture Test #4: Before the Drop

(Photo 9802-23308-62)
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Figure 2.7.2-F8
Puncture Test #4: After the Drop

(Photo 9802-23308-63)
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Figure 2.72-FlU
Puncture Test #5: Before the Drop

(Photo 9802-23308-69)
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Figure 2.7.2-Fll
Puncture Test #5: After the Drop

(Photo 9802-23308-72)
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Figure 2.7.2-F13
Puncture Test #7: Before the Drop

(Photo 9805-23308-85)
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Figure 2.7.2-F14
- Puncture Test #7: After the Drop

(Photo 9802-23308-86)
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Figure 2.7.2-F16
Puncture Test 8: Before the Drop

(Photo 9802-23308-91)
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Figure 2.7.2-F17
Puncture Test #8: After the Drop

(Photo 9802-23308-92)
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Kj J 2.7.3 THERMAL

The F-294 test packaging has 9,257 in2 of thermal protection area surrounding the flask. The F-294
transport package has 11,167 in2 area of thermal protection surrounding the cask. The condition of the
F-294 test packaging prior to the hypothetical accident condition of transport thermal test is that all the
fireshields (thermal protection) are retained around the F-294 lead shielded container (cask); however about
800 in2 out of 9,257 in2 of total thermal protection is compressed due to the puncture test, 30-ft free drop
test and other considerations. At some locations, the fireshields are flattened, i.e., the thermal insulation is
compressed. Also, due to puncture pin tests, the total area of openings in the fireshields is 27 in2 out of
9,257 in2. This represents loss of thermal protection of 0.3% of total area. The impact of the degradation
of the thermal protection around the F-294 has been investigated in Chapter 3, Appendix 3.6.4.

The temperature increases within the F-294 package resulting from the hypothetical accident thermal
evaluation are presented in Chapter 3, Section 3.5 and in Appendix 3.6.4. These temperature increases
have minimal effects on the performance and integrity of the package. This is further discussed in
Chapter 3.

2.7.3.1 Summary of Pressures and Temperatures

The pressure increases in the F-294 package aser the hypothetical accident condition of transport thermal
test are as follows:

In the cavity of F-294, the pressure build up is as follows:
Ti = Average Temperature of F-294 Cavity in NCOT = 6060 F
Pi = Pressure ofthe cavity inNCOT = 29.6 psia
T2 = Average Temperature of the cavity after fire test = 721OF
P2 = Pressure of the cavity after fire test = ? (unknown) psia

P2 = PI x [T2 + 460]/ + 460]
= 29.6 x [721 + 460]/[606 + 460]
= 29.6 x 1,181/1,066
= 32.8 psia
= 18.1 psig.
-20 psig (design).

Therefore the cavity of F-294 in accident conditions of transport is at 20 psig and average temperature
of 721-F. The cavity wall is at nominal temperature of 500 IF. Given that the maximum activity within
the cavity is the same regardless of the source carrier used, temperatures and pressures of the cavity of the
F-294 container are expected to be the same for both F-313 and F-457 source carriers.

In the C-188 assembly, the pressure build up is as follows:
Ti = Temperature of C-188 in underwaterpool = 700 F
Pi = Internal Pressure of C-188 in underwatr pool = 14.7 psia
T2 = Temperature of C-188 in HACOT of F-294 = 9400 F
P2 = Pressure of C-188 in HACOT of F-294 = ? (unknown) psia
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P2 = PI x T2 + 460]/[T + 460]
= 14.7 x [940 + 460Y1[70 + 460]
= 14.7 x 1,400/530
= 38.83 psia
= 24.1 psig.
=27 psig (design)

During accident conditions of transport, the C-188 has an internal pressure of 27 psig and temperature
of 9400F

2.7.3.2 Stress Calculations

1. C-188 Sealed Source: Due to build up of internal pressure.
See Chapter 4, Appendix 4.4.5. for detailed stress calculations.
Due to internal pressure of 27 psig in the C-188 during ACOT of F-294,
1. the hoop stress in the tube away from joint = 192 psi
2. thehoopstressinthetubeatthejoint=282psi
3. the bending stress in the end cap = 5 psi.

Based on yield stress of 15,000 psi for ss316L at 940"F, C-188 has a Safety Factor of 52 and
Margin of Safety of 51. Therefore the containment, i.e., the outer assembly of C-188 sealed source,
shall maintain its structural integrity.

2. Closure plug bolted joint subject to internal pressure and G-loads
Due to build-up of internal pressure, the main plug bolted closure is examined in detail. The
internal pressure in the cavity is 20 psig (see Chapter 4, Appendix 4.4.6).
2.1. Internal pressure load, Wop
The internal pressure load, Wop is calculated as follows:

Wop = AP *Area
= AP *[x * G2/4]
= 20 *t 15.912 /4 [psi* in2]
= 4,000 lb.

where
AP = 20 psi (internal pressure - outside the F-294 container at atmospheric
pressure)
G = gasket reaction diameter = 15.91 in.

2.2 Gasket seating Load, FsG
Fsr =x*b*G*y

where
b = effective gasket seating width
G = gasket diameter
y = gasket seating stress = 200 psi

(Ref. 17] i.e., ASME VIII Div. I: Table UA49-1)
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Basic gasket seating width, bo = actual width of gasket/2
= (16.38-- 15.44) x 0.5/2
=0.235 m.

When bo < 1/4 in., the effective gasket seating width, b = bo = 0.235 in.
When bo • 1/4 in., diameter at location of gasket reaction, G

G = Mean diameter of gasket contact face
= (16.38 + 15.44) x0.5
= 15.91 in.

Gasket seating Load, Fsa
FSc =C*b*G*y

X* 0.235* 15.91 200
-2,400 lb.

Therefore, gasket seating and internal pressure load acting on the plug,
Wb&Wtz.wWeX =FSG+WOP

= 2,400 + 4,000
= 6,400

Design check: what is the total bolt load available on basis of UTS of the bolt material?
16 cap screws (1-8-UNC: UNBRAKO 1960) 1-in. are specified as closure plug bolts.
For UNBRAKO 1960 cap screw material, UTS = 180,000 psi; YS = 155,000 psi.

Bolt data - 1-in. nominal diameter
stress areaperbolt = 0.551 m2
root diameter = 0.838 in
UNC = coarse thread
8 threads per inch (8 tpi).
Wbldavsiale = no. of bols x bolt area x allowable stress

= 16 x 0.551 x [UTS]
= 16 x 0.551 x 180,000
= 1,586,800 lb.

As Wb* Ido.Im. (1,586,800 lb.) > W boh land,,w(6,400 lb.), the closure plug bolting design is
more than adequate to resist the forces on the closure plug due to internal pressure.
Now let us consider additional forces on the closure plug due to 132 g's on F-294 resulting from
30-ft free drop test of F-294, in top end drop orientation.

WGLOAD = Load due to G-load= W x GHAor = 1,115 lb. x 132 gs
= 147,200 lb.

where
W =WpLw + W c 1,070 + 45 =1,1 15 lb.

The total load on the closure plug required to maintain flanged, gasketed joint in HACOT is
W *dck gAdCOr = Fir + WOP+ WOLOAD

= 2,400 + 4,000 + 147,200 lb.
= 153,200

As Wt jae (1,586,800 lb.) >Wvtd d,. ,p0mcar (153,200 lb.), the closure plug bolting
design is more than adequate to resist the forces on the closure plug due to internal pressure and
0-loads on F-294 arising from hypothetical accident drop tests.
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Safety factor (SF) = Wbit b inbWd phg HACOT

= 1,586,800 bJ153,200
= 10.35

Margin of Safety = SF-I = 10.35 - 1 = 9.35

As the margin of safety (MS) is greater than zero, the bolted joint as specified shall be maintained
during the hypothetical accident conditions of transport (HACOT) of F-294 package.

3. Cavity wall due to build -up of internal pressure:

3.1 The hoop stress in the lower cavity tube, without taking lead restraint into account,
is as follows:

a5hop = p d/ 2t
where

p = 20 psig internal pressure
d = mean diameter of lower cavity tube = 12.0 in.
t = 0.500 in.

p = 20 x 12/2 x 0.5 = 240 psi.
For ss304L at 5000F, yield stress = 15,500 psi.
Safety Factor (SF) = allowable stresslapplied stress

= 0.667 x YS/cfiP
= 0.667 x 15,500/240
=43

Margin of Safety (MS) = SF - = 43 - 1 = 42

3.2 The bending stress in the lower cavity end cap, without taking restraint of lead into
account, is as follows:

Cob = Cp/[t/d]2
where

c = constant based on joint geometry
= 0.2 based on ASME VII, Division 1, Figure UG 34 (i)

p = internal pressure = 20 psig
t = ickness of end cap = 0.75 in.
d = interal diameter of the tube = 11.5 in.
ab = 0.2 x 20/[0.75/11.5]2 = 940 psi.

For Hastelloy C-276, YS, yield stress at 500 0F = 36,000 psi

Safety Factor (SF) = allowable stresslapplied stress

= 0.667 x YS/s
= 0.667 x 36,000/940
= 25.5

Margin of Safety (MS) = SF - 1 = 25.5 - 1 = 24.5

Therefore, the lower cavity assembly under build-up of pressure of 20 psig has sufficient margin of
safety that the structural integrity of the cavity assembly shall not be compromised.
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2.7.4 WA TER IMMERSION

10 CFR 71.73(c)(6) requires that "a separate, undamaged specimen must be subjected to water pressure
equivalent to immersion under a head of water of at least 15 m (50 ft.) for a period of not less than eight (8)
hours. For test purposes, an external pressure of water of 150 kPa (21.7 psi) gauge is considered to meet
these conditions".

An external pressure equal to 21.7 psig would have no effect on the package. In Chapter 2, Appendix 2.10.5, it is
shown that the container shall withstand 45 atmospheres (664 psia or 649 psig) without taking credit for
lead shielding and external cooling fin stiffening restraint. Therefore, the F-294 container shall have no
difficulty withstanding the external pressure equal to 21.7 psig.

The package is designed to transport C-188 radioactive sealed sources. These sealed sources have been
designed, tested and certified to meet the Class 5 external pressure test requirements of the ANSI N542
Standard (Ref (10]) (also see Chapter 4, Appendix 4.4.2). This test requires that the capsule be subjected
to external pressure ranging from 3.6 psia to 10,150 psia without any loss of integrity. Hence, the source
capsule is designed to withstand external pressures ranging from 0.25 atmospheres (3.6 psia to 690
atmospheres (1,0150 psia). Consequently the integrity of the containment (C-188) is sound.

Hence, in summary, a separate, undamaged F-294 container specimen would be unaffected by an external
pressure equal to 21.7 psig or immersion under a head of water of 50 ft. for a period of at least eight (8)
hours.-

2.7.5 SUMMARY OFDAA GE

1. The F-294 tests were carried out as per Test Plan document (Ref. [48]) and Quality Plan
document) Ref [49]). On February 25 1998, at Chalk River Laboratory (CRL) of Atomic Energy Of
Canada Limited (AECL), Chalk River, Ontario, Canada eight (8) drop tests were carried out on a single
full-scale F-294 test packaging in the specified sequence:

Test #1: Normal Free Drop Test: top end drop orientation
Test #2: 30-ft Free Drop Test: side oblique drop orientation
Text #3: Puncture Test: impact on the zone near lift lug fin #4
Test #4: Puncture Test: impact on the cylindrical fireshield
Test #5: Puncture Test: impact on the fixed skid lower plate
Test #6: 30-ft Free Drop Test: top end drop orientation
Text #7: Puncture Test: impact on the crush shield upper plate
Test #8: Puncture Test: impact on the cylindrical fireshield (nameplate zone)

2. After the drop tests, the damage to the F-294 test packng is as follows:
1. There were no cracks in the F-294 cavity wall or the external primary shell of the container

(flask). there were no cracks in the closure plug.
2. Some container fin-to-fin welds were fiactured. Some container-to-fin welds were fractured.

Some container fins had deformed significantly.
3. The closure plug was in place and had not come loose. The 'neoprene" gasket of the closure

plug bolted joint was not damaged. The lift lug of the closure plug was compressed by 0.66 in.
primarily due to puncture pin impact.

4. The fins of the crush shield and the container buckled in the standard J-shape or S-shape.
5. The cylindrical fireshield and the crush shield were retained.
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3. Integrity of Thermal Protection:
On the F-294 test packaging, there is 9,257 in2 area of the thermal protection surrounding the
F-294 flask. After the drop, there was an opening of 21 in2 (due to Puncture Pin Test # 4) and 6 in2

(due to Puncture Pin Test #8). The 27 in2 opening area out of 9,257 in2 total thermal protection
area represents a loss of 0.3 % of thermal protection area.
The damage to the thermal protection was approximately 800 in2 out of total thermal protection
of 9,257 in2 This represents 8.6% of total thermal protection area was damaged

4. F-294 Cavity Leaktightness:
Before the eight (8) drop tests, the F-294 cavity was air pressure tested and helium leak tested.
The cavity was leaktight.
After eight (8) drop tests, the F-294 cavity was air pressure tested and helium leak tested. The
cavity was leaktight.

5. C-188 Dummy Capsule's Leaktightness:
Before the eight (8) drop tests, the C-188 dummy capsules were helium leak tested. They were
leaktight.
After eight (8) drop tests, the C-188 dummy capsules were helium leak tested. They were also
leaktight.

6. Deformation Profile:
The deformation profile of the F-294 test packaging as a result of eight (8) drop tests is depicted
in Dwg. F629401-022 (see Figure 2.7.1-FI0.)

7. Shielding test:
Before the eight (8) drop tests, the F-294 was radiation surveyed using 375,360 curies of cobalt-60 as
of January 7, 1998. The test radiation source was similar to the radioactive source for shipping
configuration. See Table 2.7.1-Ti and Figure 2.7.1-F9.
After eight (8) drop tests, the F-294 was radiation surveyed using 365,221 curies of cobalt-60 as
of March 24, 1998. See Table 2.7.1-TI and Figure 2.7.1-F9.
The details of the F-294 radiation surveys (shielding tests) before and after the eight (8) drop
tests are presented in Chapter 2, Appendix 2.10.12 and in Chapter 5. The radiation survey tests
demonstrate that the cask shielding meets the regulatory requirements.

8. Measured Decelerations and Duration of Impact.
In the 30-ft. free drop test, in the side oblique drop orientation, the measured maximum
deceleration was 136 g's on top of the closure plug of F-294 and the duration of impact was
30 milli-seconds.
In the 30fL free drop test, in the top end (inverted) drop orientation, the measured maximum
deceleration was 132 g's on top of the closure plug of F-294 and the duration of impact was
24 milli-seconds.
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2.8 SPECIAL FORM

The C-188 sealed source containing the cobalt-60 radioactive material, transported within the F-294
package, has been certified as Special Form radioactive material (Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission:
Certificate No. CDN/0010/S-96) and therefore meets the applicable requirements of 10 CFR Part 71
Section 71.75 as described below. The C-188 source has been tested and certified to meet the Special
Form requirements of the IAEA Safety Standards Series No. TS-R-1 and a certificate detailing this
compliance is included in Chapter 4, Appendix 4.4.2. The general requirements for the qualification of
Special Form radioactive material as specified in 10 CFR 71 Section 71.75 are identical to those specified
in the IAEA Safety Standards Series No. TS-R-1 (Ref. [9].

2.8.1 DESCRIPTION

The radioactive source capsule transported within the F-294 package is designated as "C-188 Sealed
Source" and is fully depicted in Chapter 4, Appendix 4.4.2. It consists of

1. an outer stainless steel assembly
2. an inner stainless steel or zircaloy assembly
3. the cobalt-60 radioactive material encapsulated within the mner assembly.

The cobalt-60 source material characteristics are provided in Chapter 4, Appendix 4A.2.

2.8.2 IMPACT TEST

The requirements for the impact test as specified in 10 CFR Part 71 Section 71.75(b)(1) are identical
to those of the IAEA TS-R-I (Ref. [9], paragraph 705) to which the C-188 capsules were tested and
certified. See Special Form Radioactive Material Test Summary in Chapter 4, Appendix 4.4.2.

2.8.3 PERCUSSION TEST

The requirements for the percussion test as specified in 10 CFR Part 71 Section 71.75(b)(2) are identical to
those of the IAEA TS-R-I (Ref. [9], paragraph 706) to which the C188 capsules were tested and certified.
See Special Form Radioactive Material Test Summary in Chapter 4, Appendix 4.42.

2.&4 BENDING TEST

The requirements for the bending test as specified in 10 CFR Part 71 Section 71.75(bX3) are identical
to those of the IAEA TS-R-I (Ref. [9], paragraph 707) to which the C-188 capsules were tested and
certified. See Special Form Radioactive Material Test Summary in Chapter 4, Appendix 4.4.2.

2.8.5 HEATTEST

The requirements for the heat test as specified in 10 CFR Part 71 Section 71.75(bX4) are identical to those
of the IAEA TS-R-1 (Ref. [9], paragraph 708) to which the C-188 capsules were tested and certified. See
Special Form Radioactive Material Test Summary in Chapter 4, Appendix 4.42.

2.8.6 LMMERSION

The immersion of the C-188 capsule would have no adverse effect on its performance or integrity. The
capsule has been tested and certified to the Class 5 external pressure test of the ANSI N542 (Ref. [10])
which requires subjecting the capsule to an external pressure ranging from 3.625 psia to 10,150 psia
with no loss of integrity.
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2.8.7 SUMMARY

The results of the Special Form testing to demonstrate compliance with the requirements of Section VII of
the IAEA TS-R-I (Ref. [9]) are presented in Chapter 4, Appendix 4.4.2. The requirements of 10 CFR Part
71 Section 71.75 are identical to those of the IAEA TS-R-l (Ref. [9]) and therefore it is concluded that the
10 CFR requirements are also met

In addition to the Special Form test, the C-188 was subjected to:
1. ANSI N542 (Ref. [10]) tests and qualified to E65646
2. ANSI N43.10 (Ref [29]) Category lV Iradiator Bend Test and qualified at Class 5.

In Chapter 4, Appendix 4.4.2, a copy of the USNRC registration of the C-188 sealed source is provided.

In conclusion, the C-188 not only meets the 10 CFR 71.75 requirements but exceeds them in meeting
additional performance requirements.

2.9 FUEL RODS

This requirement is not applicable since the F-294 does not transport fuel rods.

2.10 APPENDICES

This section contains information in support of the analysis, assumptions and discussions presented in the
various sections of the Chapter 2. For convenience, it is divided into subsections, identified as Appendix
2.10.1, Appendix 2.10.2 etc. which are stand-alone appendices and specifically referenced in the body of
this chapter or submission.

I

Appendix 2.10.1
Appendix 2.10.2
Appendix 2.10.3
Appendix 2.10.4
Appendix 2.10.5
Appendix 2.10.6
Appendix 2.10.7
Appendix 2.10.8
Appendix 2.10.9
Appendix 2.10.10

Appendix 2.10.11

Appendix 2.10.12
Appendix 2.10.13

Appendix 2.10.14

List of References for Chapter 2
Lifting of the F-294 Package
Tie-down of the F-294 Package
F-294 Container-Phlg Bolted Closure Design
F-294 Container Subject to External Pressure
Free Drop Test in Normal Conditions of Transport
Penetration Test
Compression Test
Analytical Assessment of F-294 Subject to 30-ft Drop Test
Bolting Material "UNBRAKO", Gasket 'NEOPRENE",
Transnucleaire selected pages from Ref [37].
Determination of the Maximum Damaging Drop Test Orientation
for F-294 Transport Package
Prototype Testing of F-294
Impact of Differences between F-294 Transport Package and F-294
Test Packaging
Stress Analysis of F-294 Components in Hypothetical Accident
Conditions Of Transport
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Chapter 2

1. INTRODUCTION

For lifting analysis, the following case is analyzed to demonstrate that the container and its sub-components
have adequate strength.

Case 1 - container, load = 1 x weight of F-294, two lift points, normal lifting attitude.

2. LIFTING ANALYSIS - CASE 1

The lft lug region around the top conical shell of the contarhas been modified to allow for.

1) Inclusion of 0375 in. thick thermal insulation around the container primary conical shell.
2) Inclusion of 0.5 in. thick ss304 secondary conical shell all around the container primary onical

shell, resulting in double conical shell construction; the void space is sandwiched with 0375 in
thick thermal insulation.

3) One-inch (1.0 in.) thick reinforcing base plate (ss304) welded to the secondary conical shell at
lift lug locations only.

4) The modified lift hlg is welded at the base to the 1 in. thick reinforcing base plate.
5) The modified lift lug material changed from ss3O4L to ss304.
6) The hole of the lift lug is welded with a bearing sleeve of material ss304 ASTM A-666.
7) The lug is changed from uniform thickness of 1.25 in. to variable thickness of 2 in. at the

base and 125 in. m the balance of the fin.

The details of the revised lift lug region are given in Figure 2.10.2-F1 and Figure 2.10.2-F2B.

The lifting arrangement is depicted in Figure 2.10.2-F2A.
In this case, the container is

* under normal lifting attitude
* under its own weight
* lifted using two lift points.

Each lifting sling tension is taken up by its connected lifting lug via the shackle.

The lateral loads from the cable, arising due to the 100 angle of the cable during hoisting, are considered
in section 2.3.

2.1 ESTIMA TE FORCES FR, F1, F2

Resolve forces vertically: YFY= 0
W =2FRcos a

where
W = weight of the container = 21,000 pounds.
a = 300, angle of sling with the vertical

Therefore
FR =W/[2 cos a]

= 21,00042 x cos 30°]
= 12,124 b.

Horizontal component, F2
F2 =FRsina

= 12,124 x sin 30 -
= 6,062 lb
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Vertical component, F1
F1 =FRcosa

= 12,124 x cos 300
= 10,500 lb

2.1.1 Free Body Diagram of Forces Around Lift Lug

The free body diagram of the lift lug under the applied and reactive forces is given in Figure 2.10.2-F3.

FR = Resultant force in each cable applied at the eye of the lift lug

RN = Normal reaction at the lift lug/reinforcing base plate.

M = Reactive moment M about pivot 0. Pivot point 0 is the geometric centre of length
HJ (weldment WLUG-L2).

R3 = Reaction at the lift lug/weldment WLUG-RI junction.

RS = Horizontal reaction (shear) at the lift lug/reinforcing base plate junction.

The reactive moment, M about 0 can be represented by equal and opposite forces RC acting 2/3 x 112
from 0 where I = length HJ. As there are four unknown forces and moments (RN, R5, R3, M) and only
three equations of static equilibrium (IFx= 0, £Fy= 0, EFM= 0), the problem is statically indeterminate.
Therefore, to make the problem tractable, it is assumed that R3 = 0; in other words, the restraint offered by
weldment WLUG-RI is assumed zero. Therefore, four (4) unknowns are reduced to three (3) unknowns
and the problem is statically determinate. By assuming R3= 0, the RN, RS, M values will be conservative,
as the applied force FR is distributed between three "forces" rather than four "forces".

2.1.2 Resolve Forces RN, RS, M

Moments about 0, EM = 0

M = 5.94 FR ... .... Equation 1

Resolve forces vertically Z Fy = 0

FR cos 3 0 = RS cos30 + RN cos660 . .......... Equation 2

Resolve forces horizontally YFx=0

FR sin 30°- RS sin 30°= RN sin 60 . ........... Equation 3

From equations 1, 2, and 3
RN=O
RS = FR
M = 5.94 FR

This implies that the lift lug/reinforcement base plate junction is under shear force and moment This is
due to the resultant FR (300 fiom the vertical) is parallel to the lift lug/container secondary conical shell
(30° from the vertical).

2.2 STRESSES IN THE LIFT LUG

Several failure modes of the lift lug in the normal lifting attitude are analyzed.

2.2.1 Stresses in the Lift Lug Due to Force F1

See Figure 2.10.2-F4.
The section '"x" of the lift lug is under tension due to force Fl. The area under tension, AT

AT = (4.625 - 1.875) x 1.25 = 3.43 in2 .
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Average normal (tensile) stress, a
a = Fl4Area under tension, AT]
a = 10,500ATI]
a = 10,5001[3-43]
a = 3,061 psi

The section "ylyl" and y2y2" are under shear due to force Fl. The area under shear, AS

AS 2x2x 1.25=5.0i 2

Average shear stress, N
X = F1/[Area under shear, AS]

= 10,5001[5.0]
=2,100 psi

2.2.2 Stresses In the Lift lug Due to Resultant Force FR

In the region near the eye of the liR lug, Figure 2.102-F4, at section "mn", the lift lug is under tension due
to force FR. Area under tension, AT,

AT = (4.625 - 1.875) x 1.25 = 3.43 in2

Average normal (tensile) stress, a
Gi = FR/[Area under tension, AT]
ai = 12,124 /[AT]
cO, = 12,124[3.43]
at = 3,534 psi

Safety Factor (SF) = allowable stress/applied stress

SF = [GYys]/[t]
= [30,00043,534]
=8A

The section "n* of the lift lug is under shear due to force FR; this is commonly designated as shear tear-
out. Area under shear, AS,

AS =2 x 1.875 x 125 =4.687 in2

Average shear stress, - -
IC = Fl4Area under shear, AS]

= 12,1244[4.6875]
= 2,580 psi

Safety factor (SF) = allowable stress/applied stress
SF = [ys]4[¶]

= [30,0001[2,580]
= 11.6

The principal stresses, excluding bending stresses, are
cr = n (C7p2) +e
Up = 3,5342 ± 4[ (3,534/2)2 + (2,580)2]
ap = 1,770 ±3,130
YPI =+4,900psi

aP2 =-1,360psi
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2.2.3 Bearing Stress

The bearing stress on the lug member exerted by the 1.5 inch diameter shackle pin pulling upwards at 600
is calculated as

Obaig= FR/[t x d]
where

t = thickness of lug = 1.25 inch
d = diameter of contact between the pm and the hole = 1.0 inch
oaboeg = 12,124/[1.25 x 1.0]
%Eam = 9,700 psi

The highest localized stress in the lift lug is the bearing stress Crb,,, = 9,700 psi in the lift lug hole at the
shackle pin contact location. a bearing sleeve is welded in the eye of the lift lug. The bearing sleeve material
is ASTM A-666, ss304. yield stress 53,000 psi at 100° F.

Safety Factor (SF) = allowable stress/applied stress

SF = [ys]/[t]
= [53,000/ [9,700]
=5.4

2.2.4 Bending Stresses in the Lift Lug

The lift lug is under bending due to moment ann of the resultant force FR around the a pivot point,
distance x from the eye of the lift lug. The magnitude of the bending moment, MD at any section n, is
arrived as follows:

M. =FR*x
where

FR = Resultant force acting at the eye
XG = distance between the line of force, FR and the section (n) under consideration.

The top section of the lift lug is under compression, the bottom section is under tension. The neutral axis
path is arrived at by connecting the centroids of section n-I to n=12 as per Figure 2.10.2-F5.

The moment M. and M./I, diagram along the HGF line of the lift lug is shown in Figure
2.10.2-F6. Table 2.10.2-TI shows the computed data for M. and M.I where I is the 2nd Moment of
Area of section n.

It is clear from Figure 2.10.2-F6 that the maximum bending stresses are at section 1, the junction
between the lift lug and the reinforcing base plate on the secondary conical shell. Bending stresses along
all the sections are calculated as per Table 2.10.2-T1. The bending stress at section 1 is 4, 413 psi.

2.2.5 Combined Stresses in the Lift Lug

Two regions in the lift lug are identified in which the highest stresses exist. The regions are
1. the eye of the lift lug
2. junction of the lift lug to reinforcement base plate at secondary conical shell.

Due to applied force FR, the region around the top of the eye is under compression, while the balance of the
region is under tension (see Figure 2.10.2-F7).

Due to bending, the top of the lift lug, as shown per Figure 2.10.2-F7, is under compressive bending stress
while the region below the neutral axis (i.e., the bottom) is under tensile bending stress. The highest stresses
exist at locations J and BBB, as per Figure 2.10.2-. The combined stresses at location J and BBB are
estimated as follows:
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2.2.5.1 Combined stress at location l -

1. As per Table 2.10.2-Ti, For section 1, the bending stress crb, = 4,413 psi
2. Thenormal average tensile stress ,1 =12,124/(4.625 xl.25) = 2,100 psi
3. The average shear stress, hl 12,124/(7 x 1.25) = 1,385 psi

The principal stresses at location B are:

(Tp = ((t, + CI ± ~4 {(o;tl y2i} 2 + (rl)2 ]

UP = (2,100 + 4,413)/2 i ([ {(2,100 - 4,413) 2 (2 + (1,385)2]

ap = 3,257 ± 1,804
a, = + 5,061 psi
aP2 =-1,453 psi

2.2.5.2 Combined stress at location BBB

1. From 2.2.3 the bearing (compressive) stress c= 9,700 psi
2. From 2.22 the average shear stress, r = 2,580 psi

The prncipa stresses at location BBB are:

OP = (a¢/2 ± q[ (aJ 2}2 + ()2 ]

up - = (-9,700)/2 (i ((_9,700)t2} 2 + (2,580)2]
ap = -4,850 ± 5,490
aOP = + 640 psi
a2 =-10,340 psi

2.2.6 Safety Factor and Margins of Safety for the Lift Lug

1. At location J, close to container shell/ift lug junction
Stress intensity S12 = Cp - ayp2 = 5,061 - (-1,453) = 6,514 psi.
The highest primary membrane stress intensity S12 = 6,514 psi
The highest principal stress opjl +5.061 psi.
The yield stress for ss304 at 1000 F is 30,000 psi.

Safety Factor (SF) = allowable stress/applied stress

SF = [s]/[cpI]
= [30,000/[5,061]
= 5.9

Safrty factr of 59 is more than the allowable saiety fictor of three (3), as per 10 CFR 71.43 (a).

Margin of Safety (MS) = SF - I = 5.9 - 1. = 4.9
2. At location BBB, close to eye of the lift lug

The stress intensity S12 = %I - ap 2 = -640 - (-10,340) = 10,980 psi

The highest localized stress in the lift lug is the bearing sas Owing= 9,700 psi in the lift ug hole at the
shaclde pin contact location. a bearing sleeve is welded in the eye of the lift lug. The bearing sleeve material
is ASTM A-666, ss304, with a yield stress of 53,000 psi at 100° F.

What is the Safety Factor (SF)?
SF = S/cig

= 53,000/9,792
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The calculated safety factor of 5.4 is more than the allowable safety factor ofthree (3) as per 10 CFR 71.43 (a).

Margin of Safety (MS) = SF - 1 = 5.4 - 1. = 4.4

2.3 STRESSES IN THE LIFT LUG DUE TO LA TERAL LOAD

When the F-294 container is hoisted, the 10' angle on the lifting cable is considered normal Due to this angle of
100, the cable tension FR (in-plane XY) has a lateral component FZ (in plane YZ) as per Figure 2.10.2-F8.

FZ = FR tan 100
FZ=0.18FR

2.3.1 Bending Stresses at Container/lift Lug Junction HJ

See Figure 2.10.2-F9.

Bending Moment at location K MZH
MZH = FZ x Moment Arm

=0.18FRx5.94
= 1.0692 FR in.-lb

2nd Moment of Area at H. 'H
IH = t3 /12

= 7 x 23 /12
= 4.66 in4

Bending stress at H, XH

t5bH = MZH X CIH
= 1.0692 FR x t/2/4.66
= 1.0692 x 12,124 x 212/4.66
= 2,782 psi

2.3.2 Shear Stress in the Lift Lug due to Lateral Load

Average shear stress at location HJ, ,4u
H =FZI[1 x t]

=0.18 x FR/[ 7 x 2.0]
=0.18 x 12,124/14
= 156 psi.

Average shear stress at eye of the lift lug, rep
,r,,3. = FZ/[Area of Shear at the eye]

= 0.18 x 12,124 / [1.25 x (4.75 - 1.875)
= 759 psi.

2.3.3 Safety Factor

The principal stresses at location AB are:
Op = (XYH~)/2 ± 4 [{Ob/2}2 + (rum) 2]

cap = (2,782)/2 ± ([{2,782/2}2 + (156)2]
ap = 1,391 ± 1,400
<sol = +2,791 psi
OIP2 =-9 Psi
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K> Safety Factor (SF)

SF = S up-
= 30,000/2,791
= 10.7

This meets the allowable safety factor of three (3) on yield stress as per 10 CFR 71.43(a).

2.4 STRESSESINTHE WELDMENT#WLUG-L2DUETOAXIALLOADFR

2.4.1 Estimate Stresses in Weldment WLUG-L2 (See Figure 2.10.2-FlO)

-r1, shear sres in the welidment
Tcg = FR4Area of weld under shear]
'r- = 12,124/[0.687 x 7 x 0.707 x 2]
,Cl = 1,783psi

oi, tensile stress in the weldment
cI = FRlIArea of weld under tension]
Oil = 12,12440.687 x 7 x 0.707 x 2]
Oi, = 1,783 psi.

2.4.2 Parallel Fillet Welds Loaded In Bending

See Figure 2.10.2-F1O. It is necessary to calculate stresses on the basis of weld throat sections subject
to bending moment. On each weld, bending moment M = P x IJ

where

where

P = axialload,l b = FR = 12,124 b.
L = moment an, in. = 5.94 in.
2 = number of welds
section modulus Z = I/c

I = 2nd moment of area
I. = 0.707 h f /12
c = 1/
I = height of weld = 7 in.
h = thickness of weld = 0.687 in.

Bending Stress, GbI

C6b =MZ -
= FR x 11240.707 h 12]
=4.24xFRx 14h9] 
= 4.24 x 12,124 x 5.941 0.687 x 72]

= 9,070 psi
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2.4.3 Parallel Fillet Welds in Bending Due to Lateral Load FZ

Bending stress in a fillet weld due to lateral (transverse) load FZ is as per Ref. [32],
(see Figure 2.10.2-Fl 1).

Qxb2 = FZ x [1{2L2 + (b + h)2 2})]/[hl(b + h)]
= 2,182 x ['I{2 x 5.942 + (2 + 0.687)2/2}]/[0.687 x 7 (2.0 + 0.625)]
= 1,444

where
h
L
1
b
FZ
FR
C7b2

Shear stress r2
TC2

= thickness of weld = 0.687 in.
= moment arm = 5.94 in.
= length of weld= 7 in.
= thickness of lift lug at base = 2.0 im.
= lateral load = 0.18 FR = 2,182 lb.
= resultant force on the lift lug = 12,124 lb.
= 1,444 psi

= 0.18 x FR/[0.707 x x h x 2]
= 0.18 x FR/[0.707 x 7 x 0.687 x 2]
= 321 psi

2.4.4 Biaxial Stress in Weldment WLUG-L2

as1 = 9,070 psi
Cai = 1,783 psi
ah = 1,783 psi

Principal stresses in the weldment
tYp = (ati + ab1)/2 ± 4[((Gil - U5D)/# + X12]

Up = (1,783 + 9,070)/2 ± 41 ((1,783 - 9,070)/2)2 + (1,783)2]
op = 5,427 ± 4,056

spis = + 9,483 psi
aP2 = + 1,371 psi

2.4.5 Safety Factors

For weld metal, ss308 electrode,

Min. UTS = 75,000 psi. Typical YS = 53,000 psi

The lift lug fin: parent metal ss304, YS = 30,000 psi at 100F

Without taking credit of load sharing by welds other than WLUG-L2, the highest principal stress in
the weld #WLUG-L2 is + 9,483 psi.

The Safety Factor (SF) for weldment #WLUG-L2 is

SF = [CP..dM4Ax)]
= [30,000/9,483]
= 3.1

The safety factor of three (3) complies with the regulations 10 CFR 71.43(a).
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2.5 STRESS IN THE SECONDARY CONICAL SHELL OF THE CONTAINER
UNDER THE LIFTLUG

2.5.1 Methodology

Pressure vessels such as storage tanks and distillation towers have ladders, pipes and platforms
supported by the vessel walls. These items represent concentrated forces acting on the thin vessel
wall. Roark (Ref. [30]) performed experiments on thin-wall cylinders where loads were applied
through clips or attachments. The area of load application was varied to give typical ranges as in common
practice. In addition, on this subject, the work by Prof. P. O. Bijlaard of Cornell University has been
compiled by Welding Research Council under WRC Bulletin 107- Local Stresses in Spherical And
CylindricalShells due to ExternalLoadings by K R. Wichman, A. G. Hopper and JMershon (Ref. [31]).
These two references serve as the basis for estimating the stresses in the secondary conical shell under the
lift lug for the F-294 container.

Roares method is utilized in this report to estimate the stresses in the secondary conical shell under the
base (foot) of the lift lug fin during normal lifting mode (see Figure 2.10.2-F12).

2.5.2 Stresses in the Secondary Conical Reinforced Shell

"Mean" outside radius ofthe vessel, R.= 16.25 in.

L = effective length of clip (lug) = 7.5 in.

The width (or thickness) of the lug, w = 2 in.

Parameters a and b are defined in Figure 2.10.2-F13.

Parameter a = LJ2R. = 7.5/ [2 x 16.25 ]=0.230

Parameter b = W/[2R0] =2/[2 x 16.25] = 0.061
From Figure 2.10.2-F13, for a = 0.230, b 0.061,

KL = 0.58 and KH = 0.75
The application of a moment on thin wall can be analyzed using equation,

H = Klx [P/(2tej
k L= K x[P/(2t-:

The resultant load FR on the lift lug develops a 72,016 in-lb. (Table 2.10.2-TI) moment which is applied
to a thin-walled vessel through a lug width of 2 in. and effective length 7.5 in. The vessel is conical, and
mean outside radius Ro = 16.25 in. and the container primary conical shell thickness tl = 0.5 in.; the
conical secondary shell wall thickness is t2 = 0.5 in. ; in addition the reinforcing base plate thickness
t3= 1.0 in. The effective secondary conical reinforced shell wall thickness oft t2 + t3 1.5 in. at the
base of the lift lug fin, ignoring contribution from the thickness of the primary conical shell.

The stresses are required to determine if the secondary conical reinforced shell wall is overstressed.

The 72,016 in.-lb. moment is reacted at the wall in a beam stress pattern. The resulting force couple is
found fiom the triangular stress pattern,

P x [(7.5/2) x (2/3)] x 2 = 72,016
P= 14,403 lb.
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The stresses in the reinforced shell, under the liR lug base are
qH = KH X [P/2e]

= 0.75 x [14,403/(2 x 1.52)]
= 2,400 psi.

OL = KL X [P2e]

= 0.58 x [14,403/(2 x 1.52)]
= 1,856 psi

2.5.3 SAFETYFACTORS

SF = Sy/a1
= 30,000/2,400
= 12.5

The safety factor of 12.5 exceeds the qubWed safety factor ofthe (3) as per 10 CFR 71.43(a).

3. STRESS ANALYSIS OF "CROSBY" SHACKLE (BOW AND PIN)

Data: Ref: Crosby-Laughin Catalogue
1 3/8 in. nominal size Type S215 Forged Shackle
Safe Working Load (SWL)-13.5 US tons = 27,000 lb.

As per manufacturer's catalogue, minimum Ultimate Load is six (6) times the safe working load (SWL);
the proof load is 2.2 times the safe working load.

Bow: AISI 1035
UTS = 98,000 psi.
YS = 73,000 psi.
Pin: AISI 4130
UTS = 128,000 psi.
YS = 113,250 psi.

3.1 STRESS ANAL YSIS OFBOWOF THE SHA CKLE ATLOCATIONA

Bow of the Shackle (see Figure 2.10.2.F14).

3.1.1 Tensile Stress, a

Tensile Load =3 x FR
=3 x 12124 E.
= 36,372 lb.

Tensile Area at section AA = 2 x [p D3/4J
= 2 x [p x 1.3752/4
= 2 1.485 in2

=2.97 in2

a = 3 x FR/Tensile Area
= 36,372/2.97
= 12,246 psi.
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3.1.2 Shear Stress, X

Lateral load, FZ = FR tan 10° = FR x 0.18 = 12,124 x 0.18 = 2,182 lb.
Snatch lateral load = 3 x FZ
Shear area at section AA, AS = 2.97 m2

IT = snatch lateral load (shear load)/shear area
= 3 x FZAS
= 3 x 2,182t2.97
= 2,204 psi

3.1.3 Combine the Tensile and Shear Stress to Obtain Principal Stress c, and a2

AO (y/2) + ([(a/2)2 + () C

= (12,246/2) + ([(12,246/2)2 + (2,204)2]
=6,123 + 6,507
= 12,630 psi

a2 = (q2) -a (a/2) + ( 
= (12,24612) - 41[(12,246/2)2 + (2,204)2]
= 6,123 - 6,507
=-384 psi

3.1A What are the Safety Factor and Margin of Safety, Using Yield Stress as the
Allowable Stress?

Safety Factor = allowable stress/maximum principal stress
= yield stress/maximum principal stress
= 73,000 psi/12,630
= 5.78

3.1.5 Conclusion

Three times the combined vertical and lateral lifling forces will not produce stresses that exceed yield in
the shacldes.

3.2 STRESSANALYSIS OF BOW OF THESHACKLEATLOC4TIONB

Bow of the Shackle (see Figure 2.10.2:F14).

3.2.1 Tensile Stress

Tensile Load = 3 x FR
= 3 x 12124 b.
= 36,372 lb.

Tensile Area at section BB = D2/41 
=[p x 1.3752 /4
=1.485 i 2 .

ar = 3 x FR/Tensile area at section BB
= 36,372/1.485
= 24,492 psi.
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3.2.2 Shear Stress

Lateral load, FZ = FR tan 100
=FRx0.18
= 12,124 x 0.18
= 2,182 lb.

Snatch lateral load = 3 x FZ
Shear area at section BB, AS = 1.485 in2

Xr = Snatch lateral load (shear load)/shear area
= 3 x 2,182/1.485
= 4,408 psi.

3.2.3 Combine the Tensile and Shear Stress to Obtain Principal Stress o, and a2

sl = (a/2) + 4 ([(c/2)2 + ()]
= (24,492/2) + 4 [(24,492/2)2 + (4,408)2]
= 12,246 + 13,015
-25,261 psi

(02 = (a/2) - 4 [(/2)2 + (X)2]

= (24,492/2) - [(24,492/2)2 + (4,408)2]
= 12,246- 13,015
-- 769 psi

3.2.4 What are the Safety Factor and Margin of Safety, Using Yield Stress as the
Allowable Stress?

Safety Factor = allowable stress/maximum principal stress
= yield stress/maximum principal stress
= 73,000 psi/25,261 psi
= 2.89

3.2.5 Conclusion

Three times the combined vertical and lateral lifting forces will not produce stresses that exceed yield in
the shackle.

3.3 SHEAR TEAR-OUT OF BOW OF THE SHACKLE A TLOCATIONB

See Figure 2.10.2:F14.

X = Snatch load/Shear area at BIBI and B2B2

IC = 3 x FR/Shear area at section BIBI and B2B2

=3x 12,124/[2x(p)2/4)]
= 36,372/[2 x (p x 1.3752/ 4)]
= 36,372/ 2.97
= 12,246 psi
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K> 3.3.1 What are the Safety Factor and Margin of Safety, Using Yield Stress as the
Allowable Stress?

Safety Factor = allowable stress/maximum principal stress
= yield stressmaximum principal stress
= 73,000 psi/ 12,246 psi
= 5.96

3.3.2 Conclusion

Three times the combined vertical and lateral lifting forces will not produce stresses that exceed yield in
the bow of the shackle.

3.4 STRESSESIN THE PIN OF THE SHACKLE

3.4.1 Bending Stresses In the Pin

The pin is subjected to short beam bending. Data for shackle and pin is attached from Manufacturer's.
Catalogue (Crosby).

See Figure 2.10.2 F15: Beam applied load, shear force and bending moment (BM) diagram of pin of
"Crosby" shackle S-215.

Nomenclature:
RI = Reaction force at one end of the beam, lb.
R2 = Reaction force at other end ofthe beam, lb.
VI = Shear force at one-end ofthe beam, b.
V2 = Shear force at other end of the beam, lb.
M, = Bending moment at x from ne end of beam (origin 0), in.-lb.
M. = Maximum bending moment on the beam, ia-lb.
co = applied linear load, lbfm.
a = span over which no load is applied, 0.5 in.
b = span over which the uniform load is applied, 1.25 in.
1 = length ofthebeam, 225 in.
D = diameter of the beam, 1.5 in.
I = 2nd moment of area of beain4

NA = Neutral Axis
y = distance of the extreme fibre of the beam from the neutral axis,
D/2 = 1.52 = 0.75 in.
06 = Bending stress, psi.

= shear stress, psi.

The snatch load = 3 x FR = 3 x 12,124 lb. = 36,372 lb.-
wb = 36,372 lb. (same as the snatch load)
w = 36,372/1.25 = 29,100. Ibn.

Reaction RI & R2

RI = R=oa2 = 36,372 2= 18,1861b.
VI = R= 18,186 lb.

I/2 9301 F2, Revhsion INTR 9301 F294. RevLsion 4 ..Appendtr2.l0.2 Page 15- .My 2003
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Bending moment along the beam in x direction

M. = RI x - (2Xx - a)2

Bending moment is maximum at x = (a + b/2)

M. = RI ((a + b/2) - (2X{a + b/2 }_a)2

M= = R ((a + b/2) - (2)[(a + b)/2] 2

M. = 18,186 (0.5 + 1.25/2) - (29,100/2) [(0.5 + 1.25)/2]2

M= = 20,460-11,140
M.= = 9,320 in.-lb.

Bending Stress, b = M./ * Y1

Ob = M * y
= 9,320 x 0.75/[p x 1.54/64]
= 28,124 psi.

3.4.2 Shear Stresses in the Pin of the Shackle

Location: At section CICI of Figure 2.10.2-F14.
= Shear Force VI/Shear Area
= V1/Shear Area
=V1/[p x 1.52/4]
= 18,186/1.767
= 10,290 psi.

3.4.3 Combine the Tensile and Shear Stress to Obtain Principal Stress a, and a2

It is noted that the maximum. shear stress and maximum bending stress are at different sections along
the beam (pin). However, they have been combined to provide conservative principal stresses.

a, = (E /2) + [ (b /2)2 + () 2 ]
= (28,124/2) + 41 [ (28,124 /2)2 + (10,290)2]
= 14,062 + 17,424
= 31,486 psi

072 (C6 J2)- l [ (6 /2) + () 
= (28,124/2) - d [ (28,124 /2)2 + (10,290)2]
= 14,062- 17,424
= 3,362 psi

3.4.4 What are the Safety Factor and Margin of Safety, Using Yield Stress as the
Allowable Stress?

Safety Factor = allowable stress/maximum principal stress
= yield stresshnaximum principal stress
= 113,250 psi/31,486 psi
= 3.59

3.4.5 Conclusion

Three times the combined vertical and lateral lifting forces will not produce stresses that exceed yield in
the pin of the shackle.
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K> 4. SUMMARY

1) Table 2.10.2-12 summarizes the stresses in the three subcomponents:
* the lif lug
* the weldment #WLUG-I2 between the lift lug and the secondary conical shell
* the secondary conical reinforced shell of the container

.2) The minimum yield stress for the lift lug material ss304 is 30,000 psi at I 00F

3) Stresses in the lift lug:
* At location J i.e., the foot of the liftlug,thehighestprincipal sressm inthe lift lug is 5,060

psi. The safety factor against yield stress is 5.9.which exceeds the allowable safety factor.of
three (3) as per 10 CFR 71.45(a).-

* At the eye of the lift lug, the magnitude of the bearing stress is 9,700 psi. The safety factor
(SF) is 5A against yield stress. he SF of 5A exceeds the allowable SF of free (3) against
yielding as per 10 CFR 71.45(a).

4) Stresses in the weldment WLUG-12 are:
* 10 CFR The highest principal stress in the weld #WLUG-L2 is +9,070 psi
* The safety factor (SF) for welment #1 is 3.3
* The safety factor of 3.3 complies with the regulations 71.45(a).

5) Stresses in the secondary conical reinforced shell of the container.
The highest stress in the reinforced conical secondary shell of the container is 2,400 psi.
The safety factor of 12.5 exceeds the recuired safety factor of three (3) as per 10 CFR 71.45(a).

V> 6) In the lifting of F-294 container it appears that, of the three sub-components listed in 4.1 above, the
weldment between the lift lug/Conical secondary shell has the lowest safety factor, followed by the
eye of the lift lug, followed by the reinforced conical secondary shell of the container. Therefore, in
a failure scenario, the weldment WLUG-L2 of the lift lug/conical secondary shell is going to fail before
other sub-alonents.

7) The stress analysis of the shackle is presented in Section 3 of this Appendix.

The stress of 25,261 psi in the bow of the shackle, based on three times the container load
(i.e., 63,000 lb. = 3 x 21,000 lb.) is found tobe lower than the yield stress of the material
of the bow of the shackle (73,000 psi).

The stress of 31,486 psi in the pin of the shackle, based on three times the container load
(i.e., 63,000 lb. 3 x 21,000 lb.) is found to be lower than the yield stress of the material
of the pin of the shackle (113,250 psi).
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Table 2.10.2-T1
Moment and Moment /I.

Ioo~th-,'/iMmet
22nd M~~~~~~~~at Ben i

dept mioment - ,scio tess s,

1 2 7.0 57.1 5.94 72,016 1,261 4,413
2 2 7.2 62.2 5.44 65,954 1,060 3,816
3 2 7.5 70.3 4.94 59,892 852 3,195
4 2 7.75 77.5 4.44 53,830 694 2,690
5 1.75 8.0 74.6 3.94 47,768 640 2,560
6 1.5 8.35 72.8 3.44 41,706 572 2,390
7 1.25 8.7 68.6 2.94 35,644 520 2,260
8 1.25 9.5 89.3 2.44 29,282 331 1,570
9 1.25 9.2 81.1 1.94 23,520 290 1,330
10 1.25 8.9 73.4 1.44 17,458 237 1,060
11 1.25 8.7 68.6 0.94 11,396 166 722
12 1.25 5.6 18.6 0 0 0 0

Table 2.10.2-T2
Summary of Stresses in the Lift Lug, the Weldment #WLUG-L2,

and the Container Secondary Conical Shell

Itema Steste & aton Stress psi Saft ao 
1. In the lift due to axial forces only
1.1 Avg. normal, section nm" eye region 3,534 8.4 2.2.2
1.2 Avg. shear, section "nn" eye region 2,580 11.6 2.2.2
1.3 Highest principal stress at J 5,061 5.9 2.2.6
1.4 Bearing stress in the eye region 9,700 5.4 2.2.6
1.5 Bending stress at location H 4,413 6.7

In the lift lug due to lateral forces

1.6 Bending stress atbase edge HJ 2,782 | 10.7 2.3.1
2. In the weldment WLUG-L2

2.1 Avg. normal stress 1,783 16.8 2.4.1
2.2 Avg. shear stress 1,783 16.8 2.4.1

2.3 In-plane bending stress at location H 9,070 3.3 2.4.2
2.4 In-plane bending stress at location J -9,070 3.3 2.4.2
2.5 lateral bending stress, edge HJ 1,444 20.7 2.4.3
2.6 Lateral shear stress, edge HJ 321 93.4 2.4.3
3. In the reinforced secondary conical sheD of the container

3.1 Hoop stress J 2,400 12.5 | 2.5.2
3.2 Longitudinal stress 1 1,856 16.1 2.5.2
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Figure 2.10.2-Fl
Lift Lug Fn- 
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Figure 2.10.2-F2A
Container Under Normal Lifting Attitude
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Figure 2.10.2-F2B
Details of Lift Lug Region of the Container
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Figure 2.10.2-F3
Free Body Diagram
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Figure 2.10.2-F4
Lift Lug Sections under Shear, Tension
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Figure 2.10.2-F5 !

Lift Lug Bending
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- ipure 2.10.2-F6
Lift Lug Moment (AO and M/I Diagram
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Figure 2.10.2-F7
Lift Lug Combined Stresses
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Figure 2.10.2-F8
-Lateral Load
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Figure 2.10.2-F9
Lift Lug under Lateral Load
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Figure 2.10.2-FlO
Weldment #WLUG-L2 of Lift Lug under Axial Load
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Figure 2.10.2-FlX
Weldment #WLUG-L2 of Lift Lug under Lateral Load
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Figure 2.10.2-F12
Stress In the Reinforced Secondary Conical Shell
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Figure 2.10.2-F13
Data Page Appended from Engineering Design (Ref. 301)
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K-, j Figure 2.10.2-F14
"Crosby" S-215 Shackle (Bow and Pin)
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Figure 2.10.2-F15
"Crosby" S-215 Shackle Pin

Applied Load, Shear Force, Bending Moment Diagram
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APPENDIX 2.10.3
TIE-DowN ANALYSIS OF F-294 PACKAGE

1. INTRODUCTION

The F-294 container tie-down arrangement is shown in Figure 2.10.3-Fl.

The tie-down components are shown in Figure 2.10.3-F2. The F-294 tie-down arrangement is analyzed
with respect to the requirements of 10 CFR 71.45(b). The strength of the tie-down components is evaluated
to the loading due to accelerations of the tansport vehicle. The requirements are listed in Table 2.10.3-Ti.
There are 4 lift lug fins on the F-294 container. Each lift lug fin of F-294 container serves as a tie-down lug
for the F-294 package. Figure 2.10.3-F3 identifies the sub-components, welds etc around the lift lug region
of the container.

Table 2.10.3-Ti
Deceleration Values of the Vehicle as per 10 CFR 71A5 (b)

J~jj~e~jj~ :2k: Nunmber~o~

Vertical 2

Horizontal, along Direction of Motion 10

Horiontal in Transverse Direction 5

2. SHIPMENT DESCRIPTION

A standard, open top semi-trailer with side racks is used for the shipment of two (2) F-294 packages. The
rated capacity (pay load) of the trailer is 52,000 pounds. The two (2) F-294 packages comprise of a total
pay load of 42,000 pounds (21,000 pounds each).

There are four tie-downs for each of the F-294 container (see Figure 2.10.3-Fl).

The lower end of the tie-down assembly is attached to the frame of the trailer while the upper end is
attached to the lift lug fin of the container. The container skid rests within a steel locating fiame which acts
as a chock. This is to prevent the sliding of the container along the wooden floor of the trailer.

A single tie-down consists of the following typical components:

* one (1) bracket welded to the frame of the trailer
* shackle
* turnbuckle
* locknut
* chain ink-
* shackle
* fin extension
* container lift-lug fin
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3. FORCES EXERTED ON THE CONTAINER

The forces exerted on the packages were determined using a 3 dimensional model constructed using the
ANSYS finite element code Version 5.5.3. The package was modeled as a point mass at a location
corresponding to the F-294 center of gravity, with links to nodes corresponding to the feet and tie-down
rings. The elements connecting the mass to the tie-down points and the feet of the package were modeled as
infinitely stiff beams. The elements connecting the tie-down points on the package to the ground were
modeled as infinitely stiff tension-only lings, i.e. the elements had no stiffiess when loaded in compression.
The coincident nodes of the two different element types at the tie-down location on the package were
coupled in translation degrees of freedom only; to allow the tie-down on the package to swivel like a hinged
joint. The nodes on the feet were constrained only in the direction of translation restrained by the chocks.

The decelerations listed in Table 2.10.3-TI were applied to the point mass. The model was solved for the
reaction forces in the tie-down members and the chocks. Friction was neglected. Figures 2.10.3-F4 shows
the ANSYS geometry and loading used in the model. The resulting reaction forces are listed in Table
2.10.3-T2.

Table 2.10.3-T2
F-294 Package Tie-Down Analysis Reaction Forces

Nde Desrptn l)(l)(l)(b.

1 Left front tie-down -6904 10670 -22008 25414

2 Left rear tie-down -19022 -29398 -60637 70021

3 Right front tie-down 5830 9011 -18586 21462

4 Right rear tie-down 18899 -29208 -60245 69568

5 Left front chock 0 -31851 0 N/A

6 Left rear chock 0 0 0 N/A

7 Right front chock -111760 -147220 117880 N/A

8 Right rear chock 3958 0 0 N/A

Total -109000 -218000 -43600

IThe maximum forces, with all three components of the deceleration (vertical, longitudinal, lateral) forces
acting concurrently at the center of gravity of the F-294 package, are:

* Maximum Cable Tension (resultant tie-down force): F = 70,021 lb.
* Maximum Reaction of Chock, Horizontal RcH = 147,220 lb.
* MaxinumReaction of Chock Vertical Rcv 117,880 lb.

The tie-down devices which are structural parts (components) of F-294 package are stress analyzed in the
following sections using the forces derived above.

At
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4. STRESS ANALYSIS OF COMPONENTS OF TIE-DOWN DEVICES THAT ARE
STRUCTURAL PARTS OF THE F-294 PACKAGE.

The sress anals ofthe components ofthe tie-down devices that are structuo part ofthe F-294 package is
presented here. The tie-down components are as identified in Figure 2.10.3-F2 and Figure 2.10.3-F3.

4.1 LIFTLUG

When the F-294 container is tied down, the tie-down force F has three (3) components, see Figures 2.10.3-
F5 and 2.10.3-F6. The radial component Fd,., the lateral component Fi. and the longitudinal down
component F., acting on the lift lug fin (used as tie-down fin). The magnitude ofthe component forces is:

F =70,021 lb.

Fiwg= F s a F sin 60= 60,640 b.
F.p Fo acos(450 -) = 70,021 *c(60*oos(45-3834750 i.
F&=Fos asn(450-P) 70,021*os60sin(45-38)=4;267h

Also the in-plane force is vector sum of Fi. and Fd

Fjg+nd = 4[(60,640)2 + (34,750]
= 69,891 lb.

The out of plane force is same as the Fe, 4,267 lb.

4.1.1 Lift Lug Eye Region

In the region near the eye of the lift lug, Figure 2.10.3-F7, at section "xx", the lift lug is under tension due
to tie-down force F. Area under tension,

AT=(6- 1.875)* 1.25+2 *29.16in2 l

The average stress, a
=F/AT
= 70,021/9.16
- 7,644 psi

In section 'yy" of the lift lug, the lift lug is under shear due to force F; this is commonly designated as
shear tear-out. Area under shear,

AS = 1.25 x (2.5 + 5.7) = 10.25 in2.
Average shear stress, .

=F/AS
=70,021/10.25

IC =6,831 psi
The principal stresses are

UP = at /2 [(c[t,/2f +
(yP = 7,644/2 ± [(7,644/2)2+ (6,831)2 
ap = 3,822 ± 7,828
opt =+1 1,650 psi
aP2 = -4,006 psi

The material of lift lug has been changed from ASTM A-240 plate ss3O4L to ASTM A-240 plate ss304.

The highest principal stress is up, = + 11,650 psi, which is less than the Yield Stress of ss304 of 30,000
psi. SF = 30,000/11,650 = 2.6.
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4.1.1.1 Bearing stress in the eye

A bearing sleeve 1/16 in. wall x 1.75 id x 1.6 in long is welded to the lift lug at the eye of the lift lug
(see Figure 2.10.3-F8). The material of the sleeve is 1/8 hard ss304 bar to ASTM A-666 (Yield Stress
55,000 psi).

The bearing stress on the lug member exerted by the 1.625 inch diameter shackle pin pulling downwards at
600 is calculated as

Dog= Effective Bearing Force/l[t x d]
where

t = thickness of lift lug at eye = 1.25 inch = 1.25
ti = thickness of washer or sleeve around the hole = 0.0625
1 = length of bearing sleeve = 1.6 in.
d = diameter of contact between the pin and the hole = 1.75 inch
dAdwpk= diameter of shackle pin= 1.5 in.

Effective bearing force is the resultant of two components: Fl. and Fd = 69,891 lb.
co-g = 69,891/[1.6 x 1.75]
Qbe-bg = 24,961 psi

The highest bearing stress is

Cuing = 24,961 psi.

which is less than allowable compressive stress = 1.6 x 55,000 psi = 88,000 psi.

4.1.2 Lift lug base region

41.2.1 Bending Stresses in the Modified Lift Lug Fin due to In-plane
(longitudinal-radial) Load

See Figure 2.10.3-F9

Lift lug bending stress due to in plane load F 1 s. +,.d = 69,891 lb. Consider the lift lug at section along
length HJ. The lift lug fin has a moment arm of 5.94 in. The maximum bending moment, Mj is then,

MHD = Flong+ i * Moment Arm
= 69,891 * 5.94
= 415,153 in-lb.

The 2nd Moment of Area about 01.

Note: the lift lug has a modified section from 1.25 in. thick lift lug to 2.00 in. thick at the base. However, to
simplify the estimate of 2nd moment of area, assume uniform section thickness of 1.25 in for the lift lug.

The 2nd Moment of area aound neutral axis 01 to 02 is
101 = t * b / 12

= 1.25 * 14.5 /12
= 317 in4

where
t = min. 1.25 in. thickness ofthe lift lug.
b = effective depth of the section (7.5 in. welded + 7. in. non-welded = 14.5 in)
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The bending stresses at location H, bH =

> XbH =Mm*y/I,
= 415,153 * 14.5/2/317
= 9,495 psi

Average shear stress along HJK due to Axial load

See Figure 2.10.3-F9.
-THI = F,+,ad /Shear Area= 69,891[14.5* 1.25]

= 3,856 psi
Maximum principal stress:

c =9,4952 + 1 [(9,49t) 2 + (3,856)2]
=4,748 + 6,116 psi.
= 10,864 psi which is less than 30,000 psi yield stress of ss304.

4.1.2.2 Bending Stresses in the Lift Lug Fin due to Lateral Load

Lift lug bending stress due to lateral load Fl. = 4,267 lb acting out of plane. Consider the lift lug at section
along length HJ. The maximum bending moment Mfi

MHIM = Flat * Moment Arm (unreduced)

=4,267 * 5.94
= 25,346 in-lb.

The 2nd Moment of Area about 01. Note: the lift lug section thickness varies from 1.25 in. thick to 2.0 in.
thick at the base. To simplify the estimate of 2nd moment of area, uniform section thickness of 1.25 in. is
assumed for the lift lug.

II = 3 *b /12
= 1.253 * 14.5/12
= 2.36 i 4

I

I

I

The bending stresses at location H, aw
O1,H = M * y/Io,

= 25,346 * 15t2 /2.36
= 6,712 psi I

4..2.3 Average Shear Stress along HJ due to Lateral Load

See Figure 2.10.3-F9

'Tju = Flat / Shear Area

= 4,267 / [14.5 * 1.25]
= 235 psi

I

4.1.2.4 Safety Factor (SF)

Maximum. principal stress:
a= 6,712/2 + 4 [(6,712/2)2 + (235)2]

= 3,356 + 3,364 psi.
= 6,720 psi

Safety Factor (SF) = Allowable stress I Applied stress
= 30,000 /6,720
=4.5

I

I

I
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4.2 WELDMENT BETWEEN THE LIFT LUG AND CONTAINER SHELL

See Figure 2.10.3-FIO.
There are following distinct set of welds around the lift lug region:

1) The base ofthe lift lug is fillet welded to a reinforcement base plate 1 in. thick x 7 in. long x
8 in. average width. The fillet weld is designated WLUG-L2. The weld is 7.5 in. long x
0.687 in. thick.

2) The reinforcement base plate is welded to the conical secondary shell. The circumferential
fillet welds are designated WLUG-C6, WLUG-C5. The longitudinal fillet welds are
designated WLUG-L1.

3) The secondary conical shell is welded to a bracket (weld designated WLUG-C2) and to the
top container flange (weld designated WLUG-C4).

4) The bracket is welded to the container primary conical shell. The weld is designated
WLUG-Cl.

5) The lift lug is welded to the container primary shell: weld designated WLUG-L3 size is
0.38 in. thick x 2.625 in. long.

The 0.5 in. thick weld, between container secondary conical shell and the 1.0 in. thick reinforcement plate,
spans over three fins (lift lug and two adjacent fins). F-294 test packaging reinforcement plate was = 9.5 in.
wide x 11.0 in. height x 0.5 thick. It has now been changed to 6.75 in. width at top x 9.4 in. width at
bottom x 7.5 in. height x 1.0 in. thick.

WLUG-L2 and WLUG-L3 weld resist the tie-down load.

4.2.1 Weldment stresses due to in-plane load FLA

1. Average shear stress in the weld

X = F1 ,g + d/[weld thickness *{total weld length} * 0.707]

= Fog+r/[.0687 x 7.5 x 2 x 0.707 + 0.38 x 2.625 x 2 x 0.707]
= 69,891/7.28 + 1.41]
= 69,8911[8.69]
= 8,043 psi < yield stress of 30,000 psi

2. Average tensile stress in the weld

t = Fiong + adweld thickness * {total weld length)* 0.707]

= Fan+4[0.687 x 7.5 x 2 x 0.707 + 0.38 x 2.625 x 2 x 0.707]
= 69,891[7.28 + 1.41]
= 69,891/[8.69]
= 8,043 psi < yield stress of 30,000 psi

Maximum. principal stress:

0 = 8,043/2 i [(8,043/2)2 + (8,043)2]

= 4,022 ± 8,992 psi
= 13,014 psi. < yield stress of 30,000 psi

4.2.2 Stresses in welds WLUG-L2 & WLUG-L3 due to lateral load FL

1. Average shear stress in the weld

T = Flat / [weld thickness {total weld length)* 0.707] = Fiat / [ 8.69] = 4,267 / [8.69]

=491 psi

I
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2. Average tensile stress in the weld
K>i at = Fbqweld thickness (total weld length} 0.707] = FkI[8.69] = 4,267/[8.69]

= 491 psi

4.2.3 Safety Factor

The weld strength is assumed to be lower of
1) YS of shell material to ss3O4L ASTM A-240 (container shell o reinforcement plate)

(30,000 psi)
2) YS of lift lug material ss304 ASTM A-240 (30,000 psi).
3) YS of Weld rod ss3O8 (53,000 psi).
SF = allowable yield stress for weldment/highest principal stress

c30,000/13,014
=2.3

4.3 STRESSESIN THE CONTAINER SHELL

1. Introduction
The stresses in the reinforced secondary conical reinforced shell due to tie-down load are
estimated. The stresses are evaluated using method given in Roark (Ref.[30D.

2. Forces and moments
Tie-down load F 70,021 lb.
Axial (FM+znd) component (in plane)

Fn+m.w =69,891 lb.
Lateral component (out of plane) Ft

K> F~Fbt =4,267 lb.

Longitudinal Moment, ML

ML = Flg+,a * Moment Arm =69,891 * 5.94
=415,153 in-lb.

Circumferential Moment Mc
Mc = Ft * Moment Arm = 4,267 * 5.94

= 25,346 in-lb.
3. Roark Method

See Figure 2.10.3-Fl 1.
Longitudinal Moment, ML is resolved into lug forces
3.1 The longitudinal moment ML is reacted at the reinforced secondary conical shell
wall in a beam stress pattern (see Figure 2.10.3-Fl 1). The resulting force couple is found
from the triangular stress pattern.

P (1 * 2/3) *2= ML
where

L = effective length of the lug = 7.5 in.
P (7.5/2 * 2/3) * 2 = ML

5 * P=415,153 ilb.
P 83,031 lb. 

The force P is considered to act on the top or bottom half of the lug.
3.2 Consider the reinforced secondary conical shell wall (tR = 1.5 in. (i.e., 0.5 in.
secondary conical shell and 1 inch reinforcement base plate)
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The lift lug width in the hoop direction is W, the length in the longitudinal
direction is L, and the outside radius of the shell is R,. It is assumed that the mean radius
of the conical shell is considered R. = 16.25 in.

Parameter a = L/2R. = 7.5/(2 * 16.25) = 0.230
Parameter b= W/2R, = 2.0/(2 * 16.25) = 0.061
KH and KL are determined using parameters a, b and Figure 2.10.3-F12.
KH = 0.75 from Figure 2.10.3-F12
KL = 0.58 from Figure 2.10.3-F12

'

The hoop and longitudinal stresses in the reinforced shell are:

OH = KH * [ P/2tR2] = 0.75 * 83,031 /[2xl.52] = 13,839 psi
oa = KL * [ P/2tR2] = 0.58 * 83,031 /[2xl.5 ] = 10,702 psi

4. Safety Factor
Yield stress of ss304 plate to ASTM A-240 = 30,000 psi
SFys = Y.S. for ss 304 plate/highest stress

= 30,000/13,839
= 2.2

5. SUMMARY

Under a tie-down load due to lOg, 5g, 2g acting con-currently on the F-294 package, the calculated stress
of the tie-down lug which is the structural part of the package are listed in Table 2.10.3.13. The calculated
stress in the tie-down lug are below the respective yield stress of the material of the tie-down lug.
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Table 2.10.3-T3
Stress In the Tie-down Lug, which Is a Structural Part of the Package

1. Cuontainer _

Secondary conical rifre 1.1 shell(ss304,A-240) 13,839 30,000 |2.2 J Section 4.3

1.2 Tie-downlug*(ss304, A-240) _

Base 10,464 30,000 2.9 Section
__________ - - X ____ 4.1.2.1

Eye(tension) 11,650 30,000 2.6 Section 4.1.1

Eye sleeve (ss304, A-666) 24,961 55,000 2.2 Section
_____ (bea.ing) 4.1.1.1

1.3 Welds WLUG-L2 & WLUG- 13,014 Section 4.2.1
L3: tie-down-hlg/secondary
shell

Weld rod ss3O8 53,000

Parent metal ss304 30,000 2.3

also doubles as lift-lug fin

.I
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Figure 2.10.3-F
F-294 Tie-Down Arrangement on a Truck-Trailer
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Figure 2.10.3-F2
Tie-Down Components
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Figure 2.10.3-F3
Lift Lug Fin Region around the Container
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Figure 2.10.3-F4
F-294 Tie-Down Arrangement ANSYS Geometry

1

Direction of
Travel

Weight of the F-294 Package: 21,800 lb.
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Figure 2.10.3-F5
Tie-Down Layout - Overal Forces and Components -~
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'Figure 2.10.3-F6
Axial and Lateral Components of Tie-Down Force
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Figure 2.10-3F7
Eye Region of Lift Lug Fin under Tie-Down Force
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Figure 2.103-F8
Bearing Sleeve In the Eye of the Lift Lug Fin
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Figure 2.10.3-F9
Bending of Lift lug under Tie-Down Force
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Figure 2.10.3-F10
Welds around Lift Lug Fin
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Figure 2.10.3-Fli
Moment Resolved into Clip Forces I I
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Figure 2.10.3-F12
Data Page Appended from Ref. [361
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APPENDIX 2.10.4
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Chapter 2

1. INTRODUCTION

F-294 container cavity is sealed using "Neoprene" gasket and 16 "UNBRAKO" socket head bolts. F-294
container cavity is not defined as the containment. See Chapter 4 for definition of the containment The
"Neoprene" gasket is fastened to the F-294 container body on the female flange - this assures that the
gasket will not float away underwater and also the gasket will seat back in the same footprint during
closing and opening of the bolted joint

A new "Neoprene" gasket is used every time an empty or C-188 loaded F-294 is transported from
MDS Nordion, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada. Provided the gasket is not damaged, the same gasket
is acceptable for few round trips (i.e., an empty F-294 departs from Ottawa, Ontario, Canada,
followed by few rounds of domestic shipments of C-188 loaded, F-294 within the USA, followed
by an empty F-294 returning to Ottawa, Ontario, Canada).

Information on "Neoprene gasket and "UNBRAKO" bolts is given in Appendix 2. 10. 10.

2. JOINT CONFIGURATION -

See Figure 2.10.4-Fl.

2.1 GASKET TYPE

ID - 15.44 in.
OD -16.38 in.
Thickness - 0.188 in.
Material - Neoprene (see Appendix 2.10.10 for data)

Outer circumference has 4 retaining tabs for holding down the gasket

2.2 BOLTS

Trade Name "UNBRAKO 1960" - alloy steel I in. nominal diameter cap screw
UTS - 180,000 psi at 720F
YS - 155,000 psi at 720F
(See Appendix 2.10.10 for information on "Unbrako" cap screws)

3. NORMAL CONDITIONS

3.1 GASKETSEATINGLOAD, FSG

Fsr =7c*b*G*y
where

b = effective gasket seating width
G = gasket diameter
y = gasket seating stress = 200 psi

(Ref.[17] i.e., ASME VIII Div. I: Table UA-49-1)

Basic gasket seating width, bo = actual width of gasket/2

= (16.38 - 15.44) x 0.5/2
= 0.235 in.

When bo S 1/4 in., the effective gasket seating width, b e bo = 0.235 in.
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When bo < 1/4 in., diameter at location of gasket reaction, G

G = Mean diameter of gasket contact face
= (16.38 + 15.44) x 0.5
= 15.91 in.

Gasket seating Load , Fsr

Fsr *b*G*y
= 7 * 0.235* 15.91 * 200
= 2,400 lb.

3.2 ASSESS FLANGE CLOSURE UNDER INTERNAL PRESSURE

During the normal transport, due to increase in argon temperature in the cavity of the F-294, there is a
build-up of pressure. This internal pressure is 16 psig which acts on the surface of the closure plug to
push the plug out against the restraint of the 16 fasteners (16 cap screws ). See Figure 2.10.4-F2.

The operating load, Wpft is calculated as follows:
Wphg = AP Area = AP * [ * G 2 /4]

where
AP = 16 psi (internal pressure - outside the F-294 container at atmospheric pressure)
G = gasket reaction diameter= 15.91 in.
Wph, = 16 * * 15.912 /4 [psi * in2 ]

= 3,200 lb.

3.3 BOLT SELECTION

Bolt area required A. = WT/SA
where

WN = Total operating load = Fsr + Wpwg
Fsr = gasket seating load
Wph~g = operating load to resist internal pressure
SA = allowable stress for bolts

= yield stress at operating temperature
= 100,000 psi at 600TF

W7N = Fsr + Wpwg
= 2,400 + 3,200
= 5,600 lb.

Bolt area required A. = 5,600/100,000 [lb.]/[psi]
= 0.056 in2

Bolt data - 1 in. nominal diameter

Area at minor diameter = 0.551 in2

Root diameter = 0.838 in
UNC = coarse thread
8 threads per inch (8 tpi).
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Minimum number of bolts required for gasket seating and operating loads
= 0.05610.551
= 1.0

Only one (1) bolt is required for gasket seating and operating loads due to internal pressure of 16 psig.
Therefore selection of 16 cap screws (UNBRAKO 1960) 1-in. nominal diameter is acceptable.

3.4 TORQUE REQUIRED FOR GASKET SEATING AND OPERA TING LOADS

Total operating load = 5,600 lb.

Number of fasteners = 16
Load per bolt, F = 5,600/16

= 940 lb.

Torque required per bolt, T

T = 0.2 * D * F
=0.2 * 1.0 * 940
= 187 in.-lb.
= 16 ft.-lb. mimnim.

Torque of 100 ± 10 ft-lb. per bolt is specified in the F-294 preparation of shipment document
(see Chapter 7).

3.5 TORQUE BASED ON 213 YS AND YS OF BOLT MATERIAL

UNBRAKO catalogue uses 10,000 in.-lb. of torque based on 100,000 psi allowable bolt stress.
This gives 1.5 safety factor based on 155,000 yield stress at room temperature.

OP = 4[() + ]

= [{(0.5 * T/(0.2 * DD * A,))}2 + {16T/(Q * Dr }2]

= 4[{(0.5 * T/(0.2 * 1. * 0.551)))2 + (16T/(3.142 *(0.838)3))2]
= 4[{4.537T}2 + {8.653TJ2

= 9.774T
where

A, = 0.551 n2

D, = 0.838 in.

Setting up= 2/3 * Yield Stress = 2/3 * 155,000 = 100,000 psi,

T = 100,000/9.774 = 10,400 in.-lb. = 866 ft-lb.
This magnitude of torque is the same, ie., 50%, of that recommended in UNBRAKO catalogue.

Setting cp = Yield Stress = 155,000 psi,
T = 155,000/9.774 = 15,858 in.-lb. = 1320 ft.-lb. maximum torque to yield.

3.6 STRESS IN THE RING FLANGE

Does the flange surface under the gasket (at location A as per Figure 2.10.4-F3) yield?
Total Bearing Load

= * Bearing area * (YS of the ring flange)
= s * 0.235 * 15.91 * (YS of the ring flange)
= at * 0.235 * 15.91 * 25,000 [in. * in. * psi]
= 293,600 lb.
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Since the gasket seating load of 5,600 lb. is lower than the bearing load capability of 913,000,
the flange ring will be in elastic range and therefore unlikely to be permanently deformed, i.e., yield
stress is not exceeded.

3.7 ASSESS THREADSIN THEBOLTHOLES

Are the threads in the flange bolt holes strong enough to resist normal, repeated gasket seating loads?
See Figure 2.10.4-F4.

Bolt hole - Internal thread specification:
- 1-8-UNC-2B
- 1.0 in. thread length of bolt engagement (i.e., bolt hole 1.25 in. deep)
- 8 threads per inch (tpi)
- 0.9188 minimum pitch diameter
- 0.125 pitch (p)

Socket Head screw specification:
- 1-8-UNC, 2.0 in. long
- Effective thread engaged= 1.0 in.

Shear area per bolt hole, As
As = *D * h

where
D,,,,, = minimum pitch diameter
h = effective length of threads in shear

= 0.5 * number of threads engaged by screw * pitch
=0.5 *8tpi* 1.0*0.125
= 0.5 in.

As = *0.9188*0.5
= 1.44 in2

Total operating load, W = 5,600 lb.
a, shear stress in the internal threads per bolt hole

W/[N * As]
= 5,600/[16 * 1.44]
= 250 psi

For ss304L, minimum YS = 25,000 psi.
As the r < 25,000 psi, the internal threads of the bolt hole are structurally sound.

4. HYPOTHETICAL ACCIDENT CONDITIONS

When the F-294 container is subjected to op tests, it is estimated that the plug is subjected to • 140 g's
deceleration loads based on full scale F-294 prototype testing (see Chapter 2, Appendix 2.10.12). It is also
estimated that the plug surface is subjected to 4720F for 0.5 hour during the hypothetical fire test.

Using the above data and other information, it is demonstrated that the closure is maintained when the
F-294 container is subjected to hypothetical accident tests.
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4.1 GASKET SEATING LOAD FSG

The gasket seating load does not change. It is the same as estimated in Article 3.1
Fs0 =5,600 lb.

4.2 OPERA TING LOAD IN HYPOTOTTICAL ACCIDENT CONDITIONS OF
TRANSPORT

Due to fire test, the F-294 cavity wall is estimated to be 5000F and the C-188 is estimated to be at
9400F temperature. Therefore, the argon atmosphere in the cavity is at average temperature of 7200F
(i.e., (500 + 940)/2). The build-up in pressure of argon is estimated as follows:

PHA = P.aus * (720 + 460y(70 + 460)
= 14.7 * (1,180)1530:
= 32.7 psia
= 18 psig
= 20 psig (Design)

where
PHA = internal pressure in the F-294 cavity dring hypothetical fire test

The operating load, Wft is calculated as follows:
Wpws = AP * Area

= AP * 43 *G 2/4]
where

AP = 20 psi (internal pressure - outside the F-294 container at atmospheric pressure)
G = gasket reaction diameter = 15.91 in.
Wt = 20 * * 15.912 /4 [psi * in2 ]

= 4,000 lb.

4.3 DECELER4 TIONLOAD BASED ON 140 G's FG

FG No* (Fw + Wc)
where

Na = peak number of gs to which the lid (closure plug) and contents of the container are
subjected to 140 gas.

WL = weight of plug = 1,070 lb.
Wc =weight of contents = 55 lb.
WL + WC= 1,070 + 55 =1,125

Therefore
Fw = 140 * 1,125

= 900,000 lb.

4.4 ASSESS BOLTSELECTION

The total load to be carried by the plug fasteners is:
1. gasket seating load

+ 2. load due to pressure build-up in the cavity due to hypothetical fire
+ 3. impact load on the plug due to hypothetical drop tests.

WT = Fsr + Wphg + Fw

= 2,400 + 4,000+900,000
= 906,400 lb.
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Assume that the bolts have reached the limit of static yield stress at room temperature when the
F-294 is subjected to hypothetical drop tests. Therefore, for "TJNBRAKO" alloy 1960, YS static =
155,000 psi.

The required bolt area, Aaqu
Atqu = WNS

= 907,000/155,000 [lbJpsi]
=5.85 i 2

Bolt area available Aaiab. = number of bolts * stress area per bolt

= 16 * 0.551
= 8.82 in2

The bolt area available is sufficient to withstand 140 g's impact load on the plug + the gasket seating load +
the operating load due to pressure build-up in the F-294 cavity.

4.5 ESTIMATE BOLT G-LOAD (AX) BASED ON STA TIC UTS

Numberofbolts = 16
Total bolt area = 8.82 in2

Static UTS = 180,000 psi
Total allowable load, F = 180,000 psi * 8.82 in2

= 1,587,600 lb.
Gasket seating load, FsG = 2,400 lb.
Pressure build-up load = 4,000 lb.
Deceleration load, Fw = F - Fso - Wph,

= 1,587,600 - 2,400 - 4,000
= 1,581,200 lb.

Weight of plug and contents = 1,125 lb.
Number of g's that can be withstood without the closure joint coming apart,

= 1,581,200/1,125
= 1,400 g's.

Hence, the bolts are capable of maintaining a closure joint without failure, up to a peak G-load of 1,400 g~s
on the plug in an end/comer 30-ft drop of F-294.

4.6 CLOSURE FLANGES UNDER IMPACT LOAD

What G-loads can the male and the female flanges of the bolted closure withstand?

4.6.1 Male flange

See Figure 2.10.4-F5. It is assumed that the ligament area around the bolt holes is the critical area in terms of
filure mode.
Minimum ligament area in shear around the bolt holes AS

AS =5/16* 1+0.5* 1+1.5* 
= 2.31 in2

Number of bolt holes = 16
G-load, NG
NG =(16*2.31*UCS-Fsa,-WJ)VW

= (16 * 2.31 * 70,000 - 2,400 - 4,000)/1,125
= 2,580,000/1,125
= 2,290 g's

At its critical section, the male flange is capable of withstanding 2,290 g's peak impact loads.
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4.6.2 Female Flange

See Figure 2.10.4-F6.
It is assumed that the joint between the female flange to the cavity liner (location B as per Figure
2.10.4-F6) is the critical area in terms of failure mode.

Area of the butt weld,

A =-xDxt
A = IC x 15.284 x 0375 x 0.7
A = 12.73 i 2

NG = [AxUCS-FsG -W~]g/W
= [12.73 x 70,000-2,400 -4,000]/1,125
= 785 g's

The female flange is capable of withstanding 785 g's peak impact load.

4.6.3 Stripping of Internal Threads Under Impact load

What G loads can the internal threads of the bolt hole in the female flange of the bolted closure withstand
without stipping?

Area of shearperboltholes= 1.8 in2

Effective area of shear of engaged thread = 1.44 i 2

Number of bolts= 16
MM compressive stregth UCS = 70,000 psi
Weight of plug and contents = 1,125 lb.
NG = [1.44 * 16 * 70,000 - 2,400-4,000]/1,125

= 1,420 g's

It is concluded that the internal threads of the bolt holes can withstand up to 1,420 g's of peak impact load.

4.7 PROTOTYPE F-294 DROP TESTS: -DATA RELEVANT TO BOLTED CLOSURE

4.7.1 F-294 Prototype Drop Test Program

On 25 February 1998, a single, full-scale prototype F-294 was subjected to a series of eight (8) drop tests
as listed below:

Test #1: Normal 3-ft Free Drop: top end orientation.
Test #2: 30-fL Free Drop: side oblique orientation.
Test #3: Puncture Pin Drop: impact near lift lug #4.
Test #4: Puncture Pin Drop: impact on middle zone of cylindrical fireshield.
Test #5: Puncture Pin Drop: impact on lower plate of fixed skid.
Test #6: 30-f. Free Drop: top end orientation.
Test #7: Puncture Pin Drop: impact on the top center zone of the crush shield.
Test #8: Puncture Pin Drop: impact on nameplate on the cylindrical fireshield.

The full details of the drop tests and results are given in Chapter 2, Appendix -2.10.12. In this section,
the key findings of the drop test program, as applicable to the F-294 bolted closure joint, are re-captured.
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4.7.2 Integrity of the cavity of F-294

Prior to the drop test the cavity of F-294 was air pressure tested at an internal pressure of 45 psig.
At 200 C for a period of two (2) hours. No loss of pressure was observed. Subsequently, the cavity
was subjected to a helium leak test. The cavity was leaktight to 4. x 107 atm. cc/sec.

The F-294 was then subjected to a series of eight drop tests.

After the drop tests, before opening the plug, the container was subjected to an air pressure test and a
helium leak test. To conduct these tests, the drainline cap was fastened and torqued to 50 ft.-lb. torque.
All other torques on the fasteners and caps were not disturbed.

The cavity was pressure tested at 45 psig at 20'C for a period of two hours. There was no loss of pressure.
Subsequently, the cavity was pressurized to 15 psig and subjected to a sniffer helium leak test. The cavity
was leaktight to 1 x 106 atm. cc/sec.

Based on these test data, it is concluded that the integrity of the F-294 cavity is sound.

4.7.3 The Bolt Torques

Prior to the drop tests, the torques on the fasteners were as follows:
1. Bolts: 100 ft-lb. ± 10 fi-lb.
2. Vent #1 (center): open (to permit accelerometer cables to go through)
3. Vent #2 (side): 20 f-lb. ± 2 f-lb.
4. Drainline cap: open (to permit accelerometer cables to go through)

After the drop tests, the opening torques on the fasteners and caps were as follows:

1. Bolts:
2. Vent#1 (center):
3. Vent #2 (side):
4. Drainline cap:

opening torques of the bolts are recorded as per Table 4-1.
open (to permit accelerometer cables to go through)
(damaged cap; not opened; not disturbed)
open (to permit accelerometer cables to go through)

'-

Table 2.10.4-T1
Opening Torques on the Plug Closure Bolts

B olt No. X * irX- pening Torqu -
#1 30.
#2 70.
#3 90.
#4 90.
#5 20.
#6 30.
#7 5.
#8 30.
#9 40.

#10 0
#11 140+
#12 140+ -- 220 binding
#13 120-binding
#14 140+ 180
#15 140+ ---- 220
#16 140+ -210 (2nd torque wrench)
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4.7.4 The integrity of dummy C-188s (capsules)

Prior to the drop test of F-294, the eight dummy full-scale C-1 88s were helium leak tested. They were
leaktight to 2 x 1P0 atm cc/sec.

During the drop test, the same eight dummy C-188s were located into a F-313 carrier and installed in the
cavity of F-294. The F-313 carnier was buffered between the top of the carrier and the bottom of the plug
to protect the accelerometer cables during the drop tests. The dummy C-188s were not restrained and were
free to bounce up or down and sideways. However, the F-313 carrier was restrained. The F-457 source
carrier, loaded with 80 C-188 capsules, weighs only 23 lb. more than the fully loaded F-3 13 source carrier.
It is expected that the F-294, with the F-457 source carrier, will behave similarly to the F-294, with the
F-313 source carrier.

After the drop test of F-294, the dummy C-188s were helium leak tested. They were leakight to a level of
2 x 1P09 atm cc/sec.

Therefore it is concluded that the integrity of the C-188 is sound.

4.7.5 The G-load Test Data

Four (4) Tri-axial accelerometers were mounted on the F-294 (see Figure 2.10.4-F8). Their locations were:
GI = at the top of the closure plug G3 = at the bottom of the cavity
G2 = at the bottom of the closure plug G4 = at the bottom of the fixed id

The data for deceleration during eight drop tests is given in Table 4-2.

Table 4-2
Deceleration Test Data for F-294

<Jrst#.< Cl T 23.~ .
#1 116 113 130 277
#2 136 n/a 66 74

#3 n1a n/a 17 23
#4 20 n/a 27 36
#5 46 n/a 58 n/a
#6 132 n/a 118 n/a
#7 60 n/a 32 50
#8 23 n/a 14 15

From Table 42, it is concluded that the mnaxim deceleration on the closure plug is 136 g's. Rounded up
to 140 g's
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5. SUMMARY

5.1 In normal conditions of transport, the F-294 closure, which has 16 socket head 1 in. nom. dia.
UNC screws, can withstand the cavity internal pressure of 16 psi and still maintain the closure
over the inner shell of F-294 lead shielded cask.

5.2 In normal conditions oftranspor, the allowable bearing load on the ring flange is 293,000 lb., which
is greater than the gasket seating applied load of 2,400 lb. Therefore, the ring flange shall not yield.

5.3 In the hypothetical accident conditions, the F-294 closure can withstand the cavity internal pressure
of 23 psi and still maintain the closure.

5.4 In the hypothetical accident conditions, and without load sharing, the closure shall be maintained
for G-loads up to 1,035 g's. Without load sharing from other components, the threads in the bolt
holes are capable of withstanding 1,400 g's before they start stripping. Without load sharing from
other components, the female flange is capable of withstanding impact loads of 785 g's.
Without load sharing from other components, the male flange at its critical ligament section is
capable of withstanding impact loads of 2,240 gUs. Therefore, it is concluded the bolts (16 socket
head cap screws) are capable of maintaining the F-294 plug/ container bolted closure joint.

5.5 The F-294 bolted closure maintained its closure after being subjected to 8 drop tests (one [1]
normal 3-ft drop test, two [2] 30-ft drop tests and five [5] puncture pin drop tests). Based on full-
scale drop testing of the F-294 prototype container, the maximum G's recorded at the plug closure
were 140 g's. As the g-load capability of 785 g's the components of the bolted closure, ignoring
credit of load sharing, exceed the highest measured g's (140 g's) recorded on the bolted closure
during the F-294 drop tests, it is concluded that the bolted closure as designed shall be maintained.

5.6 A new "Neoprene" gasket is used every time the shipment originates from Ottawa. The "Neoprene"
gasket seats in the same footprint after a joint is made and broken and remade.

5.7 The containment system is designated as the inner shell and lid of the F-294 lead-shielded cask.
See Chapter 4 for analysis of the containment system. The F-294 container cavity is sealed using a
'Neoprene" gasket fastened to the F-294 container body on the female flange - this assures that the
gasket will not float away underwater and also that the gasket will seat back in the same footprint
during closing and opening of the bolted joint during one round trip.
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Figure 2.10.4-Fl
Top Closure Bolted Joint Details
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Figure 2.10.4-F2
Internal Cavity Pressure on the Closure Plug
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Figure 2.10.4-F3
Stress in Zone A in the Ring Flange

Figure 2.10.4-F4
Bolt Hole In the Ring Flange
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Figure 2.10.4-F5
Ligament Area of the Male Flange
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- Figure 2.10A-F6
Zone B in the Container Upper Cavity
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Figure 2.10.4-F7
Numbering of the Bolts of the F-294 Closure Plug
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Figure 2.10A-FS
Location of Accelerometers on the F-294 Test Packaging
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APPENDIX 2.10.5
F-294 CONTAINER SuBJEcr TO EXTERNAL PRESSURE

1. INTRODUCTION

The F-294 package is normally used underwater for unloading C-188 cobalt-60 sources. However,
the F-294 package has not been subjected to actual water immersion test for the hypothetical accident
conditions of transport. [10 CFR #71.73, (6)]. Therefore, an analytical assessment of the F-294 is carried
out to demonstrate that it can withstand an external pressure of 50 ft head of water or 21.7 psig.

2. ANALYSIS

See Figures 2.10.5-Fl and 2.10.5-F2

The material for the F-294 container is ss304L.

Refer (Ref[17]) to ASME VIII Div. 1.

Use Figure 5-UGO-28.0 and terminology of ASME VIII Div. I to establish the maximum working external
pressure.

Terminology:
D. = Outside diameter of cylindrical shell (in.)
t = minimum required thickness of cylindrical shell plates (in.)

L = design length of a vessel section Cm)
P = external design pressure (psi)

Dolt = 36/0.5 =72

L/Do = 28/36 = 0.777
From chart Figure 5-UHA-28.3

B =12000 P (Dolt)
Therefore

P = 12,00072
= 166 psi

The allowable external pressure = 166 psig. As there is a safety factor of 4, the collapse pressure, Pc= 4 a
166 = 664 psig. Hence, the F-294 container can withstand external pressure of 664 psig, without taking
any credit of lead shielding or external cooling fins into account.
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Figure 2.10.5Fl
F-294 Container Under External Pressure
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APPENDIX 2.10.6
NoRMAL FREE DROP TEST
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1. INTRODUCTION

As the F-294 package weighs 21,000 lb. and as this weight falls between 11,000 lb. and 22,000 lb., the
F-294 package must be assessed for 3-fl drop test as per para 10 CFR #71.71 (cX7). This normal 3-ft
free drop test is assessed by way of 1) actual full scale test and 2) analysis. 

Using a full scale F-294 test packaging, the normal free drop test, in top end (inverted) drop orientation,
was carried out on 25th February 1998 at Chalk River Laboratory, Atomic Energy of C;anada (AECL),
Chalk River, Ontario, Canada.

The analytical assessment of the F-294 package subjected to 3-ft drop test is presented in this appendix.
The potential energy of the F-294 package due to 3-ft height above the unyielding surface is demonstrated
to be absorbed by the fin impact limiters of the F-294 package. The fin impact energy absorption data of
Davis (Ref. [8]) is used to compute the energy absorbed by the fins. The package can be dropped in any
one of the six attitudes depicted in Figure 2.10.6-Fl. We shall consider the top end drop, side drop #1, top
comer drop, bottom comer drop, bottom end drop orientations herein.

In addition the integrity of container welds due to deceleration loads (G-loads) shall be examined for the top
end drop, bottom end drop, side drop, top corner drop orientations.

2. OVERVIEW

2.1 BYACTUAL TEST

The full scale F-294 test packaging was subjected to a 3-ft. free drop test in top end (inverted) orientation.
The crush shield of the test packaging absorbed all the potential energy due to 3-ft. height. As a result of
this impact, the maximum deformation of the donut ing of the crush shield is 0.5 in. The duration of the
impact is 9 milliseconds. The G-loads as a result of this impact are:

GI (top of closure plug) = 116 g's
G2 (bottom of closure plug) = 113 g's
G3 (bottom of cavity) = 130 g's
G4 (bottom of fixed skid) = 277 g's

2.2 BYANALYSIS

In the top end drop, the required energy to be absorbed for 3-ft drop is 756,000 in.-lb.

Based on 28, 0.5 in. thick crush shield, the energy absorption capability is 996,000 in.-lb., resulting in
0.18 inch approximate deformation of the fins. 131% of the 3-ft drop energy is absorbed. The g-loads
resulting from this drop cannot be estimated.

In the side drop #1, the required energy to be absorbed for 3-ft drop is 756,000 in.-lb.

Based on the impact of the shipping skid only, the energy absorption capability is 760,000 in-lb., resulting in
0.45 inch approximate deformation of the gussets within the channel of the shipping skid. Therefore 100%
of the 3-ft drop energy is demonstrated to be absorbed. The g-oads resulting from this drop cannot be
estimated.

In the top comer drop, the required energy to be absorbed for 3-ft drop of F-294 is 756,000 in-lb. Based on
the impact of the crush shield only, the energy absorption capability is 841,000 in.-lb., resulting in 0.45 inch
approximate deformation of the fins of the crush shield. Therefore 111% of the 3-ft drop energy is
demonstrated to be absorbed. The g-loads resulting from this drop cannot be estimated.
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In the bottom comer drop, the required energy to be absorbed for 3-ft drop of F-294 is 756,000 in.-lb. Based on
the impact of the shipping slid only, the energy absorption capability is 841,000 in.-lb., resulting in 0.5 inch
approximate deformation of the gussets within the channel of the shipping skid. Therefore 111% of the 3-ft drop
energy is demonstrated to be absorbed. The g-loads resulting from this drop cannot be estimated.

In the bottom end drop, the required energy to be absorbed for 3-ft drop of F-294 is 756,000 in.-lb. Based
on the impact of the shipping skid only, the energy absorption capability is 1,032,000 in.-lb., resulting in
0.16 inch approximate deformation of the gussets within the channel of the shipping skid. Therefore 136%
of the 3-ft drop energy is demonstrated to be absorbed. The g-loads resulting from this drop cannot be
estimated.

2.3 ANAL YSIS: CONTAINER WELDS

The effect of g-loas on the inty of containe welds and other is examined in detail in section 9. It
is demonstrated that all the contair welds surrunding the lead shielding are sound and able to withstand 3-ft drop
ofF-294. The safety factors and the margin of safety are given in Table 2.10.6-T2.

Table 2.10.6-T1
By Analysis: Summary of Impact Data of F-294 Subject to 3-Ft Free Drop (NCOT)

OrV e nt ti n in - b. - ' Adn- b.(C- o d

1.1 Top end 756,000. 996,000 131 nla

1.2 Bottom 756,000. 1,032,000 136 n/a

2. Side 756,000. 760,000 100 n/a

3.1 Top comer 756,000. 841,000 111 n/a

3.2 Bottom comer 756,000. 841,000 111 n/a
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Table 2.10.6-T2
Safety Factors of Container Welds for F-294 Subject to 3-Ft Drop

Top End -_-___

1) Plug welds WPC1, WPC2 8,490 8.24 7.24

2) Container WCC7 8,030 8.71 7.71

3) C eweldsWCCl,WCC2,WCC3,WCC7,andWF1 5,154 8.13. 7.13

4) Closwe Plug bolts 15,530 11.76 10.76

5) Stiping of bolt holes 5,860 7.16 6.16

6) Closure plug flange ligament 10,380 4.04 3.04

Bottom End

1) Container weld WCC4, WCC5, WFI 7,040 5.96 4.96

Side

1) Plug, weld group: WPC1, WPC2 and WF14 8.69 7.69 [
2) Catainer: weld group WCC1, WCC2, WCC3, WCC4, 3,930 10.68 9.68
WCC5 WCC7, WCL1, and WF1 ______-____
Top Corner

1) Plug Bolts 16,710 10.77 9.77

2) Plug Male flange, ligament area 8,780 4.78 3.78

3) Container. weld group WCC1, WCC2, WCC3, WCC7, 8,465 8.26 726
andWFl

4) Container Weld WCC7 4,190 10.0 9.0

5) Containe Bolt hole 4,950 8.48 7.48

)NITR 9301 P294. Re�i�Jon 4 -Appendix 2.10.6 Page 5- Jz4y 2003
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Figure 2.10.6-Fl
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Yw 3. NORMAL 3-IT FREE DROP TEST

3.1 METHOD OF COMPLIANCE

A full-scale F-294 test packaging has been used to demonstrate compliance with the Normal Conditions of
Transport tests. The test was managed by the test plan document (Ref. 48]) and the Quality plan document
(Ref. 49]). At Chalk River Laboratory (CRL) of Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (AECL), Chalk River,
Ontario, Canada, on February 25th 1998, -a full-scale F-294 test packaging was subjected to a drop test
program consisting of eight (8) drop tests. The eight (8) drop tests comprised the combination of normal
and accident conditions of transport tests. Eight (8) drop tests were carried out on a single full-scale F-294
test packaging in the specified sequence:

Test #1: Normal Free Drop Test: top end drop orientation
Test #2: 30-ft Free Drop Test: side oblique drop orientation
Test #3C: Puncture Test: impact on the zone near lift lug fin #4
Test #4: Puncture Test: impact on the cylindrical fireshield
Test #5: Puncture Test: impact on the fixed skid lower plate
Test #6: 30-ft Free Drop Test: top end drop orientation,
Test #7: Puncture Test: impact on the crush shield upper plate
Test #8: Puncture Test: impact on the cylindrical fireshield (nameplate zone)

A single, full-scale F-294 test packaging was subjected to the normal 3-ft free drop test in onetop end drop
orientation (i.e., inverted). The weight of the F-294 test packaging of 21,482 lb. is marginally greater than
the design maxinum weight of the F-294 transport package of 21,000 lb. The cask or the closure plug or
the crush shield or the fireshield or the removable shipping skid components and the F-294 fasteners were
not replaced in between the drop tests; they were untouched throughout the drop testing program. This

K./ over-testing and extra test weight ensured a significant degree of cumulative damage and gave an added
measure of conservatism to the test results.

The radioactive contents were simulated using eight (8) dummy, inactive, full-scale C-188 capsules
evenly spaced around a full-scale F-3 13 source carrier. The eight (8) dummy C-188 capsules and the
F-313 source carrier were in the cavity of the F-294 test packaging throughout the drop testing. The F457
source carrier, loaded with 80 C-188 capsules, weighs only 23 lb. more than the loaded F-3 13 source
carrier. It is expected that the F-294, with the F457 source camier, will behave similarly to the F-294,
with the F-3 13 source carrier.

3.2 TESTOBJECTIVES

The purpose of the test, in addition to conditioning the package for the Hypothetical Accident conditions
tests, was to generate the maximum load on the key structural components and the design features. These
(components and the design features) are:

1. Retentionoftheclosureplug(i.e bolted joint).
2. Retention of the crush shield (i.e., fasteners attaching the crush shield to the container).
3. Retention of the cylindrical fireshield (ie., fasteners attaching the cylindrical fireshield to

the container).
4. The lead shielding in the closure plug and the container (i.e., lead slump).

IWNR 9301 F294. Revision 4 -rpaix Z 10. 6 Page 7 - Ju 2003
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3.3 TESTMETHOD

The mechanical test program, normal and accident conditions, was carried out in single integrated drop
test program. Within the single integrated drop test program, the breakdown of the order of normal and/or
accident transport tests was as follows:

1. Normal drop test in top end orientation, followed by
2. Combination of-

* 30-ft free drop test in side oblique orientation, followed by
* puncture test to detach the crush shield, followed by
* additional puncture tests in other zones (side of cylindrical fireshield, bottom of fixed skid),

followed by
3. Combination of-

* 30-ft drop test in top end orientation, followed by
* puncture test on upper plate of crush shield, followed by

4. Any unplanned tests.

As a result of the above logic, the following drop testing program emerged:
Test #1: Normal Free Drop Test: top end drop orientation
Test #2: 30-ft free Drop Test: side oblique drop orientation
Test #3C: Puncture Test: impact on the zone near lift lug fin #4
Test #4: Puncture Test: impact on the cylindrical fireshield
Test #5: Puncture Test: impact on the fixed skid lower plate
Test #6: 30-ft Free Drop Test: top end drop orientation
Test #7: Puncture test: impact on the crush shield upper plate
Test #8: Puncture test: impact on the cylindrical fireshield (nameplate zone)

At the conclusion of each test, the test packaging fasteners were not replaced. The cask was left untouched
throughout the program, with the exception of accelerometer instrumentation. The damage was cumulative,
which gives the results an added degree of conservatism.

3.4 TEST TEMPERATURE

All free drop testing was conducted at ambient temperature of 5PC - 10C. The stainless steel material,
which surrounds the lead shielding, suffers no loss of ductility at low temperatures.

3.5 TARGET

The drop test facility is located at AECL-Research Co., Chalk River, Ontario, Canada. It consists of an
impact pad and a hoisting tower (Ref. CRL Drawing E-4511-2001). The base pad is fabricated from
reinforced concrete (of size approximately 10 ft. x 10 ft. x 10 ft.) resting on a solid bedrock. The upper
surface of the pad is covered with a 8-ft. x 6-ft x 4-inch thick alloy steel plate (Specification ASTM A-203
Grade E: YS = 56.7 ksi) and secured with the reinforced concrete (CRL drawing E-4511-2002). The top
steel plate has a provision for mounting a target pin for puncture tests. The overall view of the drop test
facility is shown in Figure 2.10.6-F2.

JNTR 930) F294, Revision 4 -Appendir2.I0.6 Page 8- Ju!y 2003
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3.6 PACKAGE CONTENTS

-The radioactive contents were simulated using eight (8) dummy, in-active full-scale C-188 capsules,
evenly spaced around a full-scale F-313 source carrier. The eight (8) C-188 dummy capsules and the F-313
source carrier were in the cavity of the F-294 test packaging all throughout the drop testing. The C-188
dummy capsules have a nominal radial clearance of 0.015 inch and a nominal longitudinal clearance of
0.911 inch to ensure free movement of the capsules within the F-313 carrier and F-294 cavity. The F-313
source carier was restrained longitudinally but was free to move radially. The F-457 source carrier, loaded
with 80 C-188 capsules, weighs only 23 lb. more than the fully loaded F-313 source carder. It is expected
that the F-294, with the F-457 source carrier, will behave similarly to the F-294, with the F-313 source
carrier.

3.7 NORMAL FREE DROP TEST ORIENTATIONS AND JUSTIFICATION

3.7.1 Drop test height

Since the F-294 package weight of 21,000 lb. is between the range of 11,000 lb. (lowerbound) and
22,000 lb. (upperbound), 10 CFR Part 71 ss 71.71 (c)-(7) requires a free drop test through a distance
of three (3) feet (0.9 metres). Therefore, the drop test distance is three (3) feet.

3.7.2 Top end drop ORIENTATION

In this orientation, maximum loads shall act on the fasteners of the closure plug and the crush shield. The
package center of gravity over the point of impact ensures that no energy is dissipated by being converted
into rotational movement.

3.8 PASS/FAIL CRITERIA AND JUSTIFICATION

1) Pass/fail criteria: closure plug and crush shield remain attached.
Justification: essentially for ability to withstand accident condition tests and also
shielding function.

2) Package surface dose rates increase by no more than 20%.
Justification: regulatory requirement.

3.9 TESTRESULTS

in this section the key test results are recaptured from Appendix 2.10.12. See Appendix 2.10.12 for details
of the test results.
1) 3-ft. free drop Test #1: top end drop orientation (i.e., inverted). See Figures 2.10.6-F3 (Dwg.

F629401-005) and Figure 2.10.6-F4 (photo 9802-23308-5) as record of F-294 test packaging
before the drop tests and Figures 2.10.6-F5 (photo 9802-23308-7) and Figure 2.10.6-F6 (photo
9802-23308-10) as record of the F-294 test packaging after the drop test. The closure plug, the
crush shield and the cylindrical fireshield were all retained and remained securely attached. Ie
principal damaged zones were centered around the crush shield. However, there was no breach
of the primary container shell. The test observations are:

1. Slight "ripple" on load spreaderplate (i.e., donutring) ofthe crush shield.
2. Mesh slightly bent inwards between two fins on the crush shield.
3. Up to 0.5 in. of defonnation on the crush shield.
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3.10 DECELERATION(G-LOAD)DATA

Four tri-axial accelerometers were mounted on F-294. See Figure 2.10.6-F7 for location (position)
of accelerometers. The data for deceleration is given in Table 2.10.6-T3 (Ref [10]).

Table 2.10.6-T3
Maximum Absolute Deceleratlons for F-294 Transport Packaging (g's)

Test# 2 3 4 1 --I 7 A
Accelerometer 116 1362 LOS 20 46 1323 60 22
Location GI

Accelerometer 113 LOS LOS LOS LOS LOS LOS LOS
Location G2

Accelerometer 130 66 LOS 26 58 118 32 14
Location G3 130 66 LOS 26 _ _ ___ 32_ 14

Accelerometer 277' 73 23 35 0 0 50 15
Location G4 __

Notes:
1. The very high G4 value for Test No. I is not valid. G4 is mounted on the bottom of container fixed skid, a thin plate

supported around the perimeter of the skid acting as a diaphragm. As per Figure 6 of A-16485-TN-1, page 9, the
maximum level attained by G4 does not occur until after the initial impact

The crush shield does not significantly deform during this test. The rigidity of the F-294 package in this orientation and
drop speed is a possible cause for the high deceleration value observed.

2. Test No. 2 is the first 30-ft drop. G1 is very near the impact point for Test No. 2. It is observed to measure the highest
deceleration value. G3 and G4 are located further away from the impact point, and are subject to "pivoting" effect on
impact The crush shield fins on the impact target are greatly deformed, helping to reduce the maximum deceleration
value.

3. Test No. 6 is the second 30-ft drop. The maximum value attained by GI for Test No. 6 is similar to that maximum attained
for the first 30-ft drop, Test No. 2. Again, the crush shield fins on the impact target are greatly deformed, helping to
reduce the maximum deceleration value.

4. LOS = Loss of signal.

3.11 LEAXTIGHTNESS OF THE CA VITY OF F-294

Before the drop tests, the F-294 cavity was air pressure tested and helium leak tested. The cavity
was leaktight.

After eight (8) drop tests, the F-294 cavity was air pressure tested and helium leak tested. The cavity
was leaktight.

The details of the air pressure test and the helium leak test are presented in Appendix 2.10.12

3.12 SHIELDING

Before the drop tests, the F-294 test packaging was radiation surveyed using 375,000 curies of cobalt-60 (see
Table -2.10.6-T4 and Figure 2.10.6-F8).

There was no shielding test (radiation survey) conducted right after the Normal 3-ft. free drop test on the
test packaging as this would have interrupted the balance of the accident drop testing program.

However, after eight (8) drop tests, the F-294 was radiation surveyed using 365,000 curies of cobalt-60
(see Table -2.10.6-T4 and Figure 2.10.6-F8). Given that the maximum activity within the cavity is the
same regardless of the source carrier, radiation survey results are expected to be the same for both the
F-313 and F-457 source camers.
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Figure 2.10.6-F2
CRL Drop Test Facility

(photo: 0226-021.bmp)
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The details of the F-294 radiation surveys (shielding tests) before and after the drop tests are presented in
Chapter 2, Appendix 2.10.12, and also in Chapter 5. The tests demonstrate that the cask shielding meets
the regulatory requirements.

After the normal 3-ft free drop test, as the crush shield moved by about 0.5 inch and the radioactive sources
can move up to 1.0 in. the cavity of F-294, the source-to-dose distance has been reduced by 1.5 in.
compared to the source-to-dose distance before the drop test. The effect of this reduction in source-to-dose
distance is presented in Chapter 5. The results are recaptured here.

Before the drop test

On contact
After the NCOT test assessment

Top of the plug: contact measured reading = 2.2 mrem/h
(375,360 Ci as of 1998-Jan-07).
Calculated dose = 1.7 mrem/h.
Top of the plug: contact calculated dose rate: 1.9 mrem/h.

Therefore, the increase in radiation dose after the normal free drop test compared to the radiation dose before the
normal free drop test = 19 mremh/1.7 mremfl = 1.12 = 12 % increase.

This complies with IOCFR71, Para 71.43 (f)

3.13 CONCLUSIONS

The normal free drop test of the full-scale F-294 test packaging, due to inherent conservatism and its
performance, has demonstrated the ability of the F-294 transport package to maintain its structural
integrity and shielding effectiveness under the regulatory Normal condition of transport test requirements.

Table 2.10.6-T4
F-294 Radiation Surveys: Before and After the Drop Test

(F-313 Source Carrier Configuration)
I 

Before the Drop After the Drop
I mrem/lh mrem/h

1.0 in from Surface Location
1 0.4 0.8
2 0.4 0.8
3 035 0.8
4 0.95 1.4
5 1.8 1.8
6 1.2 1.6
7 0.8 1.0
8 1.4 1.8

Contact with Surface
1 2.2 4.0
2 2.0 2.6
3 1.0 1.6
4 2.8 5.0
5 12.0 16.0

6 6.5 5.5

7 0.3 0.6

8 14.0 30.0
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Chapter 2

Figure 2.10.6-F4
3-ft Free Drop Test #1: F-294 Before the Drop Test

(photo 9802-23308 - 5)

.i

RIM

J~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~J
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Figure 2.10.6-FS
3-ft Free Drop Test #1: F-294 After the Drop Test

(photo 9802-23308-7)
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Figure 2.10.6-F6
3-ft Free Drop Test #1: F-294 After the Drop Test

(Photo 9802-23308-10)
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Figure 2.10.6-F7
- Location of Accelerometers on F-294 Test Packaging
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Figure 2.10.6-F8
F-294 Radiation Survey: Identification of the Locations

1 2 3

I 
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4. ANALYSIS: TOP END DROP

See Figure 2.10.6-F9.

4.1 MODE OF IMPACT

The mode -of impact is as follows:

The crush shield impacts first. The crush shield fins will fold, deform until all the energy due to 3-ft height
of the F-294 package is absorbed by the crush shield fins.

4.2 INITIAL POTEN7AL ENERGY

Eornq =W*H

= 21,000 * 3 * 12
= 756,000 in.-lb.

= initial potential energy in.-lb.
where

Eorcq

W = weight of F-294 package = 21,000 lb.

H = drop height of the package = 3 feet

4.3 ENERGYABSORBED BY CRUSH SHIELD FINS

See Figure 2.10.6-FIO for geometrical data of a representative fin.

4.4 ENERGYABSORBED BY 0.5-INCH TIICK CRUSH SHIELD FINS

4.4.1 Fin Type #1 Parameters

a) Effective height h
b) Thickness, t
c) Loaded length, b
d) material
e) %of ush

=9. in.
=0 in
=6in.
= CR1020
= 2%

4.4.2 Energy Absorbed per fin at 00 Loading Angle

EAFnTE #1

where
EAFIN PE#1

N

=N *MP

=3 **ay 2bt24

= 2 * 46,000 * 6 * (0.5Y/4
= 34,500 ia-lb. per fin

= Energy absorbed per fin in.-lb.

= Empirical parameter relating [absorbed energy/plastic moment] to
[deformationloriginal height] for a mild steel fin.

= 2 from Figure 2.10.6-F I.l for 2% crush.
= Plastic Moment in.-lb.

= Fy* b /4
= yield stress of C1020 steel = 46000 psi.ay
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4.4.3 Energy Absorbed by 28, 0.5-Inch. Thick Fins of the Crush Shield (EA,)

EA, = 28 * 34,500

= 966,000 * in.-lb.

Therefore, in the top end drop attitude, all the required potential energy Eo,,q due to 3-ft drop height
of the F-294 package shall be absorbed because EAT (816,156 in.-lb.) 2 Eorq (756,000 in.-lb.).

4.5 ESTIMATE OF G-LOAD

There is no reliable method of calculating the deceleration load (G) for the F-294 test packaging, subjected
to the normal 3-ft. free drop test in the top end (inverted) orientation.

4.6 SUMMARY

1. The required energy to be absorbed is 756,000 in.-lb.
Based on 28, 0.5 in. thick crush shield fins, the energy absorption capability is 996,000 in.-lb.,
resulting in 0.18 inch approximate deformation of the fins.

2. The g-loads resulting from this drop cannot be estimated.

5. ANALYSIS: BOTTOM END DROP

5.1 MODE OF IMPACT

See Figure 2.10.6-F13.

The shipping skid will impact the unyielding surface first The four 8 x 3 channels will crush. The shipping
skid will also deform like a dish.

5.2 ENERGYABSORPTION CONTRIBUTIONBYFOUR CLNNELS OF THE
SHIPPING SKID

5.2.1 Fin Parameters

See Figure 2.10.6-F14.

Effective original height, h = 8 in.(8 in. web of the 8 x 3 channel)

Thickness, t = 0.43 in.

Loaded length, b 78 in.
material = ASTM A-36
% of crush =2%
loading angle = 0 (angle of inclination to the unyielding surface)

5.2.2 Energy Absorbed EA at 0° Fin loading angle

EA =NxMp
where

N = [(absorbed energy)1(plastic moment)]
= 2 (Figure 2.10.6-Fl 1.1, at 8 in., 2%)

Mp = plastic moment
= on * WA2/
= 36,000 x 78 x (0.43)2/4
= 129,00 in.-lb.
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where
Cyy = yield stress of A-36 = 36,000 psi
b = loaded length ofthe fin
t = fin thickness

Therefore
EA = 2 x 129,000 in.-lb.

= 258,000 in.-lb. per fin.
As there are four channels, there are four (4) 0.43 in. thick fins. Therefore-energy absorbed by four 0.43 in.
thick fins is

FAdh = h 4 x 258,000 in.-lb.
-1,032,000 in.-lb.

Enry absorbed by the shipping skid alone
EAd..1, = 1,032,000 in.
EA~pgd = 1,032,000 in.-lb.

Hence, the shipping skid, by itself, is capable of absorbing 1,032,000 in.-lbJ756,000 in.-lb. 136% of the
3-ft drop energy in the bottom end drop orientation. The skid channels, 8 x 3.5 will crush by a distance of
2% x 8 in. = 0.16 in.

Therefore, in the bottom comer drop attitude, all the required potential energy Eo0 due to the 3-ft height of
the F-294 package shall be absorbed because EAT (1,032,000 in.-lb.) 2 Eom (756,000 in.-lb.).

5.3 ESTMATE OF G-LOAD

There is no reliable method of calculating the deceleration load (G) for the F-294 test packaging, subjected
to the normal 3-ft free drop test in the bottom end orientation.

5.4 SUMMARY

1. The required energy to be absorbed for 3-ft drop of F-294 is 756,000 in.-lb.
Based on the impact of the shipping skid only, the energy absorption capability is 1,032,000 in.-lb.,
resulting in 0.16 inch approximate deformation of the gussets within the channel of the shipping
skid.

2. The g-loads resulting from this drop cannot be estimated.

6. ANALYSIS: SIDE DROP

There are two mutually perpendicular side drops to consider. Side Drop #1 (see Figure
2.10.6-FI5) and Side Drop #2 (see Figure 2.10.6-F16). Side Drop #1 is orthogonal to Side Drop #2.
In this section Side Drop #1 analysis is presented. Side #1 analysis is applicable to both types of side
drops.

6.1 SIDE DROP #1

6.1.1 Mode of Impact

The entire 78 in. length of the 8 x 3 structural channel of the shipping skid and the ends of two
I-beams impact the unyielding surface first. The four gusset plates within the channel will crush and
the I-beam will deform. Some of the bolts (connecting the shipping skid to the fixed skid) may be sheared
The balance of the package will rotate around the CG for the secondary impact
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6.1.2 Potential Energy of F-294 package

The potential energy due to 3-ft drop height of the package, EO

Eo = WF294 * H

=21,000* 3 * 12
= 756,000 in-lb.

6.1.3. Energy Absorption, G-loads for 1st stage

There is one (1) energy absorption structural element that can be analyzed:
(1) Four gusset plates between two channels of the shipping skid.

61.3.1 Energy Absorption by Four Gusset Plates of the Shpping Skid

See Figure 2.10.6-F14
i) Representative fin Parameters

a) Actual height = 19.5 in.; effective height, h= 9. in.

b) Thickness, t = 0.75 in.

c) Loaded length, b = 8 in.

d) material = ASTM A-36

e) % of crush = 5%

f) fin loading angle = 0°

ii) Energy absorbed by one fin at 00 loading angle.

EA =N*MP
=4.7* * bt2 /4

= 4.7 * 36,000 * 8 * (0.75)2 / 4
= 190,000 in.-lb. per fin

where
EA = Energy absorbed per fin in.-lb.

N = Empirical parameter relating [absorbed energy/plastic moment] to
[deformation/original height] for a mild steel fin.

= 4.7 from Figure 2.10.6-Fl 1.1, for 9 in. fin height, 5% crush.
[Note: data for 19.5 in. height fin does not exist; so 9 in. fin height data is extrapolated
and N = 9.]

MP = Plastic Moment in.-lb.
= y* be /4

ay = yield stress of ASTM A-36 steel = 36000 psi.

iii) Energy absorbed by 4, 0.75 in. thick fins

EArussET = 4 * 190,000

= 760,000 in.-lb.

Therefore, in the side drop #1 attitude, all the required potential energy Eoftq due to 3-ft height of the
F-294 package shall be absorbed because EAT (760,000 in.-lb.) 2 Eoirq (756,000 in.-lb.).
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\J 6.4 ESTIMATE OF G-LOAD

There is no reliable method of calculating the deceleration load (G) for the F-294 test packaging, subjected
to the normal 3-f& free drop test in the side drop orientation.

6.5 SUMMARY

1. The required energy to be absorbed for 3-ft drop of F-294 is 756,000 in.-lb.
Based on the impact of the shipping skid only, the energy absorption capability is 760,000 in.-lb.,
resulting in 0.45 in. approximate deformation of the gussets within the channel of the shipping
skid.

2. The g-loads resulting from this drop cannot be estimated.

7. ANALYSIS: TOP CORNER DROP

7.1 MODE OF IMPACT

See Figure 2.10.6-F17.

During a top corner drop test, the following impact scenario is depicted:

The top crush shield impacts the unyielding surface. The crush shield is normally restrained by the top
container fins. The impact forces are therefore transmitted through the crush shield fins into the container
top fins. The crush shield fins will crush until they have absorbed as much energy as they are capable
before -bottoming".

7.2 ENERGYABSORBEDBYTHEFINSOFTHECRUSHSHIELD

Refer to Figure 2.10.6-F18 for layout and numbering of crush shield fins. See Figure 2.10.6-F19 for
geometrical data of the impact absorbing fins.

How many fins are in the zone of impact? See Figure 2.10.6-F18. It is estimated from the graphical data,
that 10 fins (0.5 in. thick) come into play.

What is the loading angle for each fin?
o = x cos a

where
0 = fin loading angle (0)

1= angle between fin 1 and fin n
a = angle between impact pad and the longitudinal axis of the package = 570

Table 2.10.6-T5 lists the appropriate 0, loading angles for all the fins of the crush shield, as calculated in
the following example;

For Fins #1 and #28 (i.e., 0.5 in. thick fin)
0=Dxcosa

= 15 x cos 570
0=8.20

For Fins #2 and #27 (i.e., 0.5 in. thick fin)

0= x cosa
0 = 25 x cos 570
0= 13.60
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For Fins #3 and #26 (i.e., 0.5 in. thick fin)

0= p xCosa
0=35 x os 570

0= 19°

For Fins #4 and #25 (i.e., 0.5 in. thick fin)

0= x cos a
o = 45 x cos 570
0 = 24.5°

For Fins #5 and #24 (i.e., 0.5 in. thick fin)

0=fAxcosa
0=S5xcos 570

0 = 300

Table 2.10.6-T5
Fin Data for the Crush Shield Fins in Top Corner Drop Orientation

Type of DesigAted of Ladng ram.eter

0.5 in. 1,28 2 8.20 18

0.5 in. 2,27 2 13.60 14

0.5 in. 3,26 2 19.00 4.5

0.5 in. 4,25 2 24.50 3.5

0.5 in. 5,24 2 30.0° 3.

i) Fins #1 and #28
Effective height, h = 6 in.
Thickness, t = 0.5 in.
Loaded length, b = 11 in.

material = ASTM A-36
% of crush = 7.5%
loading angle = 8.20 (angle of inclination to the unyielding surface)

Therefore, at crush of 45%, for fin height of 5 in., fin inclination angle of 8.20, from Figure 2.10.9-
F1 1.2, the parameter [absorbed energy/plastic moment], N = 6

EAFws #,#2s =2xNxayxbxe/4

=2 x 6 x 46,000 x 11 x (0.5)2/4
= 2 x 190,000
= 380,000 i-lb.
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ii) Fins #2 and #27

Effective height, h
Thickness, t
Loaded length, b

material
% of crush
loading angle

=6 in.
=0.5 in.
= 11 in.
= ASTM A-36
= 7.5%
= 13.60 (angle of inclination to the unyielding surftce)

Therefore, at crush of 7.5%, for fin height of 6 in., fin inclination angle of 13.60, from Figures 2.10.9-F 1.2
and 2.10.9-Fl 1.3, the parameter [absorbed energy/plastic moment], N = 4

EAFm#Z27 =2x4xcryxbxe/4

- 2 x 4 x 46,000 x 11 x (0.5)2 /4
- 2 x 126,500
= 253,000 in.-lb.

iii) Fins #3 and #26
Effective height, h = 6 in.
Thickness, t = 0.5 in.
Loaded length, b =11 in.

material =ASTM A-36
% of crush = 7.5%
loading angle = 190 (angle of inclination to the unyielding surface)

Therefore, at crush of 5%, for fin height of 6 in., fin inclination angle of 190, from Figure 2.10.6-
Fl 1.3, the parameter [absorbed energy/plastic moment], N =1.8

EAMS3,#26 = 2xNxoyxbxt2 /4

=2x 1.8x46,000x 11 x(0.5)2/4
= 2 x 57,000
= 114,000 in.-lb.

iv) Fins #4 and #,
Effective height, h
Thickness, t
Loaded length, b

material
% of crush
loading angle

6 in.
-0.5 in.
-l1in.
= ASTM A-36
= 7.5%
= 24.5° (angle of inclination to the unyielding surface)

Therefore, at crush of 7.5, for fin height of 6 in., fin inclination angle of 24.50, from Figures 2.10.6-F113
and 2.10.6-F1 1.4, the parameter [absorbed energy/plastic moment], N - I

EAF s#4,- 2xNx Oyxbxt2 /4-
=2 x 1 x46,00 x 11 x(0.5)214
= 2 x 31,600 x 106
= 63,200 in.-lb.
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(v) Fins #5, #24
Effective height, h = 6 in.
Thickness, t = 0.5 in.
Loaded length, b = 11 in.

material = ASTM A-36
% of crush = 7.5%
loading angle = 300 (angle of inclination to the unyielding surface)

Therefore, at crush of 7.5%, for fin height of 6 in., fin inclination angle of 30°, from Figure 2.10.6-
Fl 1.4, the parameter [absorbed energy/plastic moment], N = 0.5

EAFS #5,#24 =2 x N x y x b x /4

=2 x 0.5 x 46,000 x 11 x (.5) 2/4
=2 x 15,800
=31,600 in.-lb.

Therefore the sum of energy absorbed by all the fins is

EA.AW1 rdfia = [EAMNS #1,#28 + EAiNs #2,#27 + EAms #3#26
+ Es4X5 + EAfNs#54]

= [380,000 + 253,000 + 114,000 + 63,200 + 31,600] in.-lb.
= 841,800 in.-lb.

Therefore in the top comer drop attitude, all the required potential energy Eorcq due to 3-ft height
of the F-294 package shall be absorbed because EAT (841,000 in.-lb.) 2 Eomq (756,000 in.-lb.).

7.3 ESTIMTE OF G-LOAD

There is no reliable method of calculating the deceleration load (G) for the F-294 test packaging, subjected
to the normal 3-ft free drop test in the top corner drop orientation.

7.4 SUMMARY

1. The required energy to be absorbed for 3-ft drop of F-294 is 756,000 in.-lb.
Based on the impact of the crush shield only, the energy absorption capability is 841,000 in.-lb.,
resulting in 0.45 inch approximate deformation of the fins within the crush shield

2. The g-loads resulting from this drop cannot be estimated.

8. ANALYSIS: BOTTOM CORNER DROP

8.1 MODE OF IMPACT

See Figure 2.10.6-F20.
During a bottom comer drop test, the following impact scenario is depicted:
The channel of shipping skid impacts the unyielding surface. The impact forces are therefore transmitted
through the shipping skid into the container fixed skid. The channel of the shipping skid and the container
fixed skid and some container bottom fins will crush until they have absorbed as much energy as they are
capable before "bottoming".
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K> 8.2 ENERGYABSORPTION CONTRIBUTIONBYONE CHANNEL OF TIME
SHIPPING SKID

8.2.1 Fin parameters (web) :

Fin: Web of the shipping skid channel
See Figure 2.10.6-F20.
Effective original height, h =8 in.(8 in. web c

Thickness, t = 0.43 in.
Loaded length, b = 78 in.

material = ASTM A-36
% of crush = 15%
loading angle = 48.50 (angle of inclinat

Energy Absorbed EA at 400 Fin Loading Angle

EA =NxMp
where

of the 8x3 channel)

ion to the unyielding surface)

N = [(absorbed energy)/(plastic moment)] -
= 0.75 (Figure 2.10.6-F11.5, at 8 in., 15%)

M = plastic moment
= y * bt2 /4
= 36,000 x 78 x (0.43)2 /4
= 129,800 in.-lb.

where
Cry = yield stress of A-36 = 36,000 psi
b = loaded length of the fin
t fin thickness

Therefore
EA = 0.75 x 129,800 in.-lb.

-0 n7 ;"C1 - 1U _ C
- 7 1,.JJV LU.-U. jJe L.

As there is one channel out of four impacting, therefore there is one 0.43 in. thick fin to consider.
Therefore energy absorbed by one 0.43 in. thick fin is

EAWMncANNM = 97,350 in.-lb.

8.2.2 Fin Parameters (Flange)

Fin: Flange of the shipping skid channel
See Figure 2.10.6-F20.
Effective original height, h = 3.5 in.(3.5 in. web of the 8 x 3.5 channel)

Thickness, t
Loaded length, b

materi
% of cnsh
loading angle

= 0.5 in. -
=78 in.
=ASTMA-36 -I
= 15%
= 41.5° (angle of inclination to the unyielding surface)
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Energy Absorbed EA at 40° Fin loading angle

EA =NxMp
where

N = [(Absorbed Energyy(Plastic Moment)]
= 2 (Figure 2.10.6-Fl 1.5, at 4 in., 15%)

ME = plastic moment
= y be /4
= 36,000 x 78 x (5) 2 /4
= 177,500 in.-lb.

where
Cy = yield stress of A-36 = 36,000 psi
b = loaded length of the fin
t = fin thickness

Therefore
EA = 0.75 x 175,500 in.-lb.

= 131,600 in.-lb. per fin.
As there is one channel impacting, therefore there is one 0.5 in. thick fin. Therefore, energy absorbed by one,
0.5 in. thick fin is

EAFLNIGEcHANL = 131,600 in.-lb.

8.3 ENERGYABSORPTIONBYFOUR GUSSETPLATES OF THESHIPPINGSKID

See Figure 2.10.6-F20.

i) Representative Fin Parameters

a) Effective height, h = 4 in.
b) Thickness, t = 0.75 in.
c) Loaded length, b = 4 in.
d) material = ASTM A-36
e) % of crush = 15%
f) fin loading angle = 00

ii) Energy absorbed by one fin at 0° loading angle.

EA N*Mp
= N * cy * b/4
= 8 * 36,000 * 4 * (0.75)2/4
= 162,000 in.-lb. per fin

where

EA = Energy absorbed per fin in.-lb.

N = Empirical parameter relating [absorbed energy/plastic moment] to [deformation/original
height] for a mild steel fin.

= 8 from Figure 2.10.6-FI1.1, for 4 in. fin height, 15% crush, N = 8.
M = Plastic Moment in.-lb.

= * b /4

cy = yield stress of ASTM A-36 steel = 36000 psi.
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iii) Energy absorbed by 4, 0.75 in. thick gusset fins

EAGussEr = 4 * 162,000

= 648,000 in.-lb.
Total energy absorbed by the shipping skid is:

EAwapmGSKD = EAwEJRL + EA T + EAI-EsA + EAsUsST
= 97,350 + 131,600 + 648,000
= 877,000 in-b.

Therefore, in the bottom corner drop attitude, all the required potential energy Eom due to 3-ft height
of the F-294 package shall be absorbed because EAT (877,000 in.-lb.) 2 Eom (756,000 in.-lb.).

8.4 ESTIMATE OF G-LOAD

There is no reliable method of calculating the deceleration load (G) for the F-294 test packaging, subjected
to the normal 3-ft. free drop test in the bottom comer drop orientation.

8.5 SUMMARY

1. The required energy to be absorbed for 3-ft drop of F-294 is 756,000 in.-lb.
Based on the impact of the crush shield only, the energy absorption capability is 841,000 in.-lb.,
resulting in 0.5 inch approximate deformation of the gussets within the channel of the shipping
skid.

2. The g-loads resulting from this drop cannot be estimated.

kJ%.- 9. ANALYSIS: CONTAINER WELDS AND COMPONENTS SUBJECT TO G-LOADS

9.) TOP END DROP

What G-loads are to be used for this stress analysis? Based on actual normal free drop test of
F-294 test packaging in the top end (inverted) orientation, the G-loads are given as per
Table 2.10.6-T3, Test #1 column. We shall use the value of deceleration load 0= 1 16 g's for closure plug
zone components and G= 130 g's for the cavity bottom end cap and other container components.

9.1.1 Closure Plug Joint Area

Closure Plug: Male Flange Ligament Zone: see Figure 2.10.6-F25.

Based on deceleration load of 116 gAs in the top drop orientation, the applied load on the bolt, PnMeACT =
weight of plug (1,070 lb.) and contents (45 lb.)x deceleration G-load

= &Wp oa.U cosx 116
=1,115x116
=129,340 lb.
Gasket seating load, Fs>} = 2,400 lb.
Pressure build-up load Wt = 3,200 lb.

Therefore, total load on 16 bolts, PTrAL-

PTarAL = PpAcr + Fso + Wfpt
= 129,340 + 2,400 + 3,200
= 134,940 lb.
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Shear stress in the ligament zone, X

IX PTaJAToTALiAm EAuA
= 134,940416 x (13/16)]
= 10,380 psi

SFSWEss.BAsED = allowable stress/applied stress
= 0.6 x UTS/t
= 0.6 x 70,000/10,380
= 4.04

MSSnSs-BASED = SFSnSS..BASED - 1
= 4.04- 1
=3.04

9.1.2 Female Flange

See Figure 2.10.6-F26.

It is assumed that the weld joint WCC7 between the female flange to the cavity liner (location B as per Figure
2.10.6-F26) is the critical area in terms of failure mode.

Area of the butt weld,
AWELD = *D*t*0.7

AwELD = * {(2 x 7.392) + 0.5} * 0.5 0.7

AwELD = 16.8 in2

NG = [AwEa * UTS - Fso - WlUJ/W

= [16.8 * 70,000 - 2,400 - 3,200Y1,115
= 1,050 g's

The female flange weld joint is capable of withstanding 1,050 g's peak impact load.

Safety Factor (SF) = G-load capability/applied G-load at the impact point
= 1,050/116
= 9.04

Margin of Safety (MS) = SF - 1 = 9.04 - 1 = 8.04

Based on deceleration load of 116 es in the top drop orientation, the applied load on the bolt,
Pp~qAcr = weight of plug and contents x deceleration G-load

=WpLu&coNmrs x 116
= 1,115 116
= 129,340 lb.

Gasket seating load, Fsr = 2,400 lb.
Pressure build-up load Wph, = 3,200 lb.

Therefore total load on 16 bolts, PTAL

PTorAL = IMACT + Fsr + WpW
= 129,340 + 2,400 + 3,200
= 134,940 lb.
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Stress in the weldcwD-
aWE = PIrAJAWELD

= 134,940 1,16.8 in2

= 8,030 psi

For weld with 100% joint efficiency (fully radiographed weld joint)'

SFsTESS-BASED = allowable stresslapplied stress
= UTS/--
= 70,000/8,030
-8.71

MSREss-BAsD SFs wSED - 1
-8.71-1
-7.71

9.1.3 Closure Plug Bolts

See Figures 2.10.6-F21, 2.10.6-F22 and 2.10.6-F23.

Design check: what is the total bolt load available on basis of UTS of the bolt material?

16 cap screws (1-8-LINC: UNBRAKO 1960) 1-inch are specified as closure plug bolts.

For UNBRAKO 1960 cap screw material, TS= 180,000 psi; YS = 155,000 psi.
Bolt data: 1-inch nominal diameter
stess areaperbolt= 0.551 in2

root diameter = 0.838 in
UNC = coarse thread
8 theds per inch (8 tpi).

Wbw~tw..dsa~bL = no. of bolts x bolt area x allowable stress

=16 x 0.551 x [2/3 x YS]
= 16 x 0.551 x 0.667 x 155,000
= 911,000 lb.

As Wboid.vabie (911,000 lb.) > W bolticmqt*d(5,600 lb.), the closure plug bolting design is more than
adequate to resist the forces on the closure plug due to internal pressure.

Now let us consider additional forces on the closure plug due to 116 gas on F-294 resulting from 3-ft drop
of F-294, in normal top end drop test.

WojLOAD =load due to G-load =W x Gox = 1,115 lb. x 116 gs
- 129,340 lb.

where
W WPLuG +Wowwr =l,070+45= 1,115 lb.

The total load on the closure plug required to maintain flanged, gasketed joint in NCOT is
WmqW2d dphM NCO)T = Fso + WOP+ WO-WAD

= 2,400 + 3,200 + 129,340 lb.
= 134,940 lb.

Direct stress = Wqed d,,ph>cmBolt stress area
- 134,940 lbJ16 x 0.551 in2

- 15,300 psi
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As WbOt w.UIb. (91 1,000 lb.) >WeqUidcIph, NcOr (150,600 lb.), the closure plug bolting design is more
than adequate to resist the forces on the closure plug due to internal pressure and G-loads on F-294 arising
from normal drop tests.

Safety factor (SF) = allowable stress/direct stress
= UTS/direct stress
= 180,000 psi/15,300 psi
= 11.76

Margin of Safety (MS) = SF - 1 = 11.76 - 1 = 10.76

As the margin of safety (MF) is greater than zero, the bolted joint as specified shall be maintained during
NCOT of the F-294 package.

9.1.4 Stripping of Bolt Holes

Are the threads in the flange bolt holes strong enough to resist operating pressure, gasket seating and G
loads? See Figures 2.10.6-F23 and 2.10.6-F24 for force free body diagram.

Bolt hole - Internal thread specification:
* 1-8-UNC-2B
* 1.0 in. thread length of bolt engagement (i.e., bolt hole 1.25 in. deep)
* 8 threads per inch (tpi)
* 0.9188 basic pitch diameter
* 0.125 pitch (p)

Socket Head screw specification:
* 1-8-UNC, 2.0 in. Iong.
* Effective thread length = 1.0 in.

Shear area per bolt hole, As
As h

where
Dm - = basic pitch diameter
h = effective length of threads in shear

= 0.5 * number of threads engaged by screw * pitch
=0.5*8tpi* 1.0*0.125
= 0.5 in.

As =X * 0.9188 0.5
= 1.44 in2

WICICwCIP&NCor = Fsa + Wop+ W&LoAD
= 2,400 + 3,200 + 129,340 lb.
= 134,940 lb.

a, shear stress in the internal threads per bolt hole
= WeqicIophzgjNcor/[N * As]
= 134,940116 * 1.44]
= 5,860 psi

For ss3O4L, minimum UTS = 70,000 psi. at 100'F;
Allowable stress = 0.6 x UTS

Safety factor (SF) = allowable stress/applied stress

= 0.6 x UTS / 5,860
=0.6x70,000/5,860
= 7.16
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Margin ofSafety(MS)=SF-1=7.16-16.16
As the shear stress of 5,860 psi is also less than the yield stress of 25,000 psi the bolt hole thread design
meets the requirements that the closure plug shall remain fastened to the inner shell assembly of F-294.

9.1.5 Container Welds

In the top end drop, at the top of the container there are a number of welds that retain the shell structure
for the lead shielding within the container or the plug. We shall examine these welds in their ability-to
withstand the deceleration loads.

See Figure 2.10.6-F27 for identification of welds and the dimensions.
WCC1 = conical dished head to container top flange, external, fillet, circumferential
WCC2 = conical dished head to container top flange, internal, fillet, circumferential
WCC7 = container flange to cavity upper tube, butt, circumferential
WCC3 = container outside shell to conical dished head, butt, circumferential
WFI = cooling fins to container shell, conical dished head, fillet, longitudinal

Weld designated WCC1: Area Aia, lt= 2r x 11.812 x 0.5 x 0.707 = 26.23 in?

Weld designated WCC2: Area A, 1 =, 2% x 12.812 x 0.5 x 0.707 = 28A6 in2

Weld designated WCC3: Area A 3 . 2X x 17.500 x 0.5 x 0.707 38.87 in2

Weld designated WCC7: Area A 7 i, 2% x 7.392 x 0.5 x 0.707 = 16.42 i 2

Weld designated WFl: Area Aw = 229 in2

AWF1 =No. of fins x no. of fillet welds x thickness of weld x length of weld x 0.707
=36x2:x0.375x 12x0.707=229in2

Strength of weld in shear: 0.6 x UTS of weld Surs = 70,000 psi, same as the parent material ss3O4L.

Assume for fillet welds, a weld joint efficiency of q, = 80% (as the welds are liquid penetrant inspected and
radiographed) and, for butt welds, a weld joint efficiency of ij2 = 100% (as the welds are liquid penetrant
examined and fully radiographed).

Thus, the maximum capacity of the weld joint is:
Weld WCCI: PI = Joint efficiency 1q, x 0.6 x sues x A1Arcf et

(in shear) = 0.8 x 0.6 x 70,000 x 26.23
= 0.882 xlO6 lb.

Weld WCC2: P2 = Joint efficiency Tl x 0.6 x Surs x A2AcmfeMdW

(in shear) = 0.8 x 0.6x 70,000 x 28.46
= 0.956 x 106 lb.

Weld WCC3: P3 = Joint efficiency 112 x Surs x A3A,.mrcu

(in tension) = 1.0 x 70,000 x 38.87

= 2.72 x 106 1b.
Weld WCC7: P7 = Joint efficiency 112 x SUmS X A7sAcn

(in tension) = 1.0 x 70,000 x 16.42
= 1.14 xl061b.

Weld WFI -PWFI = Joint efficiency q x 0.6 x Sun x AwF1

(in shear) = 0.8 x 0.6 x 70,000 x 229
=7.694x 106 lb.
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In the top drop orientation the weight of the lead shielding is segmented into four (4) zones: WI, W2, W3,
and W4 respectively.

The weight WI acts directly on the bottom plate cavity and affects cavity buckling.

The weight W2 acts directly on the off-set ring flange between upper and lower cavity and affects buckling
of upper cavity.

The weight W3 and W4 is directly acting on the container female flange, the container conical head and
welds WCCl, WCC2, WCC3, WCC7 and WFL. Therefore, the welds WCCl, WCC2, WCC3, WCC7
and WF1 collectively resist the impact of weight W3 + W4 in top end drop orientation.

The estimate of weights WI, W2, W3, and W4 is given here:

WI = volume x density of lead
= x x 6.252 x (11.25)x 0.410
=566 b.

W2 = volume x density of lead
= 7c x (7.8922 - 6.252) x (31.75) x 0.410
= 950 b.

W3 = volume x density of lead
= x x (12.9682 - 7.8922 x (41.75) x 0.410
= 5,695 lb.

W4 = volume x density of lead
= 7c x (17.52 - 12.9682) x (31.) x 0.410
= 5,514 lb.

Therefore, the g-load capability of welds WCC1, WCC2, WCC3, WCC7, and WF1, collectively, is:

G-load = allowable impact load/relevant weight
= [Pi +P2 + P3 + P7 + PWFI]/[W3 + W4]
= [(0.882 + 0.956 + 2.72 + 1.14 + 7.694) x 1061/[5,695 + 5,514]
= [13.392 x 1061/[11,209]
= 1,194 g's

Safety factor (SF) = G-load capability/applied G-loads = 1,194/130 = 9.18

Margin of Safety g-load based, MFwLoADB~mED= SF - 1 = 9.18-1 = 8.18

The cumulative impact load on welds WCC1, WCC2, WCC3, WCC7 and WF1, due to deceleration load of 130 g's, is
PuaPACT = [W3 + W4]x 130 g's

=[5,695+5,514]x 130
= 1.457 x 106 lb.

The collective effective area of welds, inclusive ofjoint efficiency, is

A = rlt x Alcunmftiai + lii x A2,cimfti + 112 X A7,circum tia + 112 X A,a.nta

+ AWFI

A = 0.8 x26.23 + 0.8 x28.46 + 1.0 x 16.42 + .Ox 38.87 + 0.8 x 229

A = 282.2 in2

The average stress on the welds WCC1, WCC2, WCC3, WCC7 and WF is

CAVG. = PIACr/A
= 1.457 x 106 lb./282.2 n2

= 5,164 psi.
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The average stress in the welds is well below the Yield stress of 25,000 psi for ss 304L parent metal and
Y~/ far below static UTS of 70,000 psi.

Safety hoctor, SIFSBASED = allowable stress/applied stress in shear

= 0.6 x 70,000/5,164
= 8.13

Margin of Safety, MSSTFSS-.BASED= SFs ntE.,s - 1I=8.13 - 1I7.13

9.1.6 Plug Welds

There are two welds inthecplug assembly that resist the deceleraton loads. These welds axeidentified as WPCI
and WPC2 respectively (see Figure 2.10.6-F17).

Weld designated WPCI: Area AA1. ~fiaI 2i x. 6.858 x 0.5 x 0.707 15.23 in'

Weld designated WPC2: Area A2z tc~.riI= 2ir x 6.858 x 0.5 x 0.707 15.23in
Strength of weld in tension: UTS of weld Surs = 70,000 psi, same as the parent material ss3O4L.

Assume for butt weld, a weld joint efficiency TI2= 100%/ (as the welds are liquid penetrant inspected and
radiographed).

Thus the maximum capacity of the weld joint is:

Weld WPCI: Pi Joint efficiency lI2x Surs x Al .CiCUMfCetRcdI

(in tension) = .0 x70,000 x 15.23

=1.066 x1l0lb.

Weld WPC2: P2 = Joint efficiency 112 x Surs x A2,umfernia

(in tension) = 1.0 x70,000 x 15.23
= l.066 x 10e lb.

The weight of the shield plug (1,070 lb.) + contents (F-313 source carrier [25 lb.] + C-188 sources
[20 lb. approximnately]) is 1, 115 lb.

Therefore the g-load capability of welds WPCI and WPM2 collectively is:

G-load =allowable impact load/weight

=[rPI +P2]/WMuG C0NTeNI
=[(1.066 + 1.066) x I0OJ1,115
=1,830 gs.

Safety factor, SFODBS g-load capability/applied g-load
= 1830/1 16
= 15.77

Margin of Safety g-load based, MFoA E= SF -1=15.77 -1=1477

The impact load on weld WPC1 due to deceleration load of 116 g~s is

PmpAcr WLucl+ cONTENSx. 116 g's= 1,115 x 116 129,340 lb.
The load sharing by weld WPC2 is ignored.
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The effective area of weld WPC1, inclusive ofjoint efficiency, is

A = TI2 X Alcimfti

A = 1.0 x 15.23

A = 15.23 in2

The average stress on the welds WPCI (in tension under the top end drop) and ignoring any load sharing
by weld WPC2,

(AVG. = PIMPACTIA

= 129,340 1bW15.23 in2

= 8,490 psi.

The average stress in the weld is below the yield stress of 25,000 psi for ss 304L parent metal and far
below static UTS of 70,000 psi.

<2o

Safety factor, SFSmhEss.BAsED = allowable stresslapplied stress

= 70,000/8,490
= 8.24

Margin of Safety, MSSTRESS-BASED = SFSms-BASED - 1 = 8.24 - 1 = 7.24

9.1.7 Summary Top End Drop Integrity of F-294 Components

The following components of the F-294 package were stress analyzed, the corresponding stresses or loads,
Safety Factors (SF) and Margin of Safety (MS) factors are listed here:

Plug

-closure plug bolt (section 9.1. 4) 15,300 11.76 10.76

-stripping of bolt hole threads (section 9.1.3) 5,860 7.16 6.16

-ligament (section 9.1.1) 10,380 4.04 3.04

- female flange - butt weld (section 9.1.2) 8,030 8.71 7.71

-welds WPC1, WPC2 (section 9.1.6) 8,490 8.24 7.24

Container

- weld group WCC1, WCC2, WCC3, WCC3, WF1 (section 9.1.5) | 5,164 8.13 7.13

9.2 BOTTOMENDDROP

9.2.1 Container Weld WCC5

In the bottom end drop, at the bottom of the container there are a number of welds that retain the shell
structure for the lead shielding within the container. We shall examine these welds in their ability to
withstand the deceleration loads.

See Figure 2.10.6-F27 for identification of welds and the dimensions.

WCC4 = container outside shell to tori-spherical dished head, butt, circunferential
WCC5 = container closure plate to tori-spherical bottom dished head, butt, circumferential
WFI = cooling fins to container shell, tori-spherical dished head, double fillet, longitudinaL radial
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Weld designated WCC4: Area A , 2i x -17.500 x 0.5 x 0.707 = 38.87 in2

K> J Weld designated WCC5: Area As 2ir x 7.5 x 0.5 x 0.707 = 16.66 n2

Weld designated WF1: Area AF1 = 229 in2

AwFI = no. of fins x no. of fillet welds x thickness of weld x length of weld x 0.707
=36x2x0.375x 12x0.707 229 in2

Strength of weld in tension: UTS of weld Surs = 70,000 psi same as the parent material ss3o4L.
Assume for fillet welds, a weld joint efficiency of q I = 80% (as the welds are liquid penetrant and
radiographic inspected) and,
assume for butt welds, a weld joint efficiency of 2 10O/ (as the welds are liquid penetnt eamined
and filly radiographed).

Thus, the maximum capacity of the weld joint is:
Weld WCC4: P4 = Joint efficiency 112 X Surs x A4,ci=ufi

(in tension) = 1.0 x 70,000 x 38.87

= 2.72 x 106 lb.

Weld WCC5: Ps = Joint efficiency 1 I x Surs x AScircnti

(in shear) = 0.8 x 0.6 x 70,000 x 16.66

= 0.559 x 106 lb. 
Weld WP1: PWF1 =Joint efficiency 1 x 0.6 x Surs x AWF,

(in shear) = 0.8 x 0.6 x 70,000 x 229

=7.694 x 106 lb.

In the bottom drop orientation the weight of the lead shielding is segmented into four zones: WI, W2, W3,
W4 respectively.

The weights WI, W W3 and W4 are directly acting on the container shell bottom plate, the container tori-
spherical dished head, bottom fins and welds WCC4, WCC5, and WF1. Thereforej the welds WCC4, WCC5
and WF1 collectively resist the impact of weight IW, +W2 +W3 + Ws] in bottom end drop orientation.

The estimate of weights W1, W2, W3,-W4 are recaptured here:
W, = 566 lb.

W2 = 950 lb.
W3 = 5,695 lb.

W4 = 5,514 lb.

Therefore, the g-load capability of welds WCC4, WCC5, WCC3 and WF1, collectively, is:
G-load - Allowable impact load/relevant weight

= [P4 +P5 + PWFI/ (WI + W2 + W3 + W4]
= [(2.72 + 0.559 + 7.694) x l0e]/[566 + 950 + 5,695 + 5,514]
= [10.793 x 1061[12,725]
= 862 g's

Safety Factor (SF) = G-load capability/applied G-loads = 862/130= 6.63

Margin of Safety g-load based, MFa ..wDg^sED= SF - 1 = 6.63 - 1 = 5.53

The cumulative impact load on welds WCCI, WCC2, WCC3, WCC7 and WFI, due to deceleration load of 130 gs, is
PMpACr = (W + W2+ W3+ W4] X 130 gs

= [566 + 950 + 5,695 + 5,514] x 130
= [12,725] x 130
= 1.654 x 10' lb.
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The collective effective area of welds, inclusive of joint efficiency, is
A = Tl X iA4rcwferential + Tn1 X A,cicumnxferentia + 2 X AwFIi

A = 1.0x38.87+0.8 x 16.66+0.8x229.

A = 235 in2

The average stress on the welds WCC4, WCC5, and WF is
AVG. = PDPOAcr/A

= 1.654 x 106 IbJ235 in2

= 7,040 psi.

The average stress in the welds is well below the Yield stress of 25,000 psi for ss 304L parent metal and
far below static UTS of 70,000 psi.

Safety factor, SFSMESS-BASED = allowable stress/applied stress in shear
= 0.6 x 70,000/7,040
= 5.96

Margin of Safety, MSSTRESS.BASED = SFstEssBAsED - I = 5.96 -1 = 4.96

9.2.2 SUMMARY OF BOTTOM END DROP Weld ANALYSIS

The following components of the F-294 package were stress analyzed, the corresponding stresses or loads,
Safety Factors (SF) and Margin of Safety (MS) factors are listed here:

'r argtn f

Container

- weld WCC4, WCC5, WFI (section 9.2.1) 7,040 5.96 4.96

9.3 SIDE DROP WELD ASSESSMENT

93.1 Plug welds WPC1 and WPC2

There are two plug welds that resist the side impact See Figure 2.10.6-F29, for the weight s
and dimensions.

Weld area = x 13.710 x 0.5 x 0.707 = 15 in2

As the weld is fully radiographed, the joint efficiency is 100%.

Assume each weld shares 50°/0 of the weight of the plug assembly.

Therefore the impact load is

PIMPAcr = WHALF TH PLuG x deceleration load

= 1,1 15/2 x 130 s
= 72,475 lb.

Shear stress, Xz = PnwpAcr/Weld area

= 72,475/15 >

= 4,830 psi
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Safety Factor (SF) = allowable stress/applied shear stress

-0.6 x UT'SIr
-0.6 x 70,000/ 4,830
= 8.69

argin of Safety, MSsSS-BAM SF - = 8.69-I =7.69

9.3.2 Container Shell

In the side drop the container shell is subjected to deceleration loads due to 130 g's. In particular the
circumferential welds WCCl, WCC2, WCC3, WCC4, WCC5, WCC7 and longitudinal weld WCLI
and longitudinal container to fin fillet welds WFI all resist the deceleration loads. Figure 2.10.6-F30
depicts the loading.

Step #1
Estimate the weights carried above weld WCC4 and WFl.
Weight WI = volume of lead x density of lead

= Dc x 17.52 x 6.125 + x x ((17.5+7.5)t2) x 5.125] x 0.410
= [5,893.7 + 2,516] x 0.410
= [8,409.7] x 0.410
= 3,447 lb.

Step #2
Estimate the weights carried above welds WCC1, WCC2, WCC3, WCC7, WCL1 and WF1.

See Figure 2.10.6-F30.

The weight of lead above the cavity tube is excluded as that weight directly impacts the cavity tube
structure.

Weight W2 = density of lead x net volume of lead
= density of lead x (volume of lead minus volume of lead projected above cavity)
= [[{tI x(17.52 - 6.252) x 20} + { x ((17.52 - 7.92) x 1.8125)+ {1n x 8.688

x ((17.5 + 12)t2)2 - 7.92 }]- [{2 x 6.25 x 20 x (17.5 - 6.25)}+ (1.8125 x 2
x 7.9 x (17.5 - 7.9))+ (8.688 x 2 x 7.9 x (((17.5 + 12)/2) - 7.9))]D

= 0.410 x [(16,790 + 1,388 + 4,2351- [2,812 + 275 + 940]]
=0.410x [22,413 -4,027]
= 0.410 x 18,386
= 7,538 lb.

W =WI+W 2

= 3,447 + 7538 lb.
=10,985 b.

Step #3
Estimate the impact load based on 130 g's deceleration in side drop orientation.

PIMpAcr = weight W x deceleration load (130 g's)
= 10,985 lb. x 130 g's
= 1.428 x 106lb.
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Step #4
Estimate the effective areas of welds.

There are eight welds that resist this magnitude of impact load. The welds are: WCCI, WCC2, WCC3,
WCC4, WCC5, WCC7 and longitudinal weld WCLI and longitudinal container to fin fillet welds WF.
As far as the fin-to-shell welds are concerned, it is assumed the bottom half of the 36 fins resist the impact
load.

Area of weld WCCl: Awcc, = 2it x 11.812 x 0.5 x 0.707 = 26.23 in2

Area of weld WCC2: Awcc2 = 22r x 12.812 x 0.5 x 0.707 = 28.46 in2

Area of weld WCC3: Awcc 3 = 2icx 17.5x 0.5xO.707 = 38.87 in2

Area of weld WCC4: Awcc 4 = 2-xx 17.5x 0.5x0.707 = 38.87 in2

Area of weld WCC5: Awcc5 = 22tx 7.5x 0.5x0.707 = 16.66 n2

Area of weld WCC7: AWCC7 = 2irx 12 x 0.5x0.707 = 26.65 In2

Area of weld WCL1: AwcL, = 26 x 0.5x 0.707 = 9.19 in2

Area of weld WF1: AwF, = No. of fins x no. of fillet welds x thickness of weld x
length of weld x 0.707

= 18 x2 x 0.375 x26 x 0.707
= 248 in2

Joint Efficiency for fillet weld ilj = 80%
Joint efficiency for butt weld i12 = 100%

Effective Area of weld WCC1: AEFFEcrVwccI = Awcc1 x T1l= 26.23 x 0.8 = 20.98 in2

Effective Area of weld WCC2: A mwnvwcc2= Awcc2 x i= 28.46 x 0.8 = 22.77 in2

Effective area of weld WCC3: AmmEM wcc3 = Awcc3 x 2= 38.87 x 1.0 = 38.87 in2
Effective area of weld WCC4: A¢cnvwJwcc4= Awcc4 x i12= 38.87 x 1.0 = 38.87 n2

Effective area of weld WCC5: Amnvawcc5= Awcc5 xiT2= 16.66 x 0.8 = 13.32 in2

Effective area of weld WCC7: A(Effivmw=C= Awcc5 x Tii= 26.65 x 0.8 = 21.32 in2

Effective area of weld WCL1: A wEnVEWCLl = AwcLl x 12= 9.19 x 1.0 = 9.19 in2

Effective area of weld WF1: AB CzrVE.WF1 = AWFI x ll= 248.0 x 0.8 = 198.4 i 2

Step #5
Estimate the stress on the welds
IT = PMPACr/[E AEwnVFWCCI + AEFFECwOQ + AEFIVCWC + AEFWCC4 +
AEwwnvwccs + AmcFnVwcC7 + AEFFEcL + AFCIIVWFI]

= 1.428 x 10/[20.98 + 22.77 + 38.87 + 38.87 + 13.32 + 21.32 + 9.19 + 198.4]

= 1.428 x 106/ [363.7]

= 3,930 psi

Safety factor (SF) = allowable stress/applied stress

= 0.6 x UTS/t
= 0.6 x 70,000 psi/3,930 psi
= 10.68

Margin of Safety, MSSIRESS.BASED = SF - I = 10.68 - I = 9.68

In estimating the safety factor, only static UTS data is used; if dynamic data is used, it provides additional
margin of safety.
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9.3.3 Summary

The following components of the F-294 package were stress analyzed, the corresponding stresses or loads,
Safety Factors (SF) and Margin of Safety (MS) factors are listed here:

~~~~~~~~~~~~~'tes- iasfeW ~M in of

Plug

- weld group: WCC1, WCC2 and WFl (section 9.3.1) 4,830 8.69 7.69

Container

- weld group WCCI, WCC2, WCC3, WCC4, WCC5 WCC7, 3,930 10.68 9.68
WCLI, and WFI (section 9.3.2)

9.4 TOP CORNER DROP WELD ASSESSMENT

9.4.1 Bolting on the plug

See Figure 2.10.6-F31.
Estimate bolt stresses based on static UTS

Number of bolts = 16

Total bolt area, ABOLT = 8.816 in2

Static UTS = 180,000 psi

Gasket seating load, Fsr = 2,400 lb.

Pressure build-up load = 3,600 lb.

Weight of plug and contents, Wpw & coii - 1,115 lb.
Based on deceleration load of 116 g's in the top drop orientation, the applied load on the bolt,

P1MPACrAX1AL = weight of plug and contents x Axial component of deceleration G-load
= Wpw & COWTMs x 116 cos 330
= 1,115 x 97.3
- 108,490 lb.

Therefore, the total load on 16 bolts, PTAL:

PTOTAL = P PACrAL&L + FS3 + Wphg
= 108,490 + 2,400 + 3,600
= 114,090 lb.

What is the tensile stress in the bolt?
Bolt stress, c = PTOTA/ABOLT = 114,090 IbJ8.816 in2

= 12,940 psi.
Based on deceleration load of 130 g's in the top drop orientation, the applied load on the bolt,
PMPAcr (SHEAR) = weight of plug and contents x transverse component of deceleration G-load

= WPLuG&CONnNs x 116 sin 330
= 1,115 x 63.1
= 70,356 lb.

Gasket seating load, FsG = 2,400 lb.
Pressure build-up load Wft = 3,600 lb.
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Therefore total load on 16 bolts, PTorAL
PTOrAL = PIuAcTm1a) + FsG + Wpwg

=70,356+0+0
= 70,356

What is the shear stress in the bolt?
Bolt stress, s = PTOTALJABOLT = 70,356 lb./8.816 in2

= 7,980 psi.
Combine the tensile and shear stresses to obtain the principal stresses.

a, = a/2 ± 4[(a/2)2 + 2

= 12,900/2 ± l [(12,940/2)2 + (7,980)2]
= 6,450 ± 10,260
= 16,710 or

a 2 = -3,810 psi
The allowable static UTS at 200C is 180,000 psi.

Safety Factor SFSTRESS-BAsED = Allowable Stress/maximum applied stress

= static UTS/bolt maximum stress
= 180,000 psi/16,710 psi
= 10.77

Margin of Safety MSmEssBAsED = SFsntEss-BAsmD - I

= 10.77- 1
= 9.77

Therefore, the bolts are capable of maintaining a closure joint without failure, with a margin of safety
based on stress = 9.77 in the top comer drop orientation.

9.4.2 Male flange

See Figure 2.10.6-F25

It is assumed that the ligament area around the bolt holes is the critical area in terms of failure mode.

Minimum ligament area in shear around the bolt holes AS
AS =5/16* +0.5 * 

= 13/16 in2

Number of bolt holes = 16

Based on deceleration load of 130 g's in the top drop orientation, the applied load on the bolt,
PM&ACr AxIAL = weight of plug and contents x deceleration G-load

= WPLuO&cONNmS x 130 cos 330
= 1, 15 x97.3
= 108,490 lb.

Gasket seating load, Fso = 2,400 lb.
Pressure build-up load Wph = 3,600 lb.

Therefore, total load on 16 bolts, PTOTAL

PTOTA. = PIMPACr + FSO + Wphn
= 108,490 + 2,400 + 3,600
= 114,090 lb.

Shear stress in the ligament zone, r
= PToIJATOmTL UGAMENT AREA

= 114,0901[16 x (13/16)]
= 8,780 psi
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SFSTRESSBASED = allowable stress/applied stress
= 0.6 x UTS/t
= 0.6 x 70,000/8,780
= 4.78

MSSTEssSwED= SFsmws BASI -1 = 4.78-1 = 3.78

9.4.3 Female Flange

See Figure 2.10.6-F26.

It is assumed that the weld joint WCC7 between the female flange to the cavity liner (location B as per
Figure 2.10.6-F26) is the critical area in terms of failure mode. This weld joint is subjected to both axial
and shear impact forces in the top corner drop orientation of the package.

Area of the butt weld,
AWE = n* D * t 0.7
AwED= s15. 28 4 * 0.5 * 0.7

AwEw= 16.8 in2

Based on deceleration load of 130 gAs in the top drop orientation, the applied load on the bolt,

PDpAcrAxLtL = weight of plug and contents x deceleration G-load
= WUmacrsx 130 cos 330
= 1,115 x 97.3
= 108,490 lb.

Gasket seating load, Fso = 2,400 lb.
Pressure build-up load Wft = 3,600 lb.

Therefore total load on 16 bolts, PwrL
PTAL = PDVWACr + Fso + Wf

= 108,490 + 2,400 + 3,600
= 114,090 lb.

Stress in the weld,wEW
OW&D = Pwmr/JAww

= 114,090 lb/16.8 in2

= 6,790 psi

For weld with 100% joint efficiency (fully radiographed weld joint)'
SFsmEssaDsm= allowable stress/applied stress

= UTS/GF
= 70,000/6,790
= 10.3

MS5ss= SFvsAsm-I = 10.3-1 =9.3

Based on deceleration load of 130 g's in the top drop orientation, the applied load on the bolt,
PMPACr (SHEAR) = weight of plug and contents x transverse component of deceleration G-load

= WPLUw&0oJENrS X 116 sin 330
= ,115 x 63.1
= 70,356 lb.

Gasket seating load, Fs( = 2,400 lb.
Pressure build-up load WO., = 3,600 lb.
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Therefore total load on 16 bolts, PTomAL
PTomAL = PIMPAcr(smAR) + FsG + Wpg

=70,356+0 +0 
= 70,356

shear stress in the weld, rwmD
TWE = PTOTAL/AWED

= 70,356 1bJ16.8 in2

= 4,190 psi

For weld with 100% joint efficiency (fully radiographed weld joint),
SFSTRESS.BASED = allowable stress/applied stress

= 0.6 x UTS/a
= 0.6 x 70,000/4,190
=10.

MS=ss.Bssm= SFSmss.BsED - 1 = 10 - 1 = 9

9.4.4 Stripping of Internal Threads of Bolt Hole Under Impact Load

See Figure 2.10.6-F24.

What stresses can the internal threads of the bolt hole in the female flange of the bolted closure withstand without
stipping? Effective thread area per bolt hole = 1.44 in2.

Based on deceleration load of 130 g's in the top drop orientation, the applied load on the bolt,
PIW'ACT AxIAL = weight of plug and contents x deceleration G-load

= Wpwo acommm x 130 cos 330
= 1,115 x97.3
= 108,490 lb.

Gasket seating load, FsG = 2,400 lb.
Pressure build-up load Wphw = 3,600 lb.

Therefore total load on 16 bolts, PTOTAL

PIOAL = PIMPAcr + Fs0 + Wpkvg
= 108,490 + 2,400 + 3,600
= 114,090 lb.

Shear stress in the bolt hole threads, t
= PTOTAL/ABOLT HOLE THREADS

= 114,090/[16 x 1.44]
= 4,950 psi.

For stripping of bolt hole threads, the safety factor and margin of safety are:
SFSmmEsBASED = allowable stress/applied stress

= 0.6 x UTS/r
= 0.6 x 70,000/4,950
= 8.48

SMSIESSB ,ED = SFs ~s-s1=ED 8.8-1 = 7.48
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9.4.5 Container Welds

See Figure 2.10.6-F27.

In the top corner drop orientation the weight of the lead shielding is segmented into four zones: WI, W2,
W3, W4 respectively.

The weight WI acts directly on the bottom plate cavity and affects cavity buckling.

The weight W2 acts directly on the off-set flange between upper and lower cavity and affects buckling of
upper cavity.

The weight W3 is directly acting on the container female flange and weld joints WCCI, WCC2, WCC7 and
WFI respectively.

The weight W4 is directly acting on the container conical head and weld joint WCC3 and WF1.

Therefore, collectively, welds WCCI, WCC2, WCC3, WCC7 and WFI resist the impact of weight W3 and
W4 in top corner drop orientation.

The estimate of weights W., W2, W3, W4 is given here:
W = 566 lb.
W2= 950 lb.
W3= 5,695 lb.
W4 = 5,514 lb.

Step #1
K...' Calculate the axial impact load due to W3 and W4.

The cumulative impact load on welds WCC1, WCC2, WCC3, WCC7 and WF1 due to deceleration load of
130 g's is PIMPACrAxAL= W3 +W4] x 130 g's cos 330

- [5,695 +5,514]x 109
= 1.221 x 106 lb.

Step #2
Calculate weld areas.
Weld designated WCCl: AreaA, 2zx 11.812x0.5 x0.707 = 26.23 in2

Weld designated WCC2: Area A,*,= 2-n x 12.812 x 0.5 x 0.707 = 28.46 in2

Weld designated WCC3: Area A 3 dd= 2n x 17.500 x 0.5 x 0.707 = 38.87 in2

Weld designated WCC7: Area As 2 x 7.392 x 0.5 x 0.707 = 16.42 in2

Weld designated WFI: Area AwiF = 114.5 in2
AWFI = No. of fins x no. of fillet welds x thickness of weld x length of weld x 0.707

= 18 x 2 x 0.375 x 12 x 0.707 = 1145 in2

There are 36 fins at the top of the container, however, in the top corner drop orientation, it is assumed that
only 18 fins to outer container shell welds are effective.

The collective effective area of welds, inclusive of joint efficiency, is
A =llI x A,, w+ll x H it+1 2 x A d + 2 xA7 .+ x AWF
A =0.8x26.23+0.8x28.46+ 1.0x38.87+ 1.0x 16.42 +0.8x 114.5
A = 190.6 in2
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Step #3

Calculate average stress in the weld due to axial component
The average tensile stress on the welds WCCI, WCC2, WCC3, WCC7 and WF is

cTAVG. = PMPACrAXEJA

= 1.221 x 106 lbll90.6 n2

= 6,410 psi.
The average stress in the welds is well below the Yield stress of 25,000 psi for ss 304L parent metal
and far below static UTS of 70,000 psi.

Step #4
Calculate the radial impact load due to W3 and W4 .
The cumulative impact load on welds WCC1, WCC2, WCC3, WCC7 and WF1 due to deceleration load of
130 g's is PDmpAcTTRmNsvERsE = [W3 +W4 ] x 130 g's sin 33°

= [5,695 + 5,514]x 70.8
=0.794x 106lb.

Step #5
Calculate average shear stress in the weld due to transverse component
The average shear stress on the welds WCC1, WCC2, WCC3, WCC7 and WF is

AVG = PaAcrm&LUNSVERSE/A

=0.794 x 106 IbJ 190.6 in2

=4,170 psi.
Combine the tensile and shear stresses to obtain the principal stresses.

=a2 ± [(/2)2 + ?]
= 6,410/2 ± i [(6,410/2)2 + (4,170)2]
=3,205 ± 5,260
= 8,465 or

02 =-2,055 psi

Safety factor, SFsnhEss-BAsED = allowable stress/applied stress

= 70,000/8,465
= 8.26

Margin of Safety, MSSIRESSBASED = SFSTReS-sASED - = 8.26-1 = 7.26
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9A.6 Summary

The following components of the F-294 package were stress analyzed, the corresponding stresses or loads,
Safety Factors (SF) and Margin of Safety (MS) factors are listed here:

Plug

1) bolts (section 9.4.1) 16,710 10.77 9.77

2) male flange, ligament area (section 94.2) 8,780 j 4.78 3.78

Container

1) weld group WCC1, WCC2, WCC3, WCC7, and 8,465 8.26 7.26
WFI (section 9.4.5)

2) weld WCC7 (section 9.43) 4,190 10 9

3) bolt hole (section 9A.4) 4,950 8.48 7.48
I
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Figure 2.10.6-F9
F-294 in Top End Drop Orientation
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Figure 2.10.6-F10
Geometrical Data of the Crush Shield Fin # in the Top End Drop
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Figure 2.10.6F1l.1
Parameter [Absorbed EnergylPlastic Moment] versus Parameter

[Deformation/Original Height] for Fin Impacting at O (Data Appended From Ref.[181)
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Figure 2.10.6-F11.2
Parameter [Absorbed Energy/Plastic Moment] versus Parameter

- Deformation/Original Height] for Fin Impacting at 100(Data Appended From Ref.[18])
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Figure 2.10.6F11.3
Parameter [Absorbed Energy/Plastic Moment] versus Parameter

[Deformation/Original Height] for Fin Impacting at 200 (Data Appended From Ref.[181)
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Figure 2.10.6-F11A
Parameter [Absorbed Energy/Plastic Moment] versus Parameter

[DeformationlOriginal Height] for Fin Impacting at 300(Data Appended From Ref.1181)
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Figure 2.10.6F11.5
Parameter [Absorbed Energy/Plastic Moment] versus Parameter

[Deformation/Original Height] for Fin impacting at 400 (Data appended from Ref.1181)
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Figure 2.10.6-F12
G-load versus Drop Height
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Figure 2.10.6F13
F-294: Bottom End Drop Orientation
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Figure 2.10.6-F14
Geometrical Data for Fins # Bottom End Drop Orientation
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Figure 2.10.6F15
F-294: Side Drop #1
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K�) Figure 2.10.6-F16
F-294: Side Drop #2
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Figure 2.10.6-F17
F-294 in Top Corner Drop Orientation
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-Figure 2.1O.6-F18
Crush Shield Fins In Top Corner Drop: Zone of Impact and Identification of Fins
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Figure 2.10.64F19
F-294 in Top Corner Drop Orientation: Geometrical Data of the Impact Absorbing Fins
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Figure 2.10.6-F20
Bottom Corner Drop: Mode of Impact
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Figure 2.10.64F71
Top Closure Bolted Joint Details
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igure 2.10.6-F22
= Closure Plug-Bolted Joint: Applied/Reactive Forces
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Figure 2.10.6-F23
Shear of the Threads of the bolt Hole of Closure Plug Joint
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Figure 2.10.6-F24
Stripping of the Bolt Hole in the Closure Flange
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Figure 2.10.6-25
Ligament Area of the Male Flange
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Figure 2.10.6-F26
Weld WCC7 In the Container Upper Cavity
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Figure 2.10.6-F27
Container Identification of Welds and Weights of Segments
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Figure 2.10.6-F28
Plug Cylindrical Body Impacting on End: Plug Welds
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Figure 2.10.6-F29
Plug Cylindrical Body Impacting on Side: Plug Welds
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Figure 2.10.6-F30
Container Welds under Side Impact
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Figure 2.10.6-F31
Plug Bolts under Impact Load
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